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flights.

housekeeper in a fam-

of one or two. widower preferred. Address
for Housekeeper, 193 Middle St., up two

$2.50

a

rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the

|

Compositor
ONCE,

t T

J \

NO. 13

ONE
oc2

Cabinet
Office.

One
Press

This Eve nt 8 P. M.,
GRAND MATINEE 2.30.

Girl Wanted.

EARTH,

Inquire
general
TO FORTH
STREET, from 8 to 9 P. M.

AND

do

housework.

BUTTER!

PROMISSORY note payable to myself or order,
for four hundred dollars, dated at Freeport,
October 9th, 1878, payable one year after date, and
signed by Hermon E. Brewer. All persons are hereby cautioned against purchasing or negotiating the
same.
JAMES H. BANKS.
oeldlw
Freeport Sept. 30th. 1879.

WHOLESALE AID RETAIL.

A

with

B.—Telephone connection

JV.

all

points of the city.

BOARD.

ONE CHEAP

MAI WE,

FOR

AGEATS

reasonable terms,
of
west
LARGECUMBERLAND
AND CHESTNUT STS.
on

EXCURSION

at

corner

oc2

d2w*

—

Fabyan’s,

Close tSae Wliite Mountain

VDESIRABLE
oc2

Season,

SATURDAY, OCT. 4,1879.
Tickets will be on sale at office of the company,
No tickets
No. 39 Exchange Street, until Oct. 3.
will be sold on day of excursion. If more than two
hundred tickets are sold a Special Train will be run.
Sale of tickets commenced Tuesday, Sept. 30,1879.
8‘J.OO
Ticket*,
8.30
Panic* of Five,
13.00
Par tie* of Ten,

Train is run, notice of same, with
notice of hour of departure, will appear in daily
papers of.Friday, Oct. 3. Regular train leaves at
oc3d2t
8 A. M.

on

ing that they

wv

gas

though

notice to net.

HOUSE

fine Rent with 8

the

on

PIANO COVERS.

corner

Enquire

Opening Fresh Stock,
Beautiful Designs.

HASTINGS, 144Vb Exchange Street, or MR.
se29tf
24 Wilmot Street.

TRUE,

in

To Tei.

MONDAY and THURSDAY EVENINGS, commencing October Oth. All the latest styles of Danc-

ing taught.
Waltzim? made a specialty. Terms for
Cmetwelve lessons: Gents, $5.00: Ladies, $.J.OO.
half the tuition fee to be paid at the time of subscribing and the balance at the sixth lesson.

CLASS FOR YOUNG LADIES,
THURSDAYS, from 4touP. M., i'omme:iciiig
J)tli.

Terms for twelve lessons.

HOUSE

To Ter.
KNIGHTVILLE. Upper Rent. House in good
IN repair. First house on left near bridge; apply on
sel2tf

premises.

SATURDAYS, from 2.30 to 4.30 P. M., commencTerms for the season,
$5.00.
ing Oct. lltli.
Twelve lessons, $3.00. Two or more pupils from
the same family will be received at reduced rates.
The “Cit*ri«sin” and all the latest ball-room
dances taught in this class.
Much valuable time can be saved if pupils, before
entering,, will prepare a card with their names in
full, also their residence. Parent* always wel-

THE

To Let.
half of house, or four connecting rooms,
2d story, very desirable, No. SOVa High Street,
NEW NUMBER 94.
sep3dtf

LOWER

Office ro Tet.
mHE Office, (large front room with front private
I office) second flight, now occupied by the undersigned at No. 7 Exchange St. Central, convenient
B. BARNES, dr.
and light. Terms Reasonable.
au28tf

T© Let.

come.

N. 13.—No pupils received iu
classes for less than half a term.

any of the above

Centre and Free, suitable for
Boarding House. Inquire
109 CENTRE STREET.

corner

HOUSE
genteel

PRIVATE CLASSES

augl3dtf

a

Solicited. Terms according to the number of pupils
And time occupied.

privatFlessons
hour each.

one

Six

lessons, $5.00.

lessons, $1.50;

six

lessons, $7.50.

to

$7.00.

all schools and assemblies for the season,
Tickets to be paid for iu advance.

At tbe commencement of another season under
the present circumstances it is appropriate that I
express my gratefulness to former patrons for their
support. To them it is scarcely necessary to assert
that the same attention to every item that belongs
to a well-regulated establishment will be continued.
To strangers about to select an Academy in which
to place their daughters and sons, a reference to the
list of families who have placed their children under
our charge will be an assurance that our business
heretofore has been properly conducted; and our
own assurance that we are quite as anxious to maintain our present position as we have been to gain
that position, will guarantee a continuance of the
same exertion.

Very respectfully,

GILBERT,

M. 13.

Portland, Sept. 27tli, 187'.).

sep30eod3t

HMC.

CZ»“«

GRAND ASSEMBLY
—

BY

THE

—

KAY,

having been thoroughly

refurnished this
season, is now ready to accommodate
parties by the day or week at reasonable

8

UtllCB UUUIJ1 llUU

SEASON TICKETS,
admitting gent to all public schools, and gent with
all
adies to
assemblies, $16.00. Tickets admitting
ladies

YACHT

SCEIOONJEK

One pupil: single lesson, $1.00;
Two pupils at one time: one

WUU

*JL

Cl

1*IUIU

IllCill

CVUU

g'/uu

Apply to D. H. BURNS, on board, formerly
Alarm, or at DYER & BURNS No. 123
Commercial Street, Portland Ale.
jeJld4m
pilot.

of Yacht

House to Let at Woodford’s.
and desirable rent on
Clifton st. containing 7 rooms, French Roof
with tower, thorough drainage, a good garden, 100
yards from the horse cars. Inquire of
WARREN SPARROW, 101 Middle St.,
or at his residence in Deering.
jelltf

AVERY

pleasantly located

To Let.
repair with Sebago, at

good
Story
former price $12.00.
A1 $8.50,
House in

for

Also,

1

good

rent

$0.50 with Sebago, in center of city. Apply to
W. W. CARR, 107 Newbury St.
jyl8tf
"I *1

having

been

r*

TT

Congress

Hall asp's

Dances, Parties, Lectures, &c„ by applying to K. A.
SAWYER, 101 Commercial St., or ,JAS. A. WHIToc7dtf
NEY, 178 Middle St.

PLEASANT ROOMS TO LET.
of

rooms on

of

second

LANCASTER HALL,

REAL

WEDNESDAY EV’NG, OCT. 8th.

T

nrr

BOMWORTU PONT, NO. ‘J, Ci. A. EE,

se27eodtf

Original Jubilee Singers.

The

TLnirMcJny Earning, Nor. IS.

LECTURE BY MISS MARY F. EASTMAN
Thursday Evening,

Nov. 30.

Park Instrumental Quartette and Sidney
Burt.
Thursday Evening,! »cc. 4.

Weber Male
Quartette, Mrs. II. F.
Knowles and Herr Lcibling.
Thursday Evening, Drr, 33.

Tlie Rivals, with Mrs. Julia

Houston

West, Soprano.

Course tickets for the six entertainments, -SI .50.
For sale at the usual places and by the comrades,
liesprveil seats for the course 50c extra; sale to take
H- Hall, cor. Congress and Casco Sts.,
at tl
id
oo3eod3w
evening, Oct. !>■ at a p.m.

ice

on

Thursday

BUS1NESS DIRECTORY.
Accountant and Notary Public.
«EO. C. COWMAN, Office No.
Nlreel. R’oitlnuri.

INI Middle
___

Horse Shoeing'
15, N. VOI N1J A- CO., Practical
Nbocrs, JO Pearl Nlrect.

Horse

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN €!. PROCTER, No.

Exchange

Nlrect._
Hook Binders.
WM. A. QUINCT. Room 11, Printers’
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Nlrect.
8X1 AXE & NHACKI OKB, No. 33 Plum

Nlrect.__
nr

.'!■ OIIEER, Sewing Machine RcpnirMnrie’M Terrace, iu the »ci* el ***

Cougt

*Mti

Nlrect.

my3Mly

JL

transacting

for the purpose of

in the

city

Portland.

of

THOMAS E. TWITCHELL,) Partners in tlie late
firm of Locke,
JOHN M. FIFIELI),
}
SAMUEL I,. KOLFE,
) Twitchell & Co.
C. C. CHAPMAN.
auldtf
Portland. July 31, 1879.

BOSTON LEAD MANUF’G CO.
Manufacturers of

pure

vWtiile Lead,
Star Brand.

Red

PORTLAND,

and

Pumps,

The Jacobs Lithogram Co.,

LEAD PIPE AND SHEET LEAD.

Exchange,

Samuel

|

OR BOX l««5,

Lead

Litharge,
Pat. Tin-lined Pipe,
Pure Block TinPipe,
Copper and Iron

wanted in every City and Town

cor.

tho

Diy Goods Join Business

Address

ST.,

copart-

Twitchell, Chapman & Co.,

Anything

176 MIDDLE

a

Office,

Little,
21

Pres.
20 Oliver

IS o* ton, Maw.

eod&wGm

set

PBEMflLll

MAINE.

CENTENNIAL

OIL !

Ad-

rvf

1 Iro

Capt.

II,rear li'nrm

nn

MAINE MINING

J). II. INGRAHAM.
52 Exchange St.

& CO.

rent

Houses, buy

Old Orch ard

and

papers

or

man or woman.

sell Lots

on

Camp Ground

Font Lines
For Ten Dollar
in Three
Inserted One Week
Hundred and Fifty Newspapers.

iToiaxi

3Mo>2*x*ijs,
nnrECTBLa.

GRAVES’ PATENT

ECT

IMPROVED

j_OllNGE

BED.

Ar.jf.

(V>“

SPRUCE

M. It. CAME,
Old Orchard. Me.

of the most attractive and desirable lo-

minutes walk of the i\ S. & I*. K. R. depot, as also a
short drive of either Portland. Saco, Old Orchard or
Libby's Beach. For terms and particulars enquire of
£5 SS A Si ?-JE. Aduiiui*trntor,
I*. .1.
I1M» 1-2 Middle Nt.
mli24tf

For Sale.
and well selected stock of Boots, Shoes,
and Rubbers at a bargain. Also to let, a convenient store containing tie goods, with all the
Apply at 84 PORTLAND ST.
furniture.
oc2eodlm*
Portland, Me., Oct. 1, 1879.

FOR SALE.

ST.,

The

...

N.

■"

Jy7_

Oak

BRIG “JI. Houston,” 207 tons

’^^■4 register; two decks- built at Stockton,
jV? A-v^AIe., in 1805, for the present owners;
metaled in

V.

sep30dlw

and in

August, 1870;
good order. Apply

is well
to

found

BYAN & KKfiiSEY,
108 Commercial Sired.

Piles, Ship Timber & Plank, inventors!
Patents! Caveats!
DECK PEAM,

DRY PIKE,

Car Timber and Plow Henm*, Treenail*,
Treeuaii Wedge* aaid Planking Wedges,
Pine and Hemlock fluildiug Liiimher, Elox Hoard*, .Shingle* &c.

II. c.
OC2

JORDAN,

Alfred,

Maine.
tf

Till ALLEN GOW’S

PORE GANDIES,
Fresh

Every Oay aoJ Slritliy Fare.

STREET.

NO. 5GG

CONGRESS

ap2S

r«KTlA!VB, ME,

dly

out of

window to

the

are

all

of "the

different shade.

color,

same

If

the

man

Herbert G»

Briggs,

Couusellor-at-Law and Patent Solicitor.
48 1-2 Exchange S!., Portland, I?Ic.
All business with the Patent Ofllc© promptly executed.
oc3d3m

GEORGE P\

WESCOTT,

Constable and

Collector,

Centennial Block, Portland, Me.
Executions and Collections promptly attended to.
References: Aslibel Chaplin, Clark II. Barker.
sepO
sepheodlm

The New Era says:
Like Solon Chase’s steers the bulk of every
thing has been increased at the expense of its
value, by resumption. It increased the crops,
but lessened their aggregated value.
This is something more than lias been
claimed for resumption, by any Republican
paper. We had supposed that “them steers”
were increasing in bulk, as a natural result
of much eating, having been led to this conclusion by some remarks made by their
owner, before he went to “yoke them up”
with the “wild ass of the prairie,” in regard
Still if
to the hay they were consuming.
the New Era insists that resumption did it,
we congratulate Solon on being freed from
the painful necessity of getting up cold winter mornings to attend to the work of “foddering up.” The assurance that the bountiful crops of the West, are due to resumption is still more gratifying. We are pained
to say, however, that these temporal benefits
have been secured only at the expense of
our eternal welfare, for the New Era adds
that resumption “has broadened the road to
perdition, but narrowed the road to glory.”
Hit. Langston (colored), the United States
Ilayti, has had a talk about the
Southern exodus with a representative of
the Washington Star. lie favors “a reasonable emigration which would not only tend
Minister to

to

improve

the condition of

larger body

the

of the colored people remaining there, but
would tend, by necessity, to superinduce
and establish habits of intelligent industry
among the whites, certainly the poorer
classes of them, and thus a general benefit
would be wrought.” He thinks that the
situation of the negroes now among the old
surroundings of slavery at the South is preto their advancement, and tnat tney
will not find the Northern climate too severe

judicial

He does not want the
freedmcn to concentrate in any particular
State, lint to scatter all over the North.
for their health.

The Leader says the “Governor and Council look over the returns and issue a certifi.
cate to such as

they believe

to have received

This belief is formed
We
the
selectmen.”
over
wish the Leader would explain the process
Are the selectmen
a little more minutely.
to be gathered at Augusta and there looked
over, or will the Governor and Council
drive round to the different towns and look
them over there. Is the examination to be
physical or mental, or both? And how is a
selectman expected to look when the town
has gone Greenback? And how when it
has gone Republican?

plurality of
by looking
a

votes.

Recent Publications.
Lessons from My Masters, Carlyle, Tennyson, Ruskin. By Peter Bayne, M. A., LL. D.,
Author of the Chief Actors in the Puritan

Revolution, Life and Letters of Hugh Miller,
etc., (Now York: Harper Brothers; Portland;
Loring, Short & Harmon). It is not often that
a

volume of critical essays appears

preciative and effective, of

more

more

ap-

thoroughly
pleasanter

literary quality, or which gives a
impression of its author than does
Bayne’s Lessons from My Masters.

Professor
Some of

the papers which make up the volume were
contributed to the Literary World,
but aro now revised and extended. The chapters upon Ruskin are newly written. It was

originally

color-blindness is
its
To
qua ity, a rosediagnose
diagnosed.
colored skein is given for matching. If the
man is red-blind he will place blues and purples as a match to the rose; if green-blitid,
dark gray and dark green as a match. Still
further tests can be made in doubtful casts.

tli 3 author’s plan, lie tells us in his preface,
not so much to write critically of Carlyle, Tennyson or Ruskin, as to point out to the admiration of his readers the superb traits of these
masters in literature. Of course it was not possible to keep strictly to the line of action thus

test there can be no questhe examined, for those

laid out—a man with the literary conscience
and keen and delicato appreciation of literary

By Holmgren’s
tion of confusing

with normal color-vision never fail to match
green; while the color-blind always make
mistakes.

Attorn ey-Gexerar Devexs in a letter
Republican State Committee of Mas-

to the

sachusetts

declining

to take

part

in the cam-

paign on account of the pressure of public
business, speaks thus of the attempt being
made by Butler to convert the Grand Army
into a political organization:
It would be a subject of deep regret if the
the Grand Army organization should meet
witli any success or if any portion of the veterans of Massachusetts should be drawn off into
State
an attack on the honor and dignity of a
which has stood generously and nobly by its
soldiers from the hour it sent them forth to
battle until now. The Grand Army of the Republic was for noble, charitable, and patriotic
objects, in Massachusetts it has fulfilled them
well, but elsewhere, whenever there has been
divert it to political
a successful attempt to
purposes, it has been utterly destroyed or sunk
into insignificance. Such will be its fate with
us if it lends itself to the schemes of parties, or
of those who, having no party, would seek to
of personal ambiuse it for the gratification
tion. The men who compose its organization
are wise enough to see this, and
they will not
allow it to be thus perverted. Differences of
opiuion may exist among them, but they have
offered their lives together in a great and holy
cause.
They will stand firmly by those who
are striving that the fruits of the victory which
they gained for liberty and free government
shall not bo lost by weakness or wrenched
away by violence. They will take no step by
which it can be imperilled. They will pursue
no course which they do not deem for the honor and happiness of all their countrymen, and
they will sustain no man who seeks by detraction to injure the fair famo of the State whose
soldiers they were, and whoso citizens they are,
or to array against each other the various members of a community whoso interests are identical.
_

Tiieiii: are

significant indications of

a

par-

tial break in the “solid South” in the reports which reach Washington of the progof the State election in North Carolina.
The North Carolina Gazette, for instance,
one of the most prominent of the Bourbon
organs, says North Carolina is not at all
safe for the Democratic party in the coming
canvass, and adds that she is gone unless
the very best men are put forward. The
ress

Observer concurs in this

explana-

tion of the situation, and adds: “Should
Judge Buxton be nominated for Governor
by the Radicals, North Carolina may be
wrested from us in spite of all we can do,
and with the Gubernatorial candidate will
go the Electoral vote.” There are at least
40,000 white Republican voters in North
Carolina, a greater number than can be

found in any other Southern State.
linciiln

There

SO OHO finlnrpd Ppnnhlipan vnfps.

which, with the white Republican votes of a
free election, constitutes an undoubted legal
majority of the State. North Carolina, except for fraud and violence, is a Republican

State.__
Maryland is one of the States which is
cursed by a thieving Democratic ring; and
nevertheless, the anti-Democratic factions
of Maryland poli ics have never been arrayed
in a solid body. This year, however, the
alarm created by the continued and reckless
waste of the public funds has brought together a strong organization which the Democrats watch with
undisguised dismay.

sepia_eod3m&wQw38

give any information pertaining
satisfactory in price to any
References: My neighbors.

cations in this vicinity for a Summer Residence,
commanding a tin# view, and being within a few

ASMAll

SILVER MINING
Stock bought ant! sold.
MAINE A NEW IIAWPSIIfiKE MINING STOCBtS bought and sold.

with Rollins & Adams. 22 Exchange
St.
”
dtt
jyi8

DO.”

fllHE large two-story House with ell and stable atX tached, about twenty acres of tillage land with
young orchard, situated at Oak Jlill, Scarborough,
near the Thornton Mansion, and belonging to the
The
estate of the late Emery Moody, deceased.
one

A limited number of shares of the working capital
of the
MINERAL S3SLL MINING CO.

Ill

Residence for Sale.

above is

Lists

points

the green skein, and his

nva

for sale.

of NewsAdvertising Kates.

with

Pamphlet

Also
and vicinity.
thereto of Board,

seplldtf

Advertising

newspaper

d&wtf

WHAT I WILL

Bureau.

For,Ten Cents: One hundred page

Lot contains about one acre, excellent
garden and well of water. Tills property is situated about four miles from Portlaud on the Gray road. A good title and
immediate possession will be given. The
above property will be sold for $075.00,
and is the belt bargain in Dcering.
Inquire on the premises of Z. 0. LAMBERT, or of JOHN l'. COBB, 311-2 Exchange Street, Portland.
All but $200 cun remain on Mortgage.
mh25

Bougbtjind

STOCKS
Sold

EDGEMOGGIN

A story and half House with addition,
Stable, outbuildings and Blacksmith
Shop, all in good repair and nearly new.

or

Charitable Mechanics Association, 1878.
Office GIV2 Broad St., Boston, 25 and 27 Commercial St.. Portland.
se29d3m

ROWELL

fliA

.forTsafe-

Build, sell

No Smell or Smoke ! Absolutely Safe !
Awarded Highest Prize at Fair of Massachusetts

county road. Commands an ocean
mineral spring. Apply to

varying

green skein is

the desired

Raleigh

GEO. P.

of a

War. J. Biude, Treas.

St.,

sun-

For Sale a$ a Great Bargain.
mWO-STORY House situated in Knightville, Cape
J Elizabeth. Apply to W. R. ANTHOINE.
43 Exchange St.
je23eodtf

Thursday Evening, Oct.

Thim«tia}’ E(tuin;s ©cl. tfO,

COPARTNERSHIP.
undersigned have this day formed
nership under the firm name of

ESTATE.

.adjoining
Elizabeth,
Koinn 11•11 nnrtinn

Grand Army Course.

The Kate Thayer Grand Concert Company.

tf

mlift

the original writing in less than two minutes, and
thereafter multiplied at the rate of twenty per minute.
4th—Its Utility is almost boundless.
that can bo made or written with pen and ink can
be transferred to the tablet in one minute, and then
fac simile copies reproduced easily and quickly.
Business men can (and those who have the Lithogram are) lithographing their own Cards, Circulars,
Letter and Bill Heads, Envelopes, &c., &c. Hotels
and Restaurants their Bills of Fare.
Drawings,
Maps and Sketches can he reproduced by the hundred. It can be used to advantage in Schools in setting copies, giving out examples, &c. DraughtsIn
men and Architects find it to be a necessity.
fine, its uses are numberless.
5th—Such an article only needs the additional
qualification of Cheapness*; to commend itself to
the favor of all. Prices from $2.50 to $12.00, according to size. The Lithogram is now in use in
numerous Banks and Government Offices in Canada
and the United States, and thousands have been
sold to merchants, which should testify to its merits.
Specimens of its work can be had upon application by letter to the General Agent, or by calling at
their office, 170 Middle, corner Exchange St., Portland, Maine.
are

PORTLAND

je5

Sid—Its simplicity. Apparatus consisting of a
tablet, a bottle of prepared ink, and a sponge—so
simple that a child can operate it.
3d—Rapidity. Impressions can be made from

Agents

Block,

Samuel Thurston,

equal to lithographic engraving.

most

acres of wood and mowing land in Cape
the farm of
Charles
IFIFTEEN

east side of the 1
view, and lias a

City Hall.
16,

A LONG FELT WANT is at last supplied. Lawyers, Bankers, Tradesmen, in fact, all men engaged in business, have long felt the need of some
device, which would he at the same time cheap,
simple and practicable, whereby copies .may be
imiltiplird qnickly and easily from out? origitini writing, thu* saving time, labor and
money, three great desideratums.
We confidently assert that, for this purpose, the
Jacobs’ Lithogram is the most practicable method
yet devised; in fact, it seems to be perfect. Its advantages over any similar thing are:
1st—Perfect Impressions, giving work al-

FOR SALE.

Tickets, 75

Have the pleasure of offering to the citizens of Portland and vicinity the following course of
Entertainments to be given in

oio.Gr-A.rtfs

Gtf

jel2

AT—

Gallagher._oc2dlw

JACOBS' PATENT EITHQGRAM

exchanged.

one room on

Stable To Let.
part of city.

cents. For sale l>y members of the
company and at the door.
Committee of arrangements: T. E. Hartnett, T.
F Lynch, J. J. Lappan, Wm. H. Lyons, J. A.

UPRIGHT PIANOS

floor; plenty
SUITE
light, air anti water. Heat and gas furnished.
third floor. References

Also

Situated in the western central
dress L. E. T., Daily Press Oftiee.
—

STOOLS

.

3 Free St.

Offices in Merchants’ Bank Building vacated
by National Traders’ Bank. Firo proof vault,
se8dtf
heated by steam.

Oct.

MASTERS,

A NEW INVENTION

To he lu t.

$3.00.

MISSES" AND

CLASS FOR

No. 23 Chestnut St., first block below
the cliureb. Has all modern conveniences.
Possession given Oct. 1. Enquire of
se27d2w
C. L. TUKESBURY, 1C1 Forest.

and

in

has

place

rooms,
of Lincoln and Wilmot Street. Also, two nice
AVERY
front chambers at No. 22 Wilmot Street.
at

CLASS FOR YOUNG LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,

expiameu

good color-vision he will at once
pale green and dark green
knots side by side with the pale green skein.
No further examination is required.
H, on the contrary, the man has defective
color-vision of any sort, he places whites,
drabs, pale grays and pale browns to match
now

MYRTLE ST.

To net.

507 1-2 CONGRESS ST.

is

the grass, to the dark green pines, to the light
green vines, to the blinds of a house, show-

to let with or without furniture, terms
liberal to the right party. Inquire at the house,
ocldlw*
104 DANFORTH STREET.

W. P.

in number of

the examiner

p

Farrington Bloc7:, Portland,

containing 5 rooms,

easy

W. M. FURBUSH &

For fteiat.
NO. 89

or

monthly installments, by

11

Gilbert’s

judgment uy intensity

the report published elsewhere. A greenblind, or a red-blind is more capable of distinguishing between the two; one of the
lanterns at least having a decided color.
The test now employed is that of Holm-

shades. A
offered to the
person to be examined, and he is asked to
place by its side all the knots that he can
find of the same color. If the man professes
not to understand all the shades and tints,

/

Pianos and 100 Organs to be

sold Cheap for Cash,

To Suet.
WO of the best §12.50 rents you can find in the
city, near the Park, containing six rooms each
both in one house and will be let nDogether, if desired, for a hoarding house.
Apply to
oc2tf
W, W. CARR, 107 Newbury Street.

UJr*lf Special

__

SO

eod3t*

UPPER
ocldlw*

an-

the

striking pale

RENT for a small family, at
139 BRACKETT STREET.

half of house,
and Sebago water.

place

or more

To Cct.

—

accomplished

will be seen in

gren. Three sample skeins are employed,
and smaller knots of worsted, one hundred

TO LET.

Crawford’s and

As

employes on the Maine Central railroad have just been examined for
color-blindness and defective vision by Dr.
James A. Spalding of this city.
The old method of testing for color blindness, by asking any one to tell the color of
lanterns, is of no use whatever. The man
examined can either make a lucky guess, or
lie will know the red light, as being the
brighter of the two. He judges by the intensity of the light. In other words; a redgreen blind engineer sees a bright light, he
knows it to be a danger signal, he stops; he
sees a less bright light, lie knows it to be a
safety signal, he goes on. The danger of
uns

eod3ni

se2

To Let lvitSi Boned.
Front Rooms, furnished or unfurnished,

has been

in Massachusetts.

1. L WILSON & CO.,

No man can

Europe.

get employment as fireman, engineer,
brakeinan or switchman on any railroad in Continental
Europe (exceptwho
ing Russia, Italy and
Spain)
has defective vision in either eye or a
defect in color-perception. Those in employment at tlie time of these new edicts, are
retained on some roads, hut employed exclusively on day work; on other roads they
are pensioned or even dismissed. The agita.
tiou is spreading to England, and in this
now

country something

—

oc4dlt

it has passed ail over

other

IVlntiucc Price#, 50, 35 ami 25.
Evcniug Price#, 75, 50 am? 35.

TO

H

LOST AND FOUND.

LOST.

—

XXniform

The Finest made in this Country.

Picked Up Adrift.
Portland Harbor, a 15 foot boat, which the
owner can have by proving property and paying
charges. Apply to the office of Dyer & Burns, *123
Com’l St. or to D. H. Bickford, Com’l Whf. o3d3t*

Reserved Seats at Box Office.

much talk has
about color-blindness on railroads and at sea. The subject was first taken up seriously in Sweden, and from there

During tlie past few years

been made

CREAMERY

VERNON

MT.

dtf

HUMPTY HUMPTY.

TO

THE

USE

320 DAN-

at

We do uot read anonymous letters and communi-

cations. 1 he name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faitb.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve commumcat ions that are not used.

Color Blindness.

—

WITH

—

,3w
a,lw

SATURDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 4.

EVERY regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate signed by Stanley T. Pullen,
Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our journal.

IN

—

O A Y- 2

EVERY

Alway&

sipl5

j

Pair.

|iee

lw

PERMANENT Employment at Home.—
_B_
Day or evening, Male or Female, $30 a week
guaranteed. No capital required. Instructions and
valuable package of Goods to start with, sent free,
by mail, address with (5c return stamp, A. D. Young,
se20d3m
180 Conselyea St., Williamsburgh N. Y.

LAST TWO PERFORMANCES:

C'euts

Inquire

Wanted.
Book keeper: One Salesman;
maker; Address MERCHANT,

MUSICJ4ALL.

14»

sel8

_

ENTERTA1NMENTS.

at

Wanted.

to
sell IS I UK’S PATENT
WEIGHING
and
MEASURING
SCOOP, in every county and town in Maine, and
New Hampshire. Liberal Terms to Agts. Send
F. A.fROBlNSON.
stamp for particulars.
Thomaston Me.
sc20eodlmo

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

TONY DENIER !

demised

Kill

men

LIVE

HOUSE,

DYE

CiTY

PRUBLE STREET, OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

WANTED.

Address all communications to

FOREST

first-class lady Compositor.
at No. 7 EXCHANGE ST.
d3t*

a

oc3

tion.

—

FOSTER’S

oc3d3t*

Wanted.

length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square, daily lirst week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after lirst week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
one week, $1.00: 50 cents per week after.
Speci al Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press’* (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for lirttf, insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

THE GREATEST ON

DAY !
£3 "XT' 352 3BL "XT
Garments Cleansed or Dyed and Pressed in a Superior Manner at

mWO unfurnished rooms at moderate price in
B
some private family, for about four months,
within 5 minutes walk of Post Office. Address by
oc3d3t
letter to W. Z. Me CAW, U. S. Hotel.

year.

a

Wanted.

woman as

inquire

or

PRESS

Morning at

year, if paid in advance at $2.00

American

«iu

THE PRESS.

_MISCELLANEOUS-_

WANTS.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
I’ubllsbed every dry (Sundays excepted) by tbe

There are several reform societies in the
field, and the Republican nominees will undoubtedly receive a great number of votes
from men who have hitherto acted with the
Democratic party. It is high time that
something was done to save the tax-payers.
Under Democratic rule, the debt of the
City of Baltimore lias been increased 54 per
cent., and its rate of taxation has been increased 300 per cent. The expenses of the
State Government are denounced by all
parties as extravagant and excessive.
Ex-Collector Simmons said the other
day that he had stepped out of his party “for
this occasion only,” and that he expected to
be working in the Republican ranks again
next year, llis ease reminds the Newton
(Mass.) Journal of the church member who
got tipsy, and in that condition was met by
liis pastor. Being sternly rebuked for his
conduct, he excugpd himself in this wise:
“You know, parson, that for more than
twenty years I’ve served the Lord faithfully
and well, and so I thought I might as well
take a day.”

TEltMS $8.0!) PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE

iSIKggSii

MORNING. OCTOBER 4. 1879.

L-QIlTLAm SATURDAY

which Prof. Bayne possesses, could
fail to criticise, both in praise and in dis.
praise, many notable passages in the writings
he discusses. Tho dominatimr duality of his
criticism is sympathetic and self-forgetting ad-

technique
not

miration for whatever is worthy; and this
warm, unstinted enthusiasm of his is the guarantee of the soundness of his praises. For ho
understands too instinctively and well the tendencies and capabilities of the three great authors of whom he writes, to let pass any words
of theirs which are unworthy of their best
work. But Professor Bayne writes with the
desire to prove these men great, and rightly
considers that their fame cannot be tarnished
overmuch by the frank admission that they are
not perfect.
In the case of Tennyson, it is not
often necessary to “mingle praise with blame”

ceded it. For enjoyment it must be said that
the Lass o' Lowrie’s is the more readable of
the two; because most novel-readers like to
have friendly feeling for the heroine, and the
cold caprices of Rachel Ffrencli give no possible hold for liking. A scheming woman, with
precisely enough emotion to spoil her plots is
as unlovely a being as can be
imagined; and
that Sirs. Burnett has succeeded in making
the portrait of this colorless, irresponsible and
heartless Rachel Ffrencli, is as much dispraise
of the subject as praise of tho artist. Christian Murdoch, who has the qualities for a heroine of romance, only takes that place by implication in tho closing pages of tho novel.
Tho hero is fine, and it is a genuine rolief to
tho reader to understand that his faitii and
usefulness wero not to bo spoiled by Rachel
Ffrencli. Ilawortli is the most remarkable
character in the novel, such a man as few
women-writers could have depicted with success, and his mother, in her quaint, gentle
goodness, is an angel—disguised in print gown
and check apron—imminent to save her son
for his best possibilities, and from his misdeeds.
Tho story is wrought with care and skill, and
is finely developed. In the traits which made
George Eliot great among novelists, Mrs. Burnett shows extraordinary promise; and her

lively and fresh way of setting forth characters
words and ways, gives no fear of
over-wise monologues and general reflections
which often and long delayed the progress of
George Eliot’s stories. It is pleasant to think

by their

own

early novelettes of Mrs. Burnett
have been printed and are out of tho way, and
that her readers can enjoy the genuine growth
that all the

of her talent with each fresh publication.
The Gracchi, Marius and Sulla, by A. H.
Becsly (New York: Scribner’s Sons; Portland:
Short & Ilarmon) is a volume belongthe Epochs of Ancient History Series,
and is written after the manner of the other
volumes of the series; that is to say, it presents
ancient history, not as a bare record of battles,

Loring,
ing

to

but with its attendant customs of home life
and the personal interest that gives warmth to
the

dry

bones of

chronology.

Why Miss Ingelow gave the name of Sarah
de Berenger to her latest novel (Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon) it is not easy to say. The person of that
name who appears in its pages has perhaps as
little to do with the action of tho novel as any
other character in it; and a title much more
expressive of the story might have been given
to it than the name of one of its minor person
ages—Miss Braddon, for instance, who is singularly fortunate in finding names for her
novels, could have invented a dozen which
would have sold tho book better and have added
reader's pleasure. For a good name is a
for man or book. It might, perhaps,
not have been worth while to dwell much upon
this point but that it illustrates a certain lack
in Miss Jean Ingelow as a novelist—lack of
to tho

good thing

of bookmaking. There aro certain technicalities in every department that are useful,
and tend to success. They arc suitable and
seemly, ar.d if they are neglected, the work
art

unready for public view. In Miss Ingclow’s former novels, the lack of literary shaping was more conspicuous than in this one—
and it is pleasanter to speak of a fault in process of mending than when it seems a part of
seems

nounce some poetic truth, either of thought or
of musical fitness of wording, which should be
of gioat use to the literary student. The
changes in his poem Maud, which Mr. Tennyson has thought best to make in recent years,
aro noted in an interesting manner by Professor

Each essay of the volume conmuch that is notable and which would

Bayne.

tains

so

bo desirable

to quote, that special citation
partial, and would not fairly represent
the sustained brilliance of the work. It is an
admirable volume, written with artistic inseems

sight,

and
it is just.

a

critical

judgment

as

generous as

life, whose husband is a convict, denies tha*
she is the mother of her two little girls, but
serves them all her life long as a nurse, that
they may have a place in life higher than her
With
poor circumstances could give to them.

Miss Ingelow’s tender and poetic way ofdealing
with such a theme, it is easy to imagine tho
patlios aud stifled passion of this poor woman’s
life. Tho meeting of Hannah Dill with her
husband, and the piteous duty which constrains her to follow him, is a scene which is

scarcely to be surpassed in its way, in modern
fiction; and the dramatic quality of tho closing
scene is magnificent. Miss Ingolow has many
of the highest qualities which go to make a

novelist—poetic and dramatic feeling, delicate
insight and fine choice of words. It is only in
the mechanical qualities, so to say, that she
needs care and study, and a certain acquain
tance with the ways of the bookmaking and
book-reading world.

compact form the astonishing record of

recent

discoveries in electric science. The number
of experimenters upon the telephone and its
kindred machines, the variety and scope of
their discoveries will greatly interest the reader, and seventy illust rations assist the text.
Count Du Moncel is a member of the French
Institute, and lias had, of course, every oppor'
t.imitv fnr

lnatprinln

fnr

liis

wnrli

The translation, authorized, enlarged, and
corrected by the author, may bo relied uponAs a readable history of the leading inventions
of the time, this volume will be widely appre-

ciated.
What Mr. Darwin Saw in Ilis Voyage llound
the World in the Ship Beagle. (New York:
Harper & Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon. This is t most delightful and instructive book for young people. It consists of

great number of extracts from Mr. Darwin’s
narrative of his tour around the world; and
except some verbal changes for sake of easier
understanding is in the great naturalist’s own
words. Every child is sure to be interested in
a

animals, birds, and stories of

strafe

countries
Mr. Darwin’s observations are, of
course, scientific and reliable; and person^
who would object to his doctrines of evolution
as tending to lesson the religious faith of young
and

people.

readers, will not find any expressions of this
theory in the volume. It concerns itself simply with facts, and puts them in a pleasant and
graphic manner. Some of the stories—and all
the pictures—will please the little ones, though
the general tone of the book suits it for boys
and girls from twelve or fourteen to seventyfive or eighty. The elegance of type, binding
and illustrations, the clear, large type and
thick, creamy paper, are specimens of Messrs.

Harpers’ book-making.
Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett’s latest novel, Haworth’s (New York: ^Charles Scribner’s
Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon) can
be more thoroughly enjoyed and appreciated
in its present book form than as a serial. Its
workmanship is too fine not to lose some of its
effect when set forth in detached numbers. It
is a stronger and riper work than the author’s
Lass o’ Lowrie’s—less striking, indeed, for it
contains no character of the vivid and fine perLowric—but it proves the conMrs. Burnett’s talent, and is
larger in its scope and more complete in its interest than is the admirable story which pre-

sonality of Joan
growth of

stant

Another volume of Mr. William J. Eolfo's
of
of
Twelfth Night. The notes are, as usual, in-

structive, aud free from tho over-verbal and
of much of the current
comment upon Shakspeare. Each fresh volume of the series gives now
occasion to speak
of the excellent and practical manner in which

adapts his edition for school
family reading as regards text, form and
Mr. Eolfe

and
ex-

pense. (New York: Harper & Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
To tho Bureau of Education at Washington,
the Press is indebted for a valuable volume
containing tho report of the Commission for
1877. It notes the bad results of tho financial

dejiression upon schools, shortening terms, reducing salaries, aud causing in some cases the
employment of inferior teachers. In fact—
and the sooner our people realizo it the better
—every Greenback vote is a blow at our systen of free schools by its injury to the national
credit. The commissioner shows the relations
of education to labor and capital, and quotes
Fletcher of Saltoun in regard to the tramps
who ratigo for food through our roads and
Several questions relative to legal age
for school attendance, teachers’ expenditures,
etc., are discussed. Maine reports a decrease
in school attendance from 187(1 to 1877. The
specimens of drawing to tho Centennial ExpoThe excellent normal
sition are praised.
schools of our State aro noted—but many improvements have been made in these since tli°
towns.

Count Du Moucel’s work on the Telephone
Microphoue and Phonograph (New York: Harper & Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon) is a valuable manual, presenting in

Several

sonnets are

and

agreeable.

Recent numbers of Messrs. Harper's FrankSquare Library are, Tho Adventures of
Reuben Davidger, a capital modern imitation
of tho immortal charm of Robinson Crusoe,
written for tho benefit of boys and their elders
and betters by Mr. James Greenwood. Tho
Afghan’s Knife, a story of the Sepoy Relin

bellion, with Ilydor Ali for tho hero, effectively
Mr. Robert A. Sterndale. Rose
a novel of Welsh life, in
which a society of labor-rioters supply tho exciting clement. It is well written and inter-

by

written

Mervyu of Whitelake,

Tho Two Miss Flemings is an exceedingThe type of heroine so frequently attempted by novelists is here successfully painted with liveliness and truth.

esting.

ly brilliant novel.

Cassandra Fleming, whose Italian mother left
her the “fatal gift of beauty”, combined with
the passionate Southern nature; a woman born
in tho purple of Bohomia, whose sure instincts
of refinement serve her in place of social rules
of etiquette; the pleasure-loving and mobile
surface of the Italian nature with its core of
fire is drawn with the utmost point and deli-

pity

It is a

cacy.

tho story

happy ending, but
sowui

in the

might

sees

one

early chapters,

have

not

a

the bitter seed

and is not taken

by

surprise at the sad end,
Three more of the Half Hour Series of
Messrs Harper (Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon), are, The Origin of the English Nation by Edward’A. Freeman, D. C. L., LL.D.,
and
a fiuo
picturesque essay; Food awl
paper on some hygienic aspects of
by Sir Henry Thompson. Also a
thoroughly delightful story by Barnet Phillips,
entitled Burning Their Ships. It is a liberal

Feeding,

a

cookery,

education to assist at the Lilliput Levee of the
little volumes of this series—whoso size is in
such comical disproportion to their variety and
value.
Outlinesof a Short Elementary course in general Chemistry, is tiio title of a book of a hundred pages by Mr. Arthur B. Morrill, tho teacher of natural science in Portland High School
Tho work is designed to occupy a place interbetweou the exhaustive treatises

mediate

chemistry and the laboratory guides; and,

as

on

its

execution is commensurate with its purpose,
we are certain that it will furnish to teachers
of tho subject an instrument of instruction
the need of which has long been felt.
There are certain features of the book which
The author
are unusual and very admirable.
evidently thinks that a teacher ought to know
a good deal more about his topic than his class
does; that an instructor’s whole duty is not
done if ho succeeds in keeping only a little

pupil’s; and so he presupposes
enough knowledge on the part of the teacher
to enable him to perform the proper illustrative experiments at tho suggestion of a mere
word. Thus the book differs widely from the
usual text-books, which often, if not generally,
serve to instruct the .preceptor quite as much
tho student.
While conciseness is constantly aimed at,
clearness is nowhere sacrificed to brevity; and
every importau t point is brought into prominence by the emphasis of full-faced type. This

bewildering quality

essay which has been or will be well
written upon the English Laureate is so much
direct benefit to the reader who wishes to aj)preciate the best in literature, and to the student of poetry. An indefinite amount of criticism might bo written upon Mr. Tennyson’s
work, of which each paragraph should an-

expression.

the caso of tho title, shows that Miss Ingelow
with all her poetic gifts, needs to study practical
effectiveness. The story itself is remarkable
and strongly imagined. A woman in humble

He can hardly be said to have a specialty.
He reflects strongly and brilliantly every passing phase of the civilization of his time and
sets it in words with the utmost skill and mel

ody. Every

and

good: and the poem written for the celebration
at Bennington, Vermont, 15 August, 1877, is
fine in imagination and musical quality. At
her best, Mrs. Julia Dorr is a poet both genuine and effective; her work is always refined

ahead of his

admirably useful and convenient edition
Shakspeare’s Plays, contains the comedy

son.

thought

tho writer’s style. Delightful as is very much of
Miss Ingclow's fiction, it is often too wordy, and
often seems as if it were written to please an
intimato circlo of friends rather than for the
general reading public. Sarah de Berenger
has a more distinct plot, and less of the liomeish quality than her former stories; but as in

against the examplo of “rusty, fusty
Christopher”—for among the poets of this century, no one has reached a more oven height
of many-sided perfection than has Mr. Tenny—even

inality, Mr. Browning’s Evelyn Hope, ltena
a pretty legend weli told, of how love taught
a woman in a dream the dreamlike art of lacemaking. This Day is imaginative and tuneful. My Lovers, a pretty conceit of a happy
woman with four tall sons to love her, is a
charming poem. Weaving the Web is finely
imagined, with genuine lyric tone. Unsolved,
Thou knowest, and Twenty-One, are fino in
is

date of tho report; and the Normal School at
Gorham is an efficient member of the group,
added to it last year. If a reason be sought for
the decrease of attendance after the year 187(1
it may bo suggested thus. Portland, of course,
contains a large proportion of the public
schools, anil at the time referred to, tho demands upon the time and strength of teachers
and children were very much greater than in
former years. The superintendent of the public schools of Portland at that time

was

Mr. E.

Hunt, a person who greatly esteemed red tapo
in education; and while many of the school

regulations made by him tended to render tho
school system an apparently complete thing in
the abstract, the working of that system was
hard and impracticable in many cases. One of
the first aims of school boards should be to
avoid unnecessary fatigue to the young minds
of tho pupils and tired brains of the teachers.
There arc many details of school management
which it would bo desirable to attend to were
time and human strength unlimited; and of
which it is dilHcult for committees to appreciate tho onerousness without actual experi-

study in school hours
who has no physical strength to study additionally at home; and among working people the
ence.

Many

a

child can

cannot often be afforded. A strict
system of education must always bo to the advantage of some and tho disadvantage of others.
And wise grown persons who make the
extra hours

laws for the little ones should take thought for
their tender bodies; their1‘tiny little wit,” tired
with wondering at a world all new to them;
and ponder on the pliraso of Cripps tho Carrier- in Mr. Richard Blackmorc’s fine novel of
that name: “I don’t hold much with that
there eddicatiou. A’ may suit somo people,
but not many. They puts it on ’em all alike,
wi’out the trial of constitution. Some goes
better for it, but most volk worse.”
Friar Auselmo and Other Poems, by Mrs.
Julia C. R. Dorr (Now York: Charles Scribner's Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Har-

mon,) contains many graceful and well written
poems by a writer favorably known by her
contributions to magazine literature. Among
these, Friar Auselmo—the poem from which
the book takes its name, is elevated in feeling
and smooth in verse, containing somo fiuo lines.
A Secret, recalls something too much for orig-

as

accentuation of the essentials is

a

great assis-

tance to the memory.
One point which the author brings out and
insists upon is the advantage of the study of
chemistry as a means of mental discipline—a
VllCU

1UCI llW

M»VMV»V»»VV*

IgUVIOUl

aim of scientific study is “to train the mind to
observe, to experience, and to deduce truth
from such action.” When educators generally
appreciate this value of the physical sciences,
and make the acquisition of practical information secondary to it, we shall speedily find
these branches assuming a more exalted and
honored place in the curricula of our schools
and colleges.
Tho volume closes with a very interesting
historical sketch of the science of chemistry.
Mr. Morrill is greatly to be congratulated on
the manner in which he has worked out his
well-defined purpose. A teacher of largo experience, he has for years pursued tho course
with his classes which ho now gives in his
book—suggesting rather than explaining in
cases where by mental effort tho scholar can
solve the problem for himself; inciting the
learner to the exercise of his own mind, instead of

encouraging him to depend upon
a too-ready solution by the

support of

the
in-

Tho result is a volume which an ignorant or slip-shod teacher can not use, but
one which will be warmly welcomed by those
who know already in a practical as well as theoretical way the great truths of chemistry, and
who either have now, or will be quick to catch,
the enthusiasm of the author in his favorite
structor.

study.
Lo-ing, Short & Harmon are the publishers,
and we are justified in a feeling of pride in
F. H. G.
tins thoroughly Portland book.

days when we are all anxiously
wise action from our municipal authorities in the matter of sanitation, it is fitting to call attention to one of Harper’s HalfIn theso

hoping for

Hour Series entitled Healthy Houses. It is
composed of three lectures by Professor Flecming Jenkin on the drainage of houses, ventilation and warming, water-supply, and sanitary
inspection, and is edited by Col. Waring, who
has adapted it to the requirements of life in
this country. We know of nothing which in
small a number of pages condenses so much
valuable information to tho householder; and
we recommend every citizen who cares to avoid unnecessary disease to invest a quarter of
this little brochure, before tho
a dollar in
cold weather makes it difficult to carry out the
so

IL'UHUnS 1*1 1113

find

sure to

nauiutiivu

« 1*»VU
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I'tvivj

suggested here.

Some months ago we noticed several of the
tracts of the Hampton scries, and now
we have two more, numbers seven and eight.
The Rights of the Body is the title of one, which

sanitary

is written by the Rev. S. R. Calthrop, of Syracuse. It is a clear and forcible presentation of
the case, and comes with especial grace from
a member of the profession which is usually
to devote itself to the cultivation of
tlio immaterial portion of the human nature,
to the ucglect of the more gross and tangible.
In it
The other is called The Two Breaths.
tho Rev. Charles Kingsley discourses very
pleasantly and plainly concerning tho hygiene

supposed

respiration. Botli tracts are worthy ot a
wide circulation, which they surely will have,
if inexpensiveness is all that is needed to recommend them, for they aro but eight cents
each. Loring, Short & Harmon have them.
F. H. G.
of

Books Received.
Nurnb Dr Beren^rr. By Jean Ingelow.
415 pp. Boston: Roberts Bros. Portland:

Short

&

Cloth,
Loring,

Harmon.

Commission of Edueutiou
035 pp. Bureau of Education,
Department of the Interior, Washington, D. C.

Report
for

of the

1817.

Cloth,

The Adventures of Reubeu Dnvidger. By
James Greenwood. Franklin Square Library. Pa-

per, 07 pp., 15 cents. New York: Harper &
Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
The Two Miss Flemings. By the author of
Rare Pale Margaret. Franklin Square Library'.
Paper, 07 pp., 15 cents. New York: Harper &
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15 cents.
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pp., 15 cents. New
Portland: Loring, Short * Harmon.
Burning Their Ships. By Barnet Phillips,
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Paper, 130 pp., 30 cents. Half-Hour Scries. New
York: Harper & Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short
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Mr. Darwin saw iu his Trip Bound
the World iu the Ship Beagle. Cloth, 338
pp., with illustrations and maps. New York: Har-
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70
William J. BoUe. Cloth, 174 pp., illustrated,
&
cents. Paper, 50 cents. New York: Harper
Brothers. Portland: Boring, Short & Harmon.
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Friar Ausriuio au«l oilier Forms. By
Chas.
C. Dorr. Cloth, 178 pp., SI.23. New York:
Short & HarScribners' Sons. Portland: Boring,
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Feeding. By Sir Henry Thompson.
20 cents. New
Half-Hour Series. Paper, 119 pp.,
Short
Yorkdlarpcr & Brothers. Portland: Loring,

rood aud

& Harmon.
the World with

Gen. Grant.
Seven and

Around
John Russell Young. Parts
per, 50 cents each. New York:

By

Eighty

Pa-

American News

Co.

H.
The Gracchi, JIariu* and Nulla. By
Beesly. Epochs of Ancient History Series. Cloth,
New York: Charles
with maps, 217 pp., $1& HarScribner’s Sons. Portland: Loring, Short
A.

mon.

rHu*tcrH, Carlyle, TcuuyPeter Bayne, M. A., LL. I>.
Kon, Buskin. By
& Brothers.
Cloth, 440 pp. New York: Harper
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

JLe**ou» from my

Telephone, microphone and
graph. By Count du Moncel, Membre

The

Phonode

l’lnsti-

Authorized Translation, illustrated. Cloth,
277 pp. New York: Harper & Brothers. Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.
By EdThe Origin of the English Nation.
s Halfward A. Freeman D. C. L. LL. D. Harper
New York:
Hour Series. Paper, 172 pp., 25 cents.
Portland: Loriug, Short &
Harper & Brothers.
tut.

Harmon.

^_____________________

Female Archery.
clubs
The returns from the female archery
now ail
of America for the season of 1870 are
inin. We gather from them the following
statistics, which indicate that this

teresting

branch of industry is in a flourishing condition:
tlireo
The target was hit during the season
times out of a possible 84,000,000. The rumor
tli at these three times were accidents is without foundation; 2874 of the archers have beto the young gentlemen who
come

engaged

lmw

4r.oi-.li

__

aim:

have
8iH0 other girls were sure they would also
become engaged had it not been for these 28.4
The 8940 do not hesitate to assert that the 2874
took unfair advantages and were unbecomingly
to the
forward. The matter is to be brought
of archnotice of tlio next national convention
were
doors
barn
ers.
During the year, 184,948
to
well hit. Of this number 92,474 appertain
situated less than a mile to the
barns
barns
to
target, 92,474
right of the
distance to the
that
than
situate less
the
of
target. The casualties of the
left
less
the year wore immaterial and considerably
the seain number and severity than those of
It appears from the returns that
son of 1878.
seven goats,
only 280 cows, eighteen horses,
five pigs, eighty-two small boys and 23,i20 pedwere either
Palestine
of
lers of a new map
killed or wounded during the season, and that
in every instance the blame was with the ummal hit. The archers to a girl have filed afhdavits from which it appears that each one of
those cows, horses, goats, pigs and boys were
by
recklessly exposing tlieir respective lives tarstanding within 5280 feet of the respective
occurred.—Albany
accidents
the
time
gets at

Journal.

THE NEWS IN A NUTSHELL.
late

Another version of the cause of the
battle with the Ute Indians is that an ex-mail
contractor to show his spite against the government for depriving him of bis position, burned
tlieir lumber, set the prairie on fire, &c.
Maine contributed to the government by
internal revenue during the past fiscal year
375,531. The cost of collecting the same was

$8,788.

It is now stated that sixteen persons lost
tlieir lives through the accident at Adrian,

Mich., yesterday.
Harry Clark of No. Attleboro’, Mass., was
shot by an old resident of that place whom
Clark had wrought up to a state of frenzy by
insults.
Assistant Postmaster General Tyner and
party are safe at Laramie City.
Mt. Vernon, Ind., has dissolved its city government to avoid, if possible, the payment of
a

Battle

$G5,000 claim.
Eleven cases of

fever

were

reported

from

Memphis yesterday.
Prof. Wise and party, who went up in a balloon, have not yet been heard from.
A cyclone visited a Michigan town yesterday, causing great damage.
It is said that the track on winch tlio Astiey
belt contest took place is about sixty feet short
of the required length, and the score kept at
the walk is not correct.

METEOROLOGICAL.
indications

for

the

next

twenty-four

HOURS.

War Df.p:t, Office Chief Signal i
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
October 4, 1 A. M. )

RAPIDLY

TROOPS

Late

Field.
MOVING

TO

THE

RESCUE.

Dexver, Col, Oct. .".— Governor Pitkiu says
of the Ute Indian uprising, that trouble has
The Utes have
been brewing all summer.
been burning the forests and grasses for over
300 miles, and lately several settlers’ houses.
Warrants were issued for tho arrest of two,
but the sheriff and posse were unable to lind
General
the criminals on the reservation.
Pope at Governor Pitkin’s request sent a comsheriff's
assistance.
the
to
of
cavalry
pany
Meanwhile Agent Meeker had trouble with
the home members of the tribe and General
Pope ordered Colonel Thornburgh to protect
him, and it was on this mission that ThornThe Utes have 1,000
burgh met his death.
warriors of which 300 confronted Thornburgh,
rifles. This attack
Winchester
with
all armed
Unless removed by the
liad no provocation.
government, these Indians will be exterminated. The State would be willing to settle this
trouble at its own expense if the general government would permit it.
Gov. Pitkin thinks tho conclusion of this
affair will end depredations in Colorado.
Secretary Schurz. while here a week ago, was
impressed with the necessity of something
being dono immediately, and sent despatches
It will be
to Washington giving his views.
impossible for Indians and whites to live in
peace hereafter. This attack had no provocation, and the whites now understand that they
are liable to be attacked in
any part of the
State at any time where tho Indians happen to
be in sufficient force. “My idea is that unless
removed by the Government, they must necesShould Government
sarily bo exterminated.
grant permission, I could raise 23,000 men to
protect the settlers in 24 hours, but I don’t
think the Government will allow State interference, as the outbreak took placo on the reservation. The State would be willing to settle the Indian trouble at its own expense. The
advantages that would accrue from the throwing open of 12,000,000 acres of land to miners
and settlers would more than compensate for
all expenses incurred.”
A Rawlins special says that it would be imMerritt’s advance to reach
possible for General
Thornburgh before Sunday night or Monday
time the suffering
before
which
morning,
among the survivors will be very great, if
they aro able to retain their position so long.
There is no grass along the route and it is necessary to transport forage for all the animals,
by wagon.
It is generally believed that a company of
the 9th cavalry at Denver, sent to the Indian
country by General Pope have been massacred
Just before the outbreak they were near the
scene of Thornburgh's battle, since which time
General
nothing has been heard from them.
Tyner and Mr. lloyt aro reported in North
Park.
Rawlins, Oct. 3.—All tlie troops in this department have been ordered to hold themselves
in readiness at a moment’s notice to proced to
and concentrate at this point. Merritt’s expedition will be reinforced so it will number
about 1500 men, There will also be 500 from
the department at Dakotah. Gen. Crook will
come ou at once to take command.
Another Version of the Affair.
Washington, Oct. 3.—A statement made
here today by Sir. Riedell, an agent of ex-Seuator Dorsey, in relation to the mail contracts
held by the latter, throws a dew ray of light
upon the possible causes of tho outbreak in the
Ute country. The statement is substantially
as follows:
Ex-Senator Dorsey has the contract for carrying the mails from White river, Colorado, to
Rawlins, in Wyoming, the route passing
through the Ute country. Some time ago the
sub-contractor, named Perkins, threw up his
contract, expecting to be able to renew it at a
higher price. He was disappointed in this,
the contract being awarded to another man.
Perkins, however, declined to turn the route
over to the new contractor.
Finally, the Post
Office Department was obliged to issue an
order for the postmasters on tho route not to
turn over tho mails to anyone except tho rightful contractor.
It is said that Perkins went over the route,
burning the grass and forage for a long distance, and killing stock, in order to throw
every possible obstacle in the way of the new
As a final act of villainy, it is said
contractor.
that lie instigated tho Indians to commit
depredations. The trouble now existing in the
Ute country is attributed in part to the malevolence of this ex-contractor.
No Further Trouble Expected.
Den vice, Oct. 3.—The southern Utes are
mostly peaceable. The discontented ones are
supposed to be with the band tliat attacked
No trouble at the Southern
Thornburgh.
agencies is anticipated, as there are troops
enough to protect the settlers. No aggressions
have been made on the reservations of Northern Utes by miners. Tho North Park mines
are some distance from tho reservation.
Fears Entertained for Captain Payne’s
Command.
Rawlins, Wy. T., Oct. 3.—No tidings from
Payne’s command have yet been received.
Two companies of cavalry left for the front
this morning and six companies of infantry
will also leave tomorrow. Gen. Crook will
arrive tomorrow and proceed to the front to
take command. The silence from the front
indicates that the worst may be expected, and
fears are entertained for the safety of Payne’s
command. Gen. Merritt’s command is expected to arrive at the battle field Sunday
afternoon. It is the opinion of many that the
Indians are now many miles away from the
battle field, and that the troops will be compelled to follow them into the mountains.

For New England.

THE ADRIAN ACCIDENT.

clear or partly cloudy weather, westerly winds,
lower temperature and higher barometer.
Cautionary signals continue from Woods
Hole to Eastport.

Sixteen Persons Reported ivilied

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.
Man Drowned.
Eastport, Oct. 3.—James Warren of St.
Andrews was drowned in the hay today by the
of his boat.
Fire in Calais.
Calais, Oct. 3.—The residence and outbuild-

upsetting

were
ings of C. B. Rounds, County Attorney,
The
totally destroyed by fire this morning.
furniture was saved. Loss SG000; insured for
$5000. The fire is supposed to have been in-

An 111 Constructed Platform the Cause
of the Accident.

Adrian, Mich., Oct. 3.—The total deaths
from the accident hero at the fair yesterday
are sixteen, a number of persons having died
from their injuries since last night. The seriously injured number seventy-livo, some of
whom the physicians say cannot live. The architect of the grand stand is blamed for the
casualty. The stand was built unusually light
to admit of space for the exhibition of wagons
and carriages underneath, and the timbers
simply spiked together.

Maine s Mite.
Washington, Oct. 3.—Maine’s share in the
internal revenue receipts of the government
It cost
the past fiscal year is $75,531.

during

to collect the same $8,788.
A Temperate Fraud.
Boston, Oct. 3.—C. W. Warren, whose misconduct has been exposed in Haverhill, where
and who
as a temperance lecturer,
he

government

figured

denied the charges preferred against him, must
now face the published letter of his wife, who
belongs in Lyndon, Me. She says she has two
children, one 11 months old, and that she has
received no assistance from her recreant husShe has been
band since a year ago last Slay.
of her
the
charitable
on
people
dependent
husband has
town for a livelihood, while her

“Judge Warren” in the tem-

figuring
perance gatherings.
as

been

ercises today were as follows: In the morning
10.30 the
at 9.30 o’clock prayer meeting; at
minutes of the Recording Secretary were read,
followed by the reports of the work by thd Vice

President, delegates and standing committees.
At the afternoon session the following was the
nwrunmi:
2 o’clock, prayer meeting; 2.30,
reading of minutes; reports of committee on
election of state officers and of deleresolution;
gates to the national convention.

follows:
President—Mrs. L. M. N. Stevous, Strouu"
water.
Vice Presidents—Ouo from each county.
Recording Secretary—Mrs. S. J. Pickard,
The officers

arc as

Bangor.

Corresponding Secretary—Mrs.

,T

Hunt,

Au-

gusta.
Treasurer—Mrs. Jones, \V mtlirop.
In the evening the annual address was delivered by Mrs. Mary H. Hunt of Hyde Park,

Wrecking in Canadian Waters.
Washington, Oct. 3.—The Treasury Department is in receipt ot a circular by the
Minister of Customs of Canada, modifying the
terms of the circular of March 5, 1878, relative
to the wrecking by foreign vessels in Canadian
waters, by which the vessels of any nationality
will be allowed to go to the relief of wrecked
vessels when there is danger of loss of life or
property, but the privilege of wrecking vessels
and cargoes cast upon Canadian shores, and
stranded and wrecked, requiring apparatus for
their removal, and of discharging cargoes into
other vessels, is still reserved exclusively for
Canadian vessels.

ASSACHUSETTS.
DeProposed Democratic Nominee
clines.
Boston, Oct. 3—Chas. P. Thompson, who
has been prominently mentioned in connection with the forthcoming Democratic nomination for Governor, has addressed a letter to
the Democratic state committee saying that
under no circumstances can he consent to accept sucli a nomination.
A

MARINE NEWS.
Mutiny on a Maine V essel.
New York, Oct. 3.—The ship Bullion o*
Bath from Hamburg, reports six seamen on
board who refused to do duty Sept. 26th.
A Cyclone in Michigan.
Vassar, Midi., Oct. 3.—A cyclone accomthe county
panied by heavy rain, passed over
afternoon
fairgrounds in Matronsvillo, this
shreds
doing great damage. Tents were torn to tables
and fences blown down. One ten where
blown
was
were set for a hundred persons
down, overturning a stove and a lirge reservoir of boiling water, severely scalding six la-

fatally.

Searching for Prof. Wise.
Bunker Hill, 111., Oct. 3.—It is thought

that Prof. Wise’s balloon came down
the wild aud rugged region between hero
and Carlinville, and an expedition will probably be formed to search the region.

probable

in

Western City Government.
Mr. Vernon, Ind., Oct. 3.—To prevont llio
collection of a claim of $05,000 against this city
by the Newark, N. J., Savings bank, which
was in the hands of a United States marshal
for settlement, the city government has dissolved.
a

_

FOREIGN

NEWS.

The Cuban Insurrection.

Havana, Oct. 3.—All accounts from the insurrection in Santiago de Cuba, show that the
colored persons are waging a war against the

whites without distinction. The negroes have
constituted a government in almost impenetrable woods, having three ex-cliiefs of the former
insurrection. The negroes arc equally hostile
toward Spaniards and Cubans. The ex-chiefs
of the late insurrection remain loyal to the

government.
The

War Between Chili and Peru.

London,Oct. 3.—Valparaiso dates of September 8th, say that the news of the advance of

Peruvian and Bolivian armies is confirmed. It
is reported that the Chilians before evacuating
Calluma, sacked and burned the place. That
Chilians made a raid into Bolivia beyond
Conchas Blancas, destroying commissary and
ordnance supplies, and seizing horses and cattle. It is reported that Peru has prohibited
the exportation of silver.
British Troops Cut Off.
Simla, Oct. 3.—Authentic information lias
ish troops has been cut off today, on both sides
o£ Shatargarden Pass by tribes. Reinforcements are now being sent up Kurum Valley.

_

SPORTING.
Base

Bau.

At Albany—Albanys 3, Providence 8.
Plaisted Challenges the Winner.
Toronto, Oct. 3.—Fred Plaisted having
been forestalled in his challenge to Ross, byRiley, challenges the winner of the Ross-Rileya
contest to a two mile race for §000 or §1,000
side on Silver Lake.
The Baltimore Walk.
Baltimore, Oct. l.~ The following is the
Hughes 318,
score of the walking match:
Redding 300, Hosmer 200, Campana 287, Colston 284; Downey, 272.
Billiards.
New Tore, Oct. 3.—George F. Slosson and
Jacob Schaefer met yesterday, as agreed upon
last week, to toss for choice of table m the
3000 point match for a stake of >4000 between
last
them, which is to take place during the
Slosson won the toss,
week of this month.
a
on
of
the
playing
advantage
which gives him
cushion with which lie is most familiar.

YELLOW FEVER.
Hot Weather at Memphis.
Memphis, Oct. 3.—Two new cases are reportThe
ed, Alex. Perry and Louisa Coustar.
lias made
warm weather for the past three days
the State Board of Health officials more vigiThe picket
lant in enforcing quarantine.
into
force, which guards all roads leading
lias been strengthened, and positive

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Milton Draper, an old man, shot and dangerously injured a young man named Harry
Clark at North Attleboro’ yesterday, who had
been tormenting him.
Hon. Henry W. Paine has sat down on the
rumor that he was to preside at a Butler meet
HB
ing with energy and promptness.
Early Thursday morning burglars robbed
the residence of S. P. Lilentlial of Yonkers of
ten thousand dollars in diamonds and jewels.
William Gibson, a private in Battery M, 5th
Artillery, at Atlanta, had words with one Joe
Bacchus, who stabbed him fatally. Bacchus
was intoxicated.
Cyrus W. Field Thursday erected a monument to Major Andre on Traitor Hill at Tappan, New York, the scene of his execution

ninety-nine years

ago.
A New York despatch says Civil Engineer
White, on measuring the track at Madison
Garden, has discovered that it is 59 feet 4
inches short m a mile. This shows that the
records of the recent walk are false.
The attic of flip Ottawa, Can., House of
Commons was damaged $2,000 by fire and
water

yesterday.

Frank Witliam of Nottingham, Mass., was
caught in the machinery of Hill’s tannery and
instantly killed yesterday.
The case of the bark Harvest Queen against
the steamship Adriatic for $220,000 damages,
for being sunk by the latter in 1875, was dismissed in the New York court yesterday.
A St. John despatch states that the proprietors of the German steamer Rhein, which
sank the barque Joseph Hickman, have paid
over to the owner of the barque $10,000.
Owing to Secretary Schurz’s hurried departure for Washington, the intended formal
reception at St*. Louis, Mo., has been postponed. He was interviewed by a reporter and
gave his views on the Indian trouble.
By an explosion of fire-damp in the Richardof Pottsville, Penn., Thursday,
son Colliery
three men were badly burned, one fatally.
Paul Aubert of New Orleans, La., while
cleaning a gun yesterday, accidentally shot
and killed his mother.
A boy of 10 was shot and killed by an uncle
in Waverly, N. Y., yesterday, who claims that
he didn’t know the gun was loaded. The man
has been arrested.
Key’s powder mill near South Lebanon, O.,
exploded yesterday. Throe men were instantly killed.
The strike of cabinet makers in Louisville,
Ky., is about ended, a portion of the mamifacturers having acceded.
Thirty-five hundred people witnessed the
execution of Joe Kemp at Little. Rock, Ark.,
yesterday, for the murder of Marion Hulsey in
1809.
Wm. Spaulding, time keeper of the new
Chicago custom house has disappeared with

$1000.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Oaily Wholesale

Market.

Portland, Oct. 3.
Breadstuffs is active and firm
with a strong upward tendency. Apples are in good
supply and easier. Potatoes continue to rule low
with abundant supply at 40@45cp bush. Eggs are

steady

for

and firm.

The following are to-day’s quotations
Grain, Provisions, &c.

Flour,

of

<iraiu.

Flour.

Superfine.4 25@4 75 Yellow Corn,
car lots
Extra Spring. .5 25,cfc5 50;
XX Spring.... 5 25@0 25 H. M.
Patent Spring
| Mixed,
Wheats.7 75@8 50; Oats,
Sacked Bran
Michigan Win-

59Va
58Va
67y2

@40

17 00
Mids...20@22 00
ter best.... 0 25@6 501
60
I Corn, bag lots..
Low Grade
58
Michigan...,5 25@5 75 Meal,
42
St. Louis WinOats,
20
ter fair.6 00@6 25 Bran,
@22
Winter good..6 50,@7 00 Mid’ngs,
80
Winter best.:.7 25@7 50 Rye,
Provisions.
Produce.
.10
00
Beef.
Mess
50@11
—@18
Turkeys.
Ex Mess. .11 75@12 00
Chickens. 17@18
Plate.12 00 @12 25
Fowl. 11 a. 14
Ex Plate..12 75@13 00
Eggs. 17@19
Sw. Potatoes. .2 75@3 25 Pork—
1
Backs.. ,.13 25@13 50
bbl
New
50@
Clear.12 25 @12 50
Irish potatoes bu 40@45c
Mess.11 50@12 00
Onions, <B bbl. 2 75@3 25
crate.2 00@2 25 Hams. 9Va@ 12
..
..
..
..

Round Hogs... 4Vz@ 5
Cheese.
Maine.

Vermont.

he the hottest of the season.
The Fever Visits a New Locality.
DoEleven cases in all, six whites, reported
is reported that the
day, and one death. It Deane
Island, forty
fever has developed at
miles north of Memphis, on the
on duty,
nurses
110
river. The Howards have
one Chinese
attending 80 white, 20 colored and
§10.i0, and of this
Donations

9@ 12
9@12
9@12

Prut (
Oranc cs.

Palermos.pbx
Valencia,p case
pbox

Bard.

@ 7Vi
Tub, p lb-....
Tierces, lb p.. 7 Vs @ 7 Vi
Pail.8V2@ OMj
Kegs.

Beaus.

Pea.1 70@2 00

Mediums.1 70@1 80
12 00 Yellow Eyes. .2 00@2 10
6 00
Butter.

Family, p lb.. 20@ 25
Store. 10@ 12
Palermos.4 00^5 00
Apples.
Green.1 50@2 50
Dried Western
Xuts.
3@ 5
Lemori
Messina.

rilrt Fistfirn

S'n)

Sugar.
Wilmington.1 G0@1 70
@ 9
Virginia.175^187 Granulated....
(g) 8V2
Tennessee... 1 20®1 35 Extra C
C.
7%@7%
lb..
ll@12c
p
Castana,
(&&0
12® 14c Syrups.
Walnuts,

12®13c
Filberts,
ll@12cl
Pecan,
this
At New York
(Saturday) morning the Flour
market is very strong and iu instances 5@10e highCorn and Oats show an advance of V2@lc and
er.
fairly active. Sagars are also strong.
At Chicago, Flour is very firm at full prices. Corn
and Oats strong and higher. Provisions firmer.
At St. Louis, Breadstuff's are active, strong and

advancing.
By

__

Dai If Domestic Receipts.
conveyance- -1000 bush Cornmeal to G.

water

W. True &

Co._

ISoston Stock Market.
[Sales of the Broker’s Board, Oct. 3.]
Second Call.
G Eastern Railroad. 19

•

Boston Sugar Market.
at the
Boston, Oct. 3.—The Sugar market is firm
following quotations:
Fair to good refining .6%@7
/s
Refined Stajidard Cuba.
Powdered
Granulated...
~

to-day,

Boston sent §1000,

THE

STRIKES.

Cincinnati Cabinet Makers.

Cincinnati, O., Oet. 3.—About six hundred

cabinet makers met at tlieir hall this morning.
Two tirins announced that they would advance
wages. A committee was appointed to wait
upon the non-striking working men, morning,
noon and night, until they joined the movement. The president of the union lias sent
despatches to various cities, warning laborers
not to come there for work.
Another in Illinois.
in
Quincy, 111., Oct. 3.—About 300 moulders
10 per
the stove shops here struck today for
cent, advance in wages.

Western Union Tel.
New Yo k Central.
Erie.
Erie preferred.

J

Michigan Central. 86%
Union racilic.

FRIDAY, October

Si-,

Illinois Central.

portandsfjoto, xj"Iaih1’ rike-I,0Bt0'>

Northwestern.8-/8
Northwestern preferred.ICY

JjJ%

ABM?rseVco?kS'

Sell

..

preferred.JOS
Quincy.I'-lvs

Seh
ocn

£§/*
Co.J02%

47%

—

a

::::::

Exchequer. 5%

S

Gould

Curry.10%

Grand Prize. 2
Savage. 12
Konloa

8™::::::::::::39%
lVs
Raymond
Sierra Nevada.4714
Union

Con.04%

Yellow Jacket.15%
Bodie
.12
Imperial. VA
Potosi. 5/s

IVew

York Stock and Money Market..

Ni:w York. October 3—Evening.—Money market
has been firm and active 7@71/4 on call, mm just
before the close became stronger at 7(57 1-32 per
sterldiem; prime mercantile paper 5@G per cent,
ing Exchange quiet at 481®482 for long and 483®
4S3V2 for short sight. Governments quiet. State
bonds arc dull; Louisiana consols declined to 39y8.
bonds very active. The stock market closed

Railroad
The

transactions at tho Stock Exchange aggregat-

4G4.500 shares.
of
me iojlowing are to-day’s closing quotations
Government securities :
1881.
reg.105Vs
States
United
6;s.
United States t>>s, 1881-.10n/s
United States new5’s, reg,.rui/s
United States new 5 8, coup.
United States new 4J/2 s, reg.f
United states new 41/2 s, coup.
United States new 4’s, reg.

ed

United States

new

PacilieC'sof

05

...
..

Arcade.

Petroleum market

market.

Blake.
Sch Hunter, Cassidy, Eastport—Nath’l Blake.
Sch B L Eaton, Grearson, Calais—master.
Sch Kenduskeag, Trask, Bangor, to load for New
York—Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Mary Brewer, Hall, Rockland—master.
Sch Sachem, Moore, Georgetown—Nath’l Blake.

Gloucester Fish market.
WEEK ENDING OCT. 3, 1879.
Georges Codfish—The market shows a decided imbeen effected
provement, considerable sales having
at $4V2 p qtl for lares and $3 to $314 for medium,
with some lots held higher; we quote Georges cured

KENNEBUNKPORT, Oct 2—Ar, sch Stephen
Waterman, Boothby, Boston.

FOR THE

Oct

3—Ar,

FROM

f?r

FISHERMEN.
Ar at Port Mulgrave, NS, 27tli, sch Greyhound,
from North Bay for Newburyport.
Ar at Halifax 30tb, sch Luey, Hiltz, Bay Chaleur,
(and cld for Portland.)
DOMESTIC
PENSACOLA—Ar 27ih, sch Stampede, Gault,
New York.
SAVANNAH—Sid 2d, barque Nellie May, for CarPORTS.

—.

8

WASHINGTON—Ar 1st, sch Georgia, Huntley,
Gardiner.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 29tb, brig Adele McLoon, Stone, New York, to load for Aspinwall; sch
Carrie Walker, Avery, Rockland.
BALTIMORE—Clu 30tb, sch Alzena, Plummer,
iron

_
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30c for No 3; 36i4@37c fordo White; 3«g37c for
No 2: 38y2@39c for do White; 37%e for No 1; 41c
fordo White: Mixed Western at3G@37Vic; White
Western at 3G^40c;Wnite State 38®42c. Nuanr
strong; 250 hlids Porto Kico at G% ; fair to good retining at C%@7Vi; prime 7Vi@7 3-lb; retined is
Arm; standard A 8%!g8y2c; granulated and powdered 8%; crushed at 9y8. Molasses is Arm. Petroleum is Arm; 50,000 united at 78%(g80%c;
crude in bulk 2% ; in bbls 6% @6 Vic; reAned 7y*c.
Tallow Arm; 120,000 lbs at GC^G1/*, latter in tcs.
Pork lower; 800 mess on the spot 9 50@9 75;200
prime mess at 9 50. Beef Arm. Cut Meats are
steady; middles quiet and unchanged; long clear at
G: short clear at G 25; long and short clear half and
half oy8. Card in buyers favor; 520 tcs of prime
steam on the spot at G 60@G 60, latter choice;1260
tcs for November G 17y25jG 20; 3600 tcs for December G 12y2®G 17y2; 500 year G 12V2@G 16:1,000 January 0 15^6 22%; city steam 0 25; No 1
do 0 15; retined 6 87V2 for continent. Butter is
is
dull; State 10@27; Western at 95)27. Cheese at
steady; State at 8@11; skims at 7@7%; Western

7%®llc; skims7V2C.
Freights to Liverpool firm; Wheat ^

steam 9.

Chicago. Oct. 3.—Flour is firm. Wheat higher;
No 1 Chicago Spring 1 10: No 2 do at 1 05% cash;
1 07% for November; 1 05% all year; sales 1 07
(S)l 08 for November; No 3 do at 99% rejected 83c.
Corn higher at 37 Vs @37%c cash; 36%@37c for
November; 35%(&35%c for all year;rejected 36%.
Oats higher at 27c for cash; 27%c for Nove mber.
Rye firmer at 60c. Barley easier at 73%. Pork
lower at|9 90 for cash; 8 37Vn(&8 40 for November;
8 22%@8 25 all year. Laid is lower at 6 15 cash;
6 25 0.6 27 % October; 5 60(5)5 62% for November;
Bulk Meats steady; slioul5 56@5 57% all year.
rs at 3 90; clear rib and clear sides 5 45..
Freights—Corn to Buffalo 6%.
Receipts—10,000 bbls tiour, 217,000 bush wheat,
326.000 bush corn. 62,000 bush oats, 14,000 bush
rye, 88,000 bush barley.
Shipments-8,000 bbls flour, 86,0001 bush wheat,

215.000 bush corn,35,000 bush oats,100,000 bush
rye, 6,000 bush barley.
At the afternoon call of the Board, Wheat closed
higher at 1 08% for October; 1 08% for November. Corn is stronger at 37% c asked October, 37c
bid November. Oats stronger at 27%c for October;
27%c November. Pork stronger 9 95 for October;
8 40 November. Lard stronger and 2% higher.
St. Louis, Oct. 3.—Flour higher; double extra fall
at 4 75@4 90; treble do 5 10^)5 25; family at 5 35
5:5 50; choice to fancy at 5 60@6 15. Wheat is
higher; No 2 Red Fall at 1 ll%(a!l 12% for cash;
1 13%(5/1 14% for November; 1 14%@116% for
December; No 3 Red Fall at 1 05%@1 06%. Corn
33%c
higher at 35%@35%c cash; 35%c October; 26c
for
for November. Oats higher at 24% c cash;
firmer
at
bid.
Pork
November. Rye higher 64Vsc
10 00. Lard is higher. Bacon quiet; shoulders at
sides
clear
6%.
rib
at
6%;
3%; clear

Receipts—7,000 bbls tiour, 185,000 bush wheat,
3.000 bush corn, 18,000 bush oats, 2000 bush rye,
7.000 Dush barley.
Shipments—13,000 bbls flour, 4,000 bush wheat,
2.000 bush corn, 4000 bush oats, 0000 hush barley, 0000 bush rye.
New Orleans, Oct. 3.—Cotton weak; Middling
uplands 9%c.
Savannah, Oc. 3.—Cotton is quiet; Middling up-

opaiu.

Cld 1st, brig L Staples, Stowers, Bangor.
Cld 2d, schs John Proctor, Baker, New Orleans;
Ella Frances, Bulger, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 1st, sch Helen, Mitchell,

Domestic markets.

iill'UtU

!

!

Boston.
Ar 2d, schs Hannah
Ellen Morrison, Orne,

McLoon, Keen, fm Rockland;
Bangor.
Cld 2d, brig Havana, Meyer, Port Spain; sch M C
Oiiver, Baker, Saco; Addie Jordan, Leavitt. Portland; liftord, Bragdon, Maranham.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 1st, brigs Ellen II
Muuroe, and Cora Green, for Boston. Also, ship
Jos Clark, for Trieste.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d inst, barque Adelia Carlton,
Grant, Cardenas 18 days; sch Flora Condon, French
Brunswick; Olive Avery, Bishop, Rockland; Romeo.
Linnell, Bangor; Caroline C, Ober, Mt Desert for
Rondout; Lucy. Colwell, Providence.
Cld 2d, ships Lucille, Talbot, Yokohama; Washington, Martin, London; schs Silver Spray, Hall,
Laguayra; Mary C Webber, Harris, Kingston; Ella,
Dyer, deremie: Nellie V Rokes, Thompson, Jacksouville.
Sid 2d, brig Carrie Punngton, for Las Palmas.
Passed the Gate 2d, schs W Sargent, from Hoboken for Boston; Koret, Weekawkeu for Gardiner;
Julia & Martha, do for Providence.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 2d, schs C A Sproul, Sproul,
Elizabethport; Ontario, Hammond, Ellsworth; Swallow, Carlow, Calais.
Sid 2d, sens Webster Bernard, Turner, New York;
Forest City, Moon, and Capt John. Beals, do.
SOMERSET—Ar 1st, sch Natlil Holmes, Dow,
Perth Amboy.
FALL RIVER—Ar 30th, sch Danl Webster, Baldwin, Amboy.
Sid 1st, sch J C Harraden, Strout, New York.
BRISTOL—Ar 2d, sch Lizzie J Clark, Dccrow,
Lincolnville via New Bedford.
WARREN, RI—Sid 1st, sch Freddie Eaton, Motz,
New York.

NEWPORT—Ar 1st, sch Sarah Wooster Gulliver,
Providence for Mystic.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR— Returned 2d, sch
Post Boy, Gott, Buck sport for Wilmington.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 30tli, seta Oregon, fm
New York for Boston; Yankee Blade, Port Johnson
for Portsmouth; Geo E Prescott, Philadelphia for
Rockport; L D Wentworth, Elizabethport for Kennebunk; Walter 0 Hall, fm Hoboken for Wiscasset;
Abigail Haynes, fm Weehawken for Sullivan ; A Me
Nichols, Calais for New York; Spartel, Whiting for
do; Eben Fisher, Boston for Philadelphia.
Ar 1st, barque H G McFarland, from Boston for
New York; schs L Hoi way. Two Rivers, NS, for do;
Lucy Lee, and Beta, Macliias for do; Garland, do
for do; Nellie Clark, Calais for do; AVar Steed, Saco
for do; Wm Flint, and Mabel F Staples, Boston for
do; R M Brooktngs, AViscasset for Newport; Fannie
Mitchell, Calais for Providence; AV E Barnes, Bangor for Bridgeport.
Sid, schs Spartel, Swallow, W 0 Hall, Geo E Prescott, R M Brookings, Oregon, and others.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 1st, sch AV C Hall, from New
York for AAlscasset.

BOSTON—Ar 2d, brig Antelope, Dyer, Hoboken;
schs Nettie B Dobbin, Falkingham, Amboy; Enterprise, Mitchell, and Eagle, Robbins, AVeebawken;
Centurion, Blodgett, Hoboken; Mary E Gage, Peabody, Calais; Aurora. Randall, and Presto, Colbetk.
Macliias; Carroll, Colbeth, do; Floreo, Candage. and
Telegraph, Post, Bangor; Tiara, Chatto, and Elizabeth, Webber, Bangor; Maria, Theresa, Kallocli,
Rockland; P S Lindsey, Johnson, Portland.
Ar 3d, schs Sardinian, Holbrook, Amboy; Orizon,
Hinckley, Bath; Sea Queen, Achoru. Portland.
Cld 3d, schs J B Knowles, Pinknam, Musquash,
NB; Lamoine, Leach, Brunswick, Ga.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 2d, schs Win McLoon, Torrev, and Ida Hudson, Gross, Rockland; July Fourth,
AA^ood, New York; Sarah Louisa, Lawry, Bangor.
BANGOR—Ar 2d, sch Teaser, Littlejohn, from

lilUUB

is quiet; Middling up-

1<78U.

European Markets*
London, Oct. 3—1.30 P. M.—Consols at 98 1-1G

for money and account.
London. Oct. 3—12.30 P.
rities—United States bonds 5s,
109%; 4s, 105%; Erie 37%.

M.—American secu10G% ; new 4%s at

3—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
Liverpool,
very Hat; Middling uplands G%d; Orleans G 13-lGd;
sales G,000 bales; for speculation and export 1000;
receipts 3350; American 1050.
Liverpool, Oct. 3—12.30 P. M.—Flour 10 G@
13; Winter WTieat at 10 4@10 8; Spring do, 9 G@
10; California average at 9 10@10 8; club do 10 9
@112; Corn, at 5 5; Peas at 7 5. Provisions, &c.,
—Pork 49; Bacon, 31 6@32 G; Lard 34 6; Cheese
Oct.

4G. Tallow at 33, at London 37@37 6.
Receipts of wheat for three days, 282,000
of which 151,000 are American.

FOREIGN FORTH.
At Singapore Aug 19, barque Anna Walsh, Bowers, for Marseilles.
At Bombay Aug 29, ship Wandering Jew, Tapley,
for San Francisco; Sumner It Mead, Dixon, for Calcutta.
At Calcutta Sept 20, ship Red Cross, Howland, for
New York, ldg.
Ar at Calcutta 1st inst, ship Sarnl Skolfield, Forsaith, Boston.
Sid fm Vigo Sept 9th, barque Olive Thurlow, Cor-

bett, Cadiz.

Ar at Bilboa Sept 13, brig Salistra,
New York.
Ar at Havre 2d inst, ship Alice Buck,

In this
Sept. 30. by Rev. W. E. Gibbs, Chas
Baker and Miss Helen Ayer, both of Portland.
In Gardiner, Sept. 25, 1>. N. Bradstreet and Miss
Alberta French.
In Richmond, Sept. 17, Owen C. Brown and Miss
Georgia 1. Howard.
In Ellsworth, Sept. 13, Sam’l L. Stevens and Miss
Fanny A. Pierce, both of Bangor.
I11 Ellsworth, Sept. 30. John S. Higgins of Trenton and Mary S. Higgins of Eden.

city,

Bombay.

Portland.
Ar 1st, sch Onward, Randall, Boston.
Cld at St John, NB, 1st inst, sch llattic E King,
Crowley, Baltimore.
SPOKEN.

53 S, Ion 58 W, barque itonus, Smart
from Talcahuano for Havre.
Aug 28, lat 28, Ion 41, ship Samuel Watts, from
New York for San Francisco, with loss of maintopsail yard.
Sept 13, lat 45, Ion 22, ship Palmyra, Minott, fm
Havre for New York.
Sept 17, lat 50, Ion 9, ship Corsica, Henry, from
Antwerp for New York.
Sept 20, oft' Dover, ship Anna Camp, Gardiner,
from Hamburg for Sandy Hook.

July 15, lat

years.
In Durham, Sept. 19, Jesse Crossman, aged 78 yrs
I11 Bowdoiuham, Sept. 17, Lorana W. Maynard,
aged G1 years.
DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS
FROM

FOR

NOTICES^

SPECIAL

Guns ! Guns !
I have just returned from New York with
large
stock of BREECH ANB MIZZLE LOADE RH wich I shall sell at greatly reduced prices.
A lot of Fine

PARKER, COLT

DATE.

Peruvian.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct

Bermuda.New York..Bermuda.Oct
Nevada.New York.. Liverpool.Oct
Bothnia.New York..Liverpool.Oct
Adriatic.New York.. Liverpool.Oct
Gellert .New York. .Hamburg.Oet
Niagara.New York. .llaVana.Oct

Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct

4
4
7
«
9
9
11
11
11
11

City of Berlin.New' York. .Liverpool.Oct
Utopia.New York..London.Oct
Anchoria.New York. .Glasgow'.Oct 11
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 14
Gallia.New York..Liverpool.Oct 15
Canada.New York..Havre.Oct 15
City of Montreal..New Yark..Liverpool.Oct 1G

Sarmat ian.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 18
Germanic.New York.. 1 .iverpool.Oct 18
Ethiopa.New York..Glasgow .Oct 18
Mosel.New York..Bremen.Oct 18
Montana.New York..Liverpool.Oct 21
Algeria.New York..Liverpool.Oct 22
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 25

MINL4TURE ALMANAC.OCTOBER 4.
Sunrises.G.01 I High water.ev.58
Sun sets. 5.3G j Moon rises. 7.20

by all Druggists.

ALSO

—

Ammunition nnd Revolver..

Agent for Du Pout’s Gunpowder.

G. L.

BAILEY,

Excliango

sntf

CLOAKS !
WE

ABE
our

NOW
first

RECEIVING

invoice of

FALL AND WINTER

Cloaks, Dolmans,
Ulsters and Wraps.

BUTTONS,

FOIl

TRIMMINGS.

GARMENTS CUT AND BADE TO ORDER.

Eastman Bros.,
534 CONGRESS ST.siultf

seplS

ACADEMY.

143 Pearl Street.

from the object, (in the school of Hunt)
by Miss E LEAN ORE H. FARMER,
pupil of Miss Knowlton of Boston. Applications after the lirst of October to bo
made at No. 90 Park St. Portland. se20tf

FINANCIAL.

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

Bankrupt

Another

—

OF

BANK STOCK, AC.

kinds o
Notwithstanding the advance on allenabled
by
Boots, Shoes and Rubber Goods, I am
stock
bought at «0
this recent purchase of a large
cents on the dollar, to give the consumer some lines

MAINE.
eodtf

V»Xji^JNr !

of

goods

c

2.50
2.00
2.2a

2.75
2.50

Calf Boots, mach. sewed, only.
*•
hand sewed, only.
Calf Slippers.
Fine

t *XX
1.50

J*2{?
1-75

Thick Boots.
Heavy Boots.2.00 to
Calf Boots, T. S.,.
Heavy Calf Boots, tap outside.
Grain Leather Boots.

5.00
.60
1.00
1.2o
1.-6
1.75

Moquet Slippers.

Boys’ Heavy Lace Boots.
Heavy Congress Boots.

Calf Boots.
1.50
Thick Boots.
2.00
Best Kip.
Youths’ Cong. Boots.75
1.00
Lace Boots, tap outside.

Street,

H. S. OLER & CO,
HAVE REMOVED TO

PEERING

1.25
Kid Button Boots.
1.35
Oil Gt. Button Boots.
2.25
Kid
French
Boots,
Curacoa Kid Button Boots, French
2.25
Box
Toe.
Heel,
1.25
Serge Button, 1(> thd. wide, only.
85
sole.
double
Congress,
u
.75
Lace Boots, only..
Lace
Misses’ Serge
Boots, only.50
Gra.
only.8a
1.20
Oil G. Button School Boots, lea. tipped
1.25
Kid Button Boots.
1.35
Goat
Button
Oil
Boots, only.
Kid
“
1.75
very fine Kid Button.
2.00
French Kid Button.
sizes
2-5.25
Kid
Child’s
Bals,
Ankle Ties, sizes 2-5.25
in colors.50
French Kid Ankle Ties, sizes 2-6.50
Kid
Glove
Button, sizes 2-6, only.50
French Kid Ties, very fine, only.75
Button Boots in colors, 2-6.50
Kid Button Boots, 7-10.90
A lot of Ladies’ very fine Cnrncoa and
Freuch Kid Bul(on;Booh in slim widths.

only.

State, City and Town Bonds
AND

Mtore

SECURITIES

SAMI EL IIANSOX.
Broker,

194 MIDDLE STREET.

formerly occupied by

SCHUMACHER BROS.

Largest Stock

The

of Ricli

Millinery Goods,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
to bo

found in this market.

INSPECTION SOEItTTED.
sc30

dtf

CHILDREN’S

Knee Pant Suits,
Age 4 to 10 years, in great variety.

Suits,

Blouse

Slips.50

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

BLOCK,

between U. S. Hotel »i*<l Preble House,

Slippers, heeled, only.50
1.(0
Thick Boots.
Ladies’ Serge Slippers.4
Sandal Slippers, 3 bowed, only.90

1 S. “Called” Ronds CASHED or
exchanged on favorable terms.
sneodtf
ja2

Jacket & Vest Suits
to

From

$1©.

Fisk & Co.
Under Preble House.

eodtf

jC4

Bargain Shoe Store,

nought and 8old by

LADIES'(MAKIM

Woodbury & Moulton
augfJ

ever

And

arc

offered in

prepared

to sell

sep28

them to

GUARDIAN

'12m

sep22_

KID GLOVES

Assurance Co.
OF LONDON.

SPECIAL BARGAINS!

im-

2%nd

25 dozen Kid Gloves, in

Pol HI a BIS,

Buttons, slightly damaged,

Cloaks,

910,000,000
95,000,000
Net Fire Surplus,
91,705,014
90,705,014
Surplus for Policy-Holder*,
Subscribed Capital
Capital paid up iu Cu*h,

Stock of

3

at

25 CENTS A PAIR !

From the largest and most fashionable manufacturers in lew

Some of these goods are what we
formerly sold at $1.00 a pair.

York and shall during the whole
season devote special attention to
this branch of our business. We
extend to all who are in search of
the very

Carlton Kimball,

LATEST FASHIONS
our

495

FASHION CLOAK ROOMS.

CONGRESS

ST.,

S774,734.O0.

John. W.

Munger,

AGENT.
d3w

seplO

BOOTS AND SHOES

Just Above Preble House.
W,Tli&S3t

ocl

Our Stock of

For

FaJI

Trade.

store in this State that has
stock of all kinds, widths and sizes.
The only store that has a full line of

The

DRESSGOODS

only

a

first

class

BUST’S

BOOTS.

of every description is full of the

GENTLEMEN,

styles.

DIRS. M. F. WOYES will give personal attention to

Don't Fail to Examine

Making

our

33X0
BUSINESS SUITS

ULSTERS, CIRCULARS, CLOAKS & DRESSES
in very latest

States,

Net Assets in the United

Ulsters
and Circulars

Cutting and

8c

Silesia,

St.
W.F. STIIDLEY, 253 Middle
d&wS,M&Wtf

Portland,

prices.

popular

OPEN TO VISITORS.

newest

7c

nice,

extra

All wool figured Flannel Cor
*
25c
Children's wear,

the Trade and at Retail at

Elegant Cloak Rooms

cordial invitation to visit

wide,

Also a large job lot of MerriniacR
Frints, in choice sty les, at 5c per
yard.

CLOAKINGS

FAROpTEJ
an

4c
5c

REMNANTS!

Ladies’ Fall and Winter

iiuwuw.

.just received

10c

Unbleached Cottons,
Unbleached Cottons,
Unbleached Cottons, 40 inch-

JB.st

(pm tn (pmnn Invested in Wall St. Stocks makes
iplU UVPlUUU fortune* every month. Book sent
free explaining everything.
Address BAXTER & CO, Bankers, 17 Wall St, N. Y.

mense

O l-4c

REMNANTS

will open THIS DAY the finest lino of

Whether you wish to buy or sell, write to EDW*
C. FOX & CO., Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange.
Wall St., New York.
sep25ThS&Tlm*

have

5 l-2c

Flannels,
Flannels,
Flannels,

REMNANTS!

SECURITIES.

ICit

Cotton
Cotton
Cotton

es

Exchange Sts.
Jipoo

Cor. Middle &

Our

(l&wtf

septll

REMNANTS!
Direct from the Mill, at Great Sacrifice.

Street.

56 Union

Railroad Bonds

RAILROAD

aTles’

ST

United States, State,
City, Town and

a

LIST.

uuois

Heavy Bals., tap outside.
Thick Shoes.

(CANAL BANK BLOCK.)
Dealers in Government, Municipal and Railroad Securities.

We

heretofore oi-

anything

far below

PK.ICE

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

Banker and

prices

Men's congress

Swan & Barrett,

GOV’T

at

carefully the list below, and obtain, if needare all
ed, some of the kind mentioned before they
disposed of.

_jylOTTh&S3m*

middle

you 33 Per Cent.

UNDER FliEBLE HOUSE.

f°Read

The most profitable way of dealing in stocks is by
combining many orders and co-operating them as a
whole, dividing profits pro rata among shareholders,
according to the market, monthly. Each customer
thus secures all the advantages of immense capital
and experienced skill, and can use any amount,
from $10 to $10,000 or more with equal proportionate success. “New York Stock Reporter” and new
circular mailed free. Full information for any one
*•/■« nnnrntu LMIfifUtGcfllllv
T.AWRF.NCF. & CO.. £)7
Exchange Place, N. Y,

186

$22.

to

463 Congress Street,

Bargains.

Now Bush for the

Exchange Street,

0-OC513

FROM

Stock

—

BOOTS & SHOES !

CITY AND TOWN BOYDS,

au28

$18

fine

our

REMOVAL !

IN

Government Bonds,

A

Examine

Fisk & Co.

dtf

jan24

a

Custom Suit,

We can save

LESSONS IN CHARCOAL DRAWING

PORTLAND,

YOUNG MEN,
Before you leave your order for

PRICES

COLCORO,

j. w.

DAVIS,
Federal and Temple Streets,
sneodtf

T. 13.

Styles.

F.A. Ross & Co.

The only store that has the celebrated NEW
VOBK BOOTS made by Woodmansee & Garside.
The only store that lia3 Banister & Tichenor’9
NEWARK. BOOTS.
Something; new lor Childreu with weak
ankle* and Children learning; to walk*
Come and *cc.

HI. G.

PALHIER,

280 Middle Street.
dtf

augoO

Fisk & Co.

Brown.
499 Congress St.. Cor. M.W&Ftf

We

°

Sell

oc3

CARD.

FALL SALE OF 1879.
It

We
507

ready

are now

tomers at

our new

Congress

our

to serve Cus-

we
er

profit

ing that

Street.

We also

Although

appreciate

for all branches of

ing.

Q3P“We cordially

in

done to make

a

pleasant

$1.25.

C.D.B.Fisk&Co.

have

Fainting, Drawing and
invite all to

examine

Decoratour

New

STUBBS BROS.,

ZEPHYRS!

ART DEALERS,
16

we

TEMPLE

STREET.
eodlw

se30

offer for obtaining reliable and
fashionable goods at moderate

prices.
Everything

AT

saw

assortment at

Goods.

will

the facilities which

large

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS

believ-

before,
discerning public

the Fair and our
our Stock is the

LARGEST IN THIS CITY.

store 505 and

than ever
a

speaks for itself, ami is proved by all that

display at

the Store that

expenses have been increased
intend to sell goods at a small-

GERMANTOWN WOOL
KNITTING LYARNS.

Best Quality!

$4.00

power will be
visit to our store
our

WILL BUY AT

profitable.
Respectfully,

and

C. D. B. Fisk & Co’s.,
CONGRESS ST.,

Owen, Moore & Co.

A GOOD SACK SUIT,

Lowest Prices!

Merrill & Co,
529 COSCIIESS ST.
jyl2

eodtf

REMOVAL!

dlw

scp29

i\

and Plain

Striped,
VELVETS AND SATINS,

I

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

lirmliocli anil Fu«e iu any Quantity.

ALSO

LIGHT CLOAKINGS, FRINGES,

form classes in

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

our

St.

Portland,

or

aug9d3m

Sole Agent i'or (lie I'ox Olen and
Cailin .V Band Orange
Powder mills.

No. 32

EDWARD GOULD,
8, at 4 o’clock p.m.
seSOtd __Treasurer

structor.
For further particulars inquire of
[fllKH JE. A. FILES Prim-ipnl,
43 Brown Street.

Scott, Clnbrougli, Boneliill & Moore.

PARKER’S GUNS, COLT’S GUNS.
All bind* of

private pupils

Fall Term begins Sept. 1,1879, in the new rooms,
ilIOTLEY BTiOi'Ki 507 C onnie—* Street.
The services of Prof. Gilbert have been secured to
Private classes in French will be
teach French.
formed on reasonable terms.
Elocution will be taught by an accomplished in-

Imported Guns, including

sepl7

take

of

ItEMOVAL"PORTLAND

Single Breed] Loading Guns of all Kinds.

Cor.

High School

French or Spanish. Reasonable terms. Address
se20d2w* Care of F. II. FASSETT, Architect.

REMINGTON,

&

ready to

Is

Bull Loading Double Duns!

to be sold at less than cost of importation. All in
want of a GUN should look over mv stock, the
largest in the State, peforo purchasing.

seplO

In this city, Oct. 3, Annie H., youngest child of
Wm. A. and N. I). King, aged G months 17 days.
[Funeral 011 Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,]
At Morrill’s Corner, Deering, Oct. 3, Sarah Gertrude, daughter of Jos. W. and Catharine F. Dyer,
aged 30 years G months
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon, at 3 o’clock.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In Gardiner, Sept. 21, Charles M. Long, aged
32 yeasr.
In Gardiner, Sept. 21, Frank Chase, aged 32 yrs.
Ill Brunswick, Sept. 17, Angelina Swett, aged G2

NAME

Hcrriman,

Ar at London 1st inst, ship Alexander, Brown,
New York.
Ar at Cardiff 2d inst, ship Leading Wind, Hinckley, Niewe Dieppe.
Sid fm Tail of the Bank 18th, barque Leventer,
Vesper, Portland.
Ar at Falmouth, E, 2d inst, barque Gen Fairchild,
Kelley, Lobos.
At Gonaives Sept 17tb, sch Hattie A Whitt', Bel!aty, from Boston.
Sid fm St Domingo Sept 20, barque John J Marsh
Farr, New York.
Sid fm Havana 24tl), brig Clara J Adams, MeFadden, New York.
Cld at Yarmouth, NS, 30tli, sch Como, Bunker,

48

DEATHS.

Of the

Oct.

D0RTIC08,1

PROF. ANTOINE

most magnifi-

sep*>sneod&wlm

all Hair Dressers.

I'rinripnl.
eod2m

aug'2

meteor—

Sold

Street, New York.

Applied by

ENGLISH BHEECH LOADERS

MARRIAGES.

own

4. II. A It HO ! T.

Address

fore-lock

CBISTADOKO’S H.4IB DYE.
A perfectly wholesome and purely vegetable preparation. Manufactured by J. CRISTADORO, No 33

Partridge,

a

centals,

Time’s

as

fiery

Lillie Blue, Farmington, Hie.

ARE WOW

lands at 9 11-16c.

Mobile, Oct. 3.—Cotton

for New York.

Antigua.

Cattle—Receipts 3500 head shipments 1100 head;
prices not quotably higher; shipping at 3 40(aj4 50;
no export grades here; butchers dull; Stockers and
feeders weak; Western, full supply and active de
mand; through Texans steady.
Sheep—Receipts 1000 head; no shipments; sales
at 2 90@3 GO.

541/2 c asked; November at 54% c, closing at a5 bid.
5514c asked; December 653/8c, closing at 55c bid,
56c asked. Oato—receipts 39,150 bush; V2@lc

Pillsbury,

sch T R

CHARLESTON—Ar 27th, brig Manson, Gardiner.
New York via Norfolk.
Sid 2d, sch EH Herriman, Herriman, Boston.
NORFOLK—Cld 2d, sch Cook Borden, Lunt, for

Chicago Cattle market.
Chicago, Oct. 3.—Hogs—Receipts 21,000 head;
shipments 7000 head; more active but unchanged;
mixed packing at 3 25(0,3 40; light at 3 50^3 80;
choice heavy 3 50@3 75.

bush; %@lc better and fairly active; saies 510,000
ungraded at
bush, including 198,000 bush the spot; Mixed
64% ;
53%@54%c; No 2 at 54@54%c: low
No 2 White 60c; steamer for October at 54c; No 2
at
54y8c
at
bid,
for October
53% @54%c, closing

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

ed States.
Ar at Liverpool 2d, brig C C Sweeney, White, fm
New York.
Sid fm Queenstown 2d inst, barque Chas Deerirg,
Carter, United States; brig F I Henderson, do.

lbs; hist sales at 6 and 4c ^ lb for white and gray.
Market Fish—Jn moderate supply with sales at $G
|> cwt for Swordsh, $1@1% for Codfish, $1 for
Haddock and 75c for Cusk, Hake and Pollock.
Medicinal Oil 80c
gal, Tanners’ Oil 32c, Porgie
Oil 26c; Scaled Herring 20@22c$> box;No 1 at 16c.

white
as a

PRESTO!
it is invested in a moment with the
cent black or brown by the agency of

DEALERS

nandina; 21st, brig Merrlwa, Skinner, Matanzas;
24th, Hyperion, Williams, do; 27tli, Alice Tarlton,
Tothrop, do.
Ar at Matanzas 22d, barque Daring, Anderson,
Portland; 24th, brig Elizabeth Winslow, do.
Sid fm Hull 2d, ship Clarissa B Carver, for Unit-

We quote
$2, Hake VA@
l3/4 and Pollock $1% P qtl. Boneless and prepared
at
in
p
fish
4@6c
lb, as to class and
good request
quality. Smoked Halibut at SVfccpib.
in
continue
Mackerel
good request and active call,
with a slight advance in prices. We notice sales at
for
bbl
and
4‘/2 P
prime 2s and 3s, and fare lots
$G
out of pickle at $534 per bbl with bbl.
at
$2@$2V2 P bbl for Eastport round,
Herring
$3V& for Newfoundland round, $3 for Shore split,
Labrador
for
and $5
do; No 1 Salmon $18 p bbl;
Swordfish $7, Codfish $5, Haddock fSVi, Halibut
Fins
Halibut
Heads $3V2,
$10 bbl, Fins and Napes
$4V2, Cod Tongues $6,ITongues and Sounds $8 to
to
Alewives
4%.
$4
$10,
T7<',i.
4V...
n.Ani. ooo nnn

half October 1 30%; No 2 Red for October, 320,000
at 1 29%@1 30% ;November, 224,000 bush at 1 30
(5)1 31%; No 1 White for October, 152,000 bush at
1 29% @1 31; November 1 30%@1 31. Rye steady;
8,000 No 2 Western at 77%c; State 70%c track,
and 80c for boat loads. Corn—receipts 302,250

Eliza-

Maggie

at^$37/8@$4
1
Cusk at $21/a, Haddock

includspeculative business; sales 1,388,000 bush,
ing 465,000 on the spot; ungraded Spring at 1 13@
1 20; No 3 do at 1 18; No 2 do at 1 22; unraded
Winter Red 1 18@1 29%; No 3 do at 1 20@1 22;
No 2 do at 1 29@1 30%; No 1 do 1 30%@1 30%;
Mixed Winter at 1 27@1 29; ungraded Amber at
1 21@1 29; No 2 do at 1 28%@J. 29; No 1 do at
1 30%; ungraded White 1 19@1 28%; No 2 do at
1 27%; No 1 do, 51,000 bush at 1 29%@1 31; extra do, 400 bush at 1 30%; 34,000 No 1 White,
special for October 1 30; 35,000 No 2 Amber last

Wentworth, Downes,

Ar at New York 2d Inst, steamer Moro Castle, fra
Havana; barque Adelia Carlton, from Cardenas;
sch
Dalling, from Matanzas.
Ar at Havana 20th, sch L & M Knowles, fm Fer-

Bank at $3V2@$3S/s for large and $23A®$3
medium. Shores are scarce and wanted; nominally
p qtl; kench cured Bank firm at $4 p

New York. Oct. 3—Evening.—Flour—Receipts
shade stronger,instances 5@10c higher
with moderate export and home trade; sales 23,600
at
3 90^4 75;Sup Wesern and State 4 85
bbls; No 2
@5 37%; extra Western and State 5 10@5 30;good
at
5 35@6 75; White Wheat Western
to choice do
extra at 5 10@5 50; fancy do at 5 60@7 00; extra Ohio at 5 00@6 50; extra St. Louis at 5 00@
7 00; patent Minnesota extra at 6 25@6 75; choice
to double extra at 6 80&8 00, including 3800 bbls
City Mills extra at 5 25@5 50 to Europe, 5 90@
G 10 W. I.; 1950 No 2 at 3 90@4 25; 600 bbls Winter Wheat extra 5 60@7 25; 7700 bbls Minnesota
extra at 5 25@8 00. Southern, common to fair extra at 5 50^6 00; good to choice do at G 10@7 35.
Rye flour firmer at 4 00@4 60 for Superfine. Cornmeal quiet at 2 50(5}3 00. Wheat—receipts 327,550 bush; about lc better with fair export and good

sch L D

bethfort.

Though the hair be as
or, worse still, as red

William

Cleared.
Sch Balance, Robinson, Boston—N O Cram.
Sch Gazelle, t(Br) Ingalls, Grand Menan— Nath’l

WHOLES AE PRICES.
The market for Refined Oil is firm, with transactions at—@7c p gallon in bulk, and 10c in
cases. Naptha is selling at 9@9%c P gallon. Crude
Oil at the wells 70c p bbl.

13,648 bbls;

Pendleton, Boston,
Robinson, Boston.

Sch Diana, Orne, Boothbay—dry fish to Curtis &
Davis.
Sch Benjamin, Wheeler, Pembroke for New York.
Sch Watchman, Williams, Bangor for New York.
Sch Cicero, Babbidge, Bangor for Gloucester.
Sch Forest King, Tinker, Calais for Boston.
Sch Game Cock, Judd, Calais for Boston.
Sch Anaconda, Fickett, Millbridge for Boston.
Sch Dolphin, Jordan, Bangor for New York.
Sch C Starrett, Babbidge, Rockland for Boston.
Sch M D Marston, Blackington, Viualliaven for
.New York.

—

Va... 5%
4
Crown Point
l.’„reka Cou.24%

Littlejohn New York.

Seh Jed Frye,Sch Mary Elleu, (Br) Clark, St John, NB—sleepers to Geo P Wescott.
Sch Mabel Snow, Cooper, Deer Isle—granite paving for a market.
Sch Ida C Spofford,
Ingalls, Calais.
Sell Gipsv, Handy, Calais—lumber to E Clement
& Co.
Sch Neponset, Stratton, Sullivan.
Sch Brilliant, Wheeler, St George.
Sch Alexander,-, Brewer, Me, with edgings for

California lliumg Stork*.
Sxn Francisco, Oct. 3.—The following are the
closing uuotations of Mining stocks to-day:
1 -11
Ahilia .16% Hale & Noreross
5Va Julia Consolidated.. 4
Ait-.
Rclclicr. 3% Justice. 314
Mexicali
.33
Best & Belcher.17%
Bullion. ?Vs Northern BeUe..
*

Consolidated

for East-

ton& Maine Rl“eS’ Cables’ Kew Vork-eoal t» BosSell Lizzie
Carr,-ve,v Vorif
Somes» Kondout-cement to
0

New Jersey Central.
Chicago & Rock Island..138
Milwaukee & St. Paul.
St. Paul preferred. *”%
Chicago & Alton.
Chicago & Altou
C.. B.&
Morris & Essex.
Adams Ex.
Wells Fargo & Co.
U. S. Ex. Co.

3.

Arrived.

jj"

Lake Shore.

j

ANNUAL MEETINGS.
Portland Benevolent Society.
of this society for the choice
rflllE Annual Meeting
| of officers and other business, will be held at
the National Trailers’ Bank office, on Wednesday,

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL FOR BOYS,

GONE FOREVERI

when the mirror
say the ladies of their beauty,
shows them their once jet or golden ringlets
streaked with gray, hut never was there a more
FALSE C ONCLUSION.
so

vs

1

EDUCATIONAL.

!

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
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K

to

MississjPP1

amount

Factory.

N. V.

Memphis,

family.

MARINE

thagena;

Many eminent Bonapartists have arrived at
London to try the effect of a reconciliation between Eugenie and Prince Jerome.
Cetewayo arrived at Capetown,yesterday and
was sent to castle Zargun Shalir.
The preponderance of native opinion is that
the Afghans will make a stand this side of
Cabul.
The general opinion is that the Ameer was
allowed to leave on his engagement to arrest
the British advance and he fears the troops will
avenge themselves by attacking his palace.
Discontent is general in Bosnia and Herzegovinia, and the population are unanimous in
their dislike of Austrian rule.
The Duke of Wartemburg, demands reinforcements to suppress the insurrection which
is spreading in Herzegovinia

or
instructions given to permit no one to enter
leave the city without a special permit, loday

promises

closing quotations of

Foreign Notes.

..

Notes.
Assistant Postmaster General Tyner and
party are safe at Laramie City
The Comptroller of the Currency has called
upon the National Banks for a statement
showing their condition at the closo of business, Oct. 2d.

____

one

Dissolution of

_

Christian Temperance Uuion
Association.
Bangor, Oct. 3—The Association closed a
successful session here this evening. The ex-

dies,

Tammany Recognized.
The Supreme Court decided today that Tammany, in addition to Irving Hall Democracy,
has a right to be represented by inspectors of
elections, and the court will order their appointment by the police board.
Forest Fires Raging.
Norfolk, N. Y'.—Forest fires are raging
fearfully, destroying houses, barns and farm
property. Some of the roads hero are impassable on account of the tires. The loss cannot bo
estimated,nor can it bo known how much damage will be done as the wind has been blowing
strongly from the west for the last twenty-four
hours with no indication of rain. If file fires
continue there will bo very heavy losses.

Portlnud

WASHINGTON.

Womans’

Mass.

Excitement in Sporting Circles.
New York, Oc*. 3.—There is considerable
excitement among gamblers and sporting men,
who bet on the recent alleged international
walk, by a discovery that the track was short
59 feet 4 inches, on each mile.This would make
only three of the contestants entitled to a
share of the gate money. It is stated that
those who lost money by betting on the
number of miles eacli man would or would not
make, will now endeavor to compel the pool
sellers to make good their losses.

The market

cendiary.

the

and Seventy-Five Wounded.

were

the

weru

Co.J2%

Additional Facts from the

,

following
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NEW YORK.

THE INDIANS.
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Advertising

WINTER

WEM3IIT

Henry F. Perry & Co.,

C. EVANS’
Agency and Printers’

Warehouse,

Siircioor.

BOSTON.
WASHINGTON St.,
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type, and all kinds of
Printers’Materials. Advertisements inserted in all
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers
owest prices. Send for estimates.
104i

ACADIA COAL

E.N. FRESIIilIAN & BROS.

Advertising Agents,
ISO W. FOURTH ST., CINCINNATI,
Send for a Circular.
Estimate? furnished free.

The best in the
For
purposes.

market for open grates
Sale by

Green,

Son &

seG

1

or

Steam

Lynch,

173 C luiucrcinl foot Cron Si.

eodtf

la

FORD & PERRY,

•Tot* Printers,

HAVE

REMOVED

TO

96 EXCHANGE ST.,
Directly opposite
sep.io

0

the Entrance of
Masonic Hall.
isjtf

PRESS.

THE

SATURDAY MORNING. OCTOBER

4~

THE PRESS
N. G.
Mav be obtained at the Periodical Depots ol Arm& Go., Andrews,
Fes-enden, .Marquis, Brunei
I.
W.
Hayden,
strong, Cox, Wentworth, Hodgdon,
St. \\ dander.
and
Morris, corner Exchange Chisholm
£ore
all
on
Bros.,
Boston & Maine Depot, and
trains that run out of the cite.
Saco, of L. 11odsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Bath, of d. O. Shaw.
Lewiston and Auburn, of Richard Foss.

Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
Brunswick, B. G. Deuuisou and W. H. Marrelt.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.

SV
New York, Brentano’s Literary Emporium,
Union Square.
Cloudman.
W.
C.
Cumorrland Mills, A.
Gorham, G. Augrv.
Saccarappa, at the Post Office.
Rockland, 0. C. Andrews and b. K. Spear.
Damarlscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. J. Parker.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vlnalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Wiscasset, Gibbs & Rundle*
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.
Auburn, V. R. Foss.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.
Hallowell, D. K. Jewell.
Augusta, E. II. Pike.
_

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Turner Bros.
H. I. Nelson & Co.—2.
Music—C. K. llawes.
W. E. Plummer—2.
The Gold Medal Boquct.
Coe—4.

m.

Young Men’s

House for Sale—L. J. Perkins.
Pears—Hodgdon & Soule.
IT. I. Nelson & Co.—2.

Association,
gress Street, corner Elm.—Union Gospel Meeting
meetevery secular day at 7SA P- m. Social prayer
Social meeting in the hall
ing Sunday at 0 a. m.
at 7¥2 p. m.
§3p*The Disciples of Christ hold services in Mercantile Library Hall, Farrington Block, Congress St.,
10 ¥2 a.
every Lord’s Day as follows: Preaching at
Observe the Apostles’ teaching, to the Fellowm.
ship, to Breaking of bread and to prayer at 3 p. m.
Prayer meeting at 7 ¥2 p. m. All are invited.
Woodford’s Corner M. E. Church.—Rev. Wilbur F.Berry. pastor. Preaching at 2V2 P- m. Prayer
meeting at 7 p. m. All are invited. Seats free.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton. RecSunday
tor. Services at 10 Mi a. m. and 3 p. m.
school at 2 p. in.
HutchinW.
West
End.—Rev.
Harmon’s Hall,
son, pas lor. Preaching at IOV2 a. m. and 7 p. in.
Sabbath School immediately after morning sermon.
Seats free: All are invited.
Bayside Parish.—Rev. B. F. Pitchard, pastor.
Preaching at 10 V2 a. m., 2 and (> p. m. Sabbath
School at 13.45 a. in. and 3 p. m. Social meeting at
7 a/2 !>• m.
Ferry Village M. E. Church.—Rev. S. F.
Wetherbee, pastor. Preaching at IOV2 a. 111. and
2¥2 p. m. Sabbath School at 1 p. in. Prayer meetChristian

at at 7 30 p. m.
St. Paul’s Church, corner of Congress and LoServices at
cust St.—Rev. C. J. Ketclium. rector.
IOV2 a. m. 3 p. m. Sabbath School at 2 p. m.
Gospel Temperance*Mission.—Meetings will be
held in the rooms, Mechanic's building, at 7¥2
o’clock this evening, and at 0 a. m., 3 and 7 p. m.
to-morrow. Services conducted by S. F. Pearson.
All from land and sea are welomed
Abyssinian Church, Newbury St.—Preaching at
at 3 p. m. by S. F. Pearson. Social prayer and
praise meeting at 7¥2 P« m. All are cordially invited to attend.

ing

Church.—Rev. Herbert W. Lathe,
pastor. Preaching Service at 10¥2 A. M. Missionat
7
P. M.
service
ary
Chestnut St. M. L. Church.—Rev. C. J. Clark
pastor. Communion servicelOA/2 a. m. Preaching at
3 ]>. m.
Sunday School at lA/2 p. m. Young
people’s meeting at 0 p. m. Praise and prayer
Plymouth

Big—Merry.
Special Oiterings—Carlton Kimball.
Norweigan Cough Remedy—F. T. Mealier & Co.
New < )peras—Oliver Ditson & Co.
Published Saturday—Fords, Howard & Hurburt.
_

Knit Worsted Goods, all new.
Children’s Pinafore sacques. $2.00; Children’s
Germantown sacques with sleeves, shaded borders, $2.50 and $3.00; Children’s Zephyr hoods,
Ladies*
fi.oo and $2.00;
gi.no,
50c 75c
joni^is, shaded borders, $1.00 each.
H. I. Nelson & Co.’s,
443 Congress street.
oc4d3t
Hand

meeting at 7 p. m.
dgJr-Rev. F. Pcmber will preach

Merry’s.

The Gold Medal Bouquet
is the name given to that exquisite perfume of
J. & E. Atkinson’s, which was awarded the
first prize at the International Exhibition at
Paris.
Coe sells the finest hat for $1.00.
F. O. Bailey Sc Co. sell at 0 o’clock this
morning, at their rooms, a large lot of furniture, carpets, crockery, See., See. See auction
__

Best $1.00 Hats.

Merry, the Hatter.

10.30 a. m. Reform School
Second Unitarian, corner Park and Pleasant
Rev. John Wills will preach at IOV2 a. m.
Subject:—The story of Eden in connection with the
question—‘-Is God the author of evil”.
Strangers
are cordially invited.
Sunday School at 12 M.
First Baptist Church, Congress St., opposite
Sabthe park.—Rev. T. D. Anderson, Jr., pastor.
ner

streets.

bath School at 1.45 p.
Missionary concert 7 p.

m.

Preaching

at 3 p.

m.

m.
i^on

L'liuut.n,

—

j.ugu

Rev. J. K. Smytli. pastor. Services tomorrow morning at 10.30 o’clock. Preaching by the pastor.
Sunday
Subject: “Jacob’s |Dream—The Ladder.”
School at 12 M.
Communion service at 3 P. M.
Arcana Hall.—Meeting at 2% p. m. Inspirational speaking All are invited.
Congress St. M. E. Church, Rev. A. S. Ladd,
Communion at 10%a. m Preaching at 3 p.m. by Mrs.
Mary J. Clark. Sunday school at 1% p. m. Social
meetings at 0 and 7 p.m.
Liberal Meeting.—There will be a liberal meeting at the Sons of Temperance Hall, at 2 p. m.
Question for discussion—What are Rights of Individuals over Which the Public Have no Control?*
Second Advent Church. Union Hall, 87 Free
St. Preaching Sunday at 10.30 A. M. and 3 P. M.
Prayer meeting at 0
by Elder Hiram Hunger.
Seats
a. m.aud 7 p. m. Sabbath school at 12 m.

free.

1200 towels
oc4d2t

Turner Bros, will offer today
at about half their value.

Cor-

at Bradley’s
at 2.30 p. m.

urjitoALr.ji

50 styles Flat Crown Stiff Hats.

column.

Con-

First Universalist Church, Congress Square.
Rev. Win. Jl. Gibbs, pastor. Services at 10V2 a. m.
and 7 ¥2 P. M. Sunday School at 3 p. m.
Preble Ciiapel, Corner Preble and Cumberland
Sts.
Sunday School at 2 p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m.
A temperance meeting at 7. p. m. Free to all.

Merry—5.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Burleigh, the Clothier.

To Let—5 Mechanic St.
A Good Rent—W. H. Jerris.

Sunday Services.
Bethel Chi rch.—Services 10Vs a. m., 3 and 7%
p. m.; also Monday and Thursday evenings at 7V2
i». m.
All from sea and land are invited. Seats free.
Beading rooms open to Seamen every day regular.
First Lutheran CnuRcn, Elm St.—Rev. N.
Elestad, pastor. Breaching at IOV2 a. m. and 3 p.

India St. Uniyeesalist Church.—Rev. C. A.
Hayden, pastor. Services at 3 and 7V2 p. m. Subject of evening lecture: “How can 1 become re-

ligious?”

the Hatter.

Merry,

Big Stock Stiff Hats.

Children’s Torchon Collars, only 10
cents each, at W. E. Plummer’s, 455 Congress
street, Clapp’s Block.
Broadway Silk Hats, only $3.00.

Coc.

Ruchings, Linen Collars and Cuffs, Kid
Gloves, Handkerchiefs, Hamburgs and Laces,
at H. I. Nelson & Co.’s, 443 Congress street,
oc4d3t
Farrington Block.
Merry, the Hatter.

Scotch Cats for Boys.

Music.—New and immense stock. Sheet
Music, Music Books, Musical Instruments,
Violin Strings, &c., just received by C. K.
ocld3t
Hawes, 177 Middle street.

Ladies:—Don’t fail to see our 3-buttou Kid
Gloves at §1.00, worth §1.25. Best bargain in
W. E. Plummer,

Congress street, Clapp’s

455
oct

Coe beats them all

on

Dr. C. W. Benson’s Celery and Chamomile Pills are prepared expressly to cure Sick
Dyspeptic
Headache, Nervous Headache,
Headache, Neuralgia and Nervousness, and
will cure any case. Price 50 cts., postage free.

Parsons, Banos & Co., Wholesale Druggists, 117 and 119 Middle street, Portland, Mo.
General

ang28eodtf

Agents.

yesterday. Mercury 57°

sunrise,
wind southwest,
at

79° at noon, 72° at sunset;
with clouds of dust in the afternoon. The
storm signal was ordered for this port.
Humpty Dumpty and Jacques Cass are at
the Preble House.
Vesper service will commence at the
Parish church to-morrow at 7 p. m.

Block.
d.'t

to-day.

hats

Brief Jottings.
Warm

Girls, Girls, buy your Cap of Coe.

Portland.

St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. .Wright,
pastor. Preaching at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m. by
Rev. John O. Fiske. Sunday school at 1% p.m.
Social meeting at 7%.
Williston Church, Cor. Thomas and Carroll Sts
—Rev. Frank E. Clark, pastor. Preaching at 10%
a. m.
Sabbath School at 3 p. m. Prayer
meeting at 7 p. in.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Rev. Jas. MeWhinnie, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 .a. m. Sunday
MisCommunion Services 3 p. m.
School 12 m.
sionary meeting 7.30 p. m.
First Free Baptist Society, Corner Casco and
Cumberland Streets.—Rev. C. S. Perkins, pastor.
Preaching hv the Rev. J. M. Lowdon of Halifax, at
10% a. in. Sunday School at 11% a. m. Social
service at 7 p. m.
Temperance Union.—Rev. C. J. Clark, of the
Chestnut street M. E. Church, will speak at Congress Hall tomorrow evening, at 7 o’clock.

A large fishing fleet put in yesterday fearing
a'storm- They say the herring season is over.
Pennell’s and Cloyes’ nines played a game
of ball yesterday, resulting in favor of the former—score 28 to 10.
We are indebted to Mr. S. S. Rich for one of
those luscious peaches raised in his garden.
Delaware can’t beat them.
The Greenback county committee has chosen
W

"XXr

NonnY Turbans for Girls. Merry, the hatter.

First

TJ’rt

Min?

f/-v.i

r-

and S. A. Berry, Deeriug, secretary and
treasurer.
Elder A. Liukletter, of Lubec, and Elder
Thomas of St. John, will preach to-morrow afternoon and evening at the Church of the
man,

original

the

Miss Saweeu’s Salve,
genuine, 25 cent size, beats all
•
myl3

and

otlier3.

eod&wOm

A Choice lot of Dutch Bulbs for fall planting, just received by Kendall & Whitney.

sept25oed2w
Chew Jackson’s Best Sweet Navy Tobacco

de28S&Wwly

Disciples of Christ.
Mr. D. A. Maddox will give the opening address at tho tompcrance meeting at Preble
Chapel to-morrow evening. Several reformed
also

men are

United States Circuit Court.
BEFORE JUDGE FOX.

Friday.—Valentine Uulricli et al. vs. Maine CenRailroad Company. Action to recover for five
car loads of corn wrongfully delivered. Jury waived
and submitted to the Court. Decision reserved.
tral

Putnam for

plaintiffs.
Drummond for defendant.

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

KNIGHT.

Friday.—John Nally
Coyne. Affray.
85 each and costs.
Edward
Jeremiah Dugan,
Finnegan and William
Manuel. Loud and unusual noise in the street. Fined
85 and costs each. Dugan and Finnegan committed.
Fined 8100
Patrick Foley. Search and seizure.
and costs and three months in county jail. Suspendand James

Fned

ed.

Deliberate Suicide.
Yesterday morning as conductor Gilman’s
train, on the Boston & Maine road, which
leaves this city at 10.15 a. m. approached Pine
Point station a man was seen walking on the
The engineer whistrack towards the train.
tled, and the fireman rang the bell, but the
no further notice
The
than to lower his head.
him and he was carried some
His face was
distance on the cow-catcher.
stove up, his legs broken, and other injuries in-

man

kept the track, taking

signals
engine struck

of the

The body
Corner Gould of

flicted, which instantly killed him.

was taken to Pine Point and
The man was methis city telegraphed for.
dium height, about 37 years old, and plainly

dressed.
this city by the 5
The body was brought
underp. m. train and placed in Mr. Rich’s
taker’s shop on Exchange street. Crowds went
to

in to see the corpse but no one could identify
it. The man when killed had on a white shirt,
with a gilt stud for a collar button, but no colIn his poslar, dark coat, vest and trousers.
session was a small account book filled with accounts for sawing wood, and one page bore the
words “Myron P. Stevens owes to John C.
__

n

l.n+fln

nf

iMA/liAlua

OUntllPf

these lines:
The hour approaches dearest friend
When you and I must sever,
The

we

have

Wil soon
And when far distant 1 shall be
head these few Hues and think of me.
Coua E. Stevess.
Tours,
Late in the evening Mr. D. W. Ward, who
street last
kept a shoemaker’s shop on Fore
the body
he
recognized
confident
was
March,
of Boston, Mass., who
as that of Frank Pooler
■worked for him at that time; and the sawing
wood mentioned above, was a mistake in readthe memoranda. It should havo been read

ing
“sewi-ug.” Mr. Ward states that deceased had
a rich brother in Boston.
Burglaries.

in West
The vtovision store of Mr. Cloyes,
ThursMarket /tow, was ontered by burglars
removed the grating from
day night, They
a
the cellar whl(I°w on Free street, raised trapa
and stole ten dollars from the till and

door,
quantity of provisions.
The store of Walter Cox, on Middle street,
sweet
was entered, and 5i boxes of cigars, some
brier and meerschaum pipes stolon.
Detective Heald arrested seven persons for
Maine Central
burglary at Richmond station,
Railroad. One was John Sullivan of Portland.
Personal.
a temporary
Mr. Howard Owen has accepted
appointment in the Augusta post-office.
at
Rev. Johu O. Fiske of Batii will preach
botli
St. Lawrence street church to-morrow,
the
and afternoon, in exchange with

morning
pastor.

Thomas

Tash,

Esq.,

Superintendent

of

was in Lewiston Thursday with some
of the Portland grammar school teachers, who
wanted to look over the excellent work of the

Schools,

Lewiston grammar school.
New Ceothinq Stoke.—J. Burleigh & Son,
•who are so well and favorably known to our
will open a new and elegant clothing

people,

store at 184 Middle street to-day, and invite
the public to call and see their superb stock of

goods.

to

speak.

The Portland Methodist Preachers’ meeting,
which was adjourned during the summer
months, will resume its weekly sessions, commencing next Monday at 10 o’clock a. m., at
the vestry of Chestnut St. church.
Rev. Mr. Dickinson’s subject Sunday forethe Second Parish will bo “And he
noon at
brought him to Jesus;” in the afternoon,
In the
“Jesus Christ, and Him crucified.”

HUMTTY

DUMFTY.

niglit Tony Denier’s Humpty Duinpty

Last

audience
that not only filled every seat in the house, but
troupe appeared at Music Hall

to an

occupied every inch of standing room. It was
a warm night out and in tho theatre the word
hot does not express tho situation. It was
tropical as the Black Hale of Calcutta, and yet
opened.
every window
The pantomime, we are all familiar with,
but it was acted right up to the mark, and the
house was in a roar of laughter from tho beginning to the end. Mr. Adams was immense .as
tho clown, and all the other parts were well
taken. Little Rosebud was charming. The
business of the Pantomime was|immense. It
was “rush” all the time, and the auditor found
it necessary to givo his entire and constant
attention in order to take in all tho fun that
transpired. The incidents were numerous,
many of them new. and all humorous. Fun
was rampant, and all the auditors were happy.
There will be a matinee this afternoon, and a
was

performance tonight.
NOTES.

On Thursday evening the Rev. F. Pernber
Arden to
gave his promised reading of Enoch
It was listened to througha large audience.
out with undiminislied iutorest and attention.
Mrs. Pernber contributed two pretty songs,
and “Cherry
Kingsley’s “Three Fishers
the proRipe.” It is gratifying to notice that
ceeds of the entertainment entirely cover the
debt for which it was given.
John Gilbert continues to be very low, having typhoid fever. There was no change
in his condition late Thursday.
Daniel Bandmann, the great German actor,
Theatre
appeared in “Hamlet” at the Standard was
reThursday evening. The performance
markable for somewhat specular features, and
The
Bandmann.
platinnovations
for some
by
form before tho castle at Elsinore, at the outset was a snow scene, and the stars of which

Bernardo spoke were twinkling naturally in
the sky. The change from this full-stago view
to that of a room in the castle, also occupying
all of the stage, was a clever mechanical transformation. A court jester is introduced here,
but his antics are voiceless. An equally surbattlements in
prising change reveals the
the ghost scene. A novelty in Bandmann’s acthis
was
holding
up the cross
ing at this point
of his sword handle, as though liis father’s
spirit was an evil one. At the opening of tho

invited.

Officer Hanson.
Tho Argus closes its report of the hearing
before the Board, in this case of Officer Hanson
yesterday, as follows:
“It is understood that if a vote had been
taken on the matter the Board would have
stood three in favor of censure, if not expulsion, to three against. Tho Mayor would of
course voted to have sustained his position, and
the resolution would have been defeated.”
On tho contrary, it is understood Aldermen
Small, Clay, Taylor and Waite took the same
view of tho case as tho Mayor, with Andrews
and Cunningham for expulsion. Had tho vote
stood three to three for expulsion, as understood by the Argus, it is not at all probable,
if the Mayor had recommended the same, that,
upon the question of advice and consent confined to the Aldermen alone, the Mayor would
have been allowed to have thrown oil a tio
even

advice and consent
In other words, had

question involving

being considered,
the Mayor recommended expulsion and submitted the same for the advice of tho Aidermen, three votes of six present would not have
been the consent of tho Aldermen, and failing
of such consent that officer could not have
been expelled. But as tho Mayor could not
see that tho officer had dono anything worthy
was

of

expulsion,

this

question

did not como up.

Depopulating the Provinces.
The

provinces

of Nova Scotia and

New

Brunswick
being rapidly depopulated,
owing to the high tariff prevailing there. The
boats of the International Steamship Co. have
all they can do to transport the passengers,
are

and the New Brunswick went on tho route
yesterday. At least 500 passengers are brought
each trip, of whom fully two-thirds are emigrants. They are all bound to the Western
States. They have nothing but their through
ticket and furniture. One woman yesterday
had five children, but she had grit and said
the young ones would grow and be useful.
Real Estate Transfers.
Tho following real estate transfers were recorded in this county yesterday:
Westbrook—Ruth C. Boothby to Wesley
51. Hawkes, i acre of land.
Isaac F. Quimby to James Fellows, lot of
land.
Standish—Oliver J. Sanborn to Herbert W.
Dow, mill and privilege.
H. A. Higgins to Oliver Dow, lot of land.
Wilson Dow to Herbert W. Dow part of lot
fifi, 2d division.
Yarmouth—A lexander Taylor to John L.
Taylor, lot of salt marsh.

Cape Elizabeth Ferry.
At

meeting held Thursday night

the citizens voted not to accept the proposition of the
Cape Elizabeth Ferry Company as published
in the Press, and solocted a committee to wait
on tho directors and request a
three cent unlimited ticket. If tho directors decline to
a

grant this request the citizens propose
redress

through

the

Legislature.

to

seek

^raveiiBteln,

■

PEAKS.
YYatFirst Prize—L. C. Gronard, Bull'um; C. II.
Angousoii, Beurre Diel; S. Carrutliers, Duchess
Howell,
H.
YVatson,
leme; same, BeUe Lucrative; C.
W.ii.
F. E. De Merritt. Duchcsso de Bordeaux;
Lombard, Louise Bonne de Jersey; C. H. YVatson,
E.
Sheldon; W. B. Merrill,[Seckel; same, Lawrence,
BartDouglass, Vicar of YY’akefield; YV. B. Merrill,
lett; same, Flemish Beauty; same, YVinter JNens;
Elisha Douglass, Beurre Hardy.
PLUMS.

First Prize—L. C. Grouard. Lombard; same, Ger
man Prune; YV. B. Merrill, Yellow Egg.

about acting, while the court tesseveral children quiet. These childin
ren and several pages ran toward Hamlet,
the subsequent play scene, when he accused
the King, as though in consternation. In the
closet scene the life-size picture of Hamlet's
father and uncle were pointed out by him
when he spoke “the counterfeit presentment of
two brothers,” as thoy stood in a row of ancestral portraits. Booth uses two medallion pictures, one hanging from his own neck and the
other from his mother’s, and Irving leaves
them wholly to the imagination. Bandmann
took advantage of the portrait gallery Idea to
make the ghost step boldly out of the pictu re
of Hamlet’s father, and when he made his exit,
it was through an apparently solid pillar and
through the outer portals of the castle, which
became weirdly visible for the instant. He
closed the act by retiring at the words “Good
night, mother,’’ instead of sending the Queen
out of the room. At the close of the fifth act,
the body of the drowned Ophelia was brought
dripping on the stage. The burial sceno of the
last act was a close "copy of a Roman Catholic
service, with a procession of chanting monks
and careful groupings. The final fight between
Hamlet and Laertes was represented-as part of
tournament. As for Bandmann's
a grand
it had a picturesqueness
own performance,
that harmonized with the general presentation
of the play. He had a large and enthusiastic

PEACHES.

speech

to the
ter kept

audience.___
MISSOURI COUNTY BONDS.

A Decision Which

Will

Please

Maine

People.
Some ton years ago we are informed, various
counties of Missouri, issued their bonds to a
large amount in aid of the construction of railroads through their territory, having interest
at rates varying from seven to ten per cent.
For four or five years the interest on those
bonds was promptly met. They were owned
for the most part at the east, and quite a quantity of them, we are told, wore the property of
Maine people, and not a few were owned in
Portland.
After the bonds were sold, the money pro'
cured and the railroad either completed, or
nearly completed, the counties which had issued them refused to redeem them. The officials whoso duty it is in Missouri to levy the

county taxes—whether county commissioner

don’t know— were sued by some of the
bond-holders,and m all cases,wo believe,except
Franklin county,after getting adverse decisions
in the County, State,' and United States Disnot we

_X..

_firrlrf fl.za

further, leaving Franklin County to make
Court.
a test before the United States Supreme
The St. Louis Globe, of the first part of last
month, gives the decision of the United States
Supreme Court, which orders the Franklin
County officials to pay the bonds aud $120,000
back interest on them, and to appear before
the court at a day stated to show cause, if any,
A St.
why they should not obey the order.
Louis paper of recent date, says tho people of
Franklin County tell the oflicials and their
counsel, not to obey the order of the court, but

case

to go to jail first. Like Artemas Ward who
was willing to sacrifice all his wife’s relations
in tho war, these citizens are willing their tax
raisers and their counsel
amount of imprisonment.

Prize—C. H. YVatson, Martha; same, Northern Muscadine;
same, Concord; YV. B. Merrill,
Hartford; Eli Morton, Clinton; F. E. Do Merritt,
First

Purrova’ Vn

should stand any

but is simply carrying out his instructions
This does not alter the
from Washington.
fact that the display of tho “danger signal”
indications
all
the
when
point to fair weather,
misleads e large class whose situation causes
them to take “the weather” into account, and
to those who are compelled to travel it is very
perplexing. Farther than this, it is injurious
to water transportation lines, inasmuch as passengers are deterred from travelling via these
lines. Again, it frequently happens that a
storm is upon us before there is any show of
the danger signal, when for hours previous the
near approach of a.storm lias been apparent to
The “predictions,” too,
almost everybody.
>Vhich appear in our daily newspapers are most
ije'neral in their nature, and from their character readers can guess almost any kind of
weather to suit their fancies, l’robabilities for
tile New England States, covering an extent
of territory from New York Stato to New
Brunswick, and from nearly the St. Lawrence
river to Capo Cod, are certainly too general ui
character to meet the wants of this vicinity,
and unless tho predictions are more definite we
fail to see that the signal station at Portland is
of any beuofit to our merchant marine or the
Traveller.
public generally.
Maine Business Prospects.
Last mouth 123 vessels passed up through
the IS. & A. draw-bridge at iiangor. mis is an
increase oi 18 vessels over tho corresponding
month of last year.
Mr. Erastus Lermond of Thomaston raised
this year over 100 bushels of excellent wheat.
The total number of cases of goods shipped
by the Auburn shoe factories during the past
week is 1777. This is a gain of 103 cases over
last week and of 301 cases over tho corresponding week of last year. This is about tho ratio
of gain that tho factories have reported all
summer. The receipts of leather for tho week
amount to over fifty tons.
Burnham & Morrill closed up their corn
canning at Minot Corner, last Saturday, having put up 110,000 cana of nice corn.

Viles Brothers of New Portland started a
team and crew of men for tho woods last Mon
They will repair a dam and make arday.
rangements for the full crew later in the fall.
They expect to cut about the same amount of
logs as they cut last year.
Park Street School.
Since the grammar schools have been removed from the Park street school house to
the building on Pine street, the Park street
has been occupied entirely by primary
classes. The three schools have been extended
into four rooms thus making four classes, affording better rooms to each, and accommodating less scholars in each room. Consequently
attendmany children who have not heretofore
ed tho public schools arc coming into them.

building

Westbrook.
Westbrook Seminary enjoyed a treat last
in tho form of a piano recital by
Master Milo
Benedict, the young musica
genius just introduced to Portland. A pleasant feature of the entertainment was tho

evening

of Miss Annie Greely, who kindly
assisted. The piano duet, as performed by
the Misses McGregor and Gray, was very
rendered and heartily encored. Miss

singing

much taste and

accompanist, and displayed
beauty of expression.
as

KflmA

Stfltfi

of Mailie.

MUSH MELONS.
It.
E.

Lowell,

CRANBERRIES.

Where It Went To.
Scakboko, Oct. 2,1879.
Mr. Editor:—In your weekly edition of today I see “Inquirer” wants to know what was

2d.

Mrs. Brooks, basket quilt, lst; Mrs. Stanwood,
2d; log cabin quilt, lst.

Mrs. C. A. Brackett, knit quilt, 1st.
Mrs. F. Robie, Lap robe, lst.
Miss Mary F. Robie, hand-knit shawl, lst.
Miss L. M. Carruthers, canvas tidy, lst.
Miss S. L. Robie, fancy table, 1st.
Mrs. Benjamin Waterhouse, worsted tidy, lst.
Mrs. W. S. Brown, hand-made blanket, 1st.
,,io. Liberty Morton, country yarn, lst.
Mrs. Capt. Stanwood, imported shawl, lst.
Miss N. E. Larrabee, cardboard-work, 1st.
Mrs. Lucien Phinney, feather wreath, lst; Louise
Libby, 2d.
Mrs. W. II. Mitchell, worsted mat, 1st.
Mrs. J. A. Waterman, child’s quilt, lst.
Mrs. K. A. Fogg, show towel, lst.
.Miss M. F. Robie,worsted work, 1st; Mrs. A. Bickford, same, Lst.
Miss Ellen Hall, Shetland cuffs, lst.
Mary C. Allen, to years old, house articles, lst.
Miss Mary Allen, mittens, 1st; same, hose, lst;
same, fancy mittens, lst.
Miss Hattie Dow, foot mat, 1st.
Miss Mary E. Proctor, piano stool cover, lst.
BUTTER

AND CHEESE.

Mrs. C. F. Merrill, butter, lst;
2d.
Mrs. T. Johnson, cheese, lst.
Mrs. Dr. Wescott, bread, lst.

Mrs. li.

Lowell,

VEGETABLES.

J. Merrill, Danvers onions lst;

Stephen

Mc-

2d.

J. Lewis, Wethersfield onions, lst.
POTATOES.

First Premium.—C. G. Files, Prentis; S. C. Carruthers, Late Rose; C. G. Files, Early Rose; C. 11.
Watson, Early Ohio; A. W. Riggs, Jacksons; W. A.

Johnson, Davis Seedling.

Watson,

potatoes, lsj; W. E.

Snow Flake

2d.

TURNIPS.
First Premium—F. E. DeMerrett, Yellow
W. E. Strout, Early.
R. Lowell, Pumpkins, lst.
W. II. Lombard, Hubbard Squash, lst.
R. Lowell, Marrow Squash, 1st.
1'J.

OtUlUb,

1

Globe;

AOV.

AlOllipO,

lieiij. Waterhouse, Cranberries, 1st.

First Premium—li. Lowell. Pea; Wm. Guptill, Indian Chief; W. E. Strout, Horticultural.
PLOWS.

Cameron Plow, 1st; Oliver Plow, 2d.
EXHIBITION

FARM

STOCK.

Matliew Johnson, 1st, §5.
PRODUCTS.

FARM

W. B.

Merrill, 1st, $3
SHEEP

AND

FOWLS.

Frank A. Allen, Guinea 1’ig, 1st.
Arthur AlcLellan, Pan Tail lloves, 1st.
W. E. Sturgis, Mixed Chicks, 1st.
Lewis Libby, Black Cochins, 1st.
Fred N. Dow, Silver Spangled liens, 1st;
Silver Spangled Chicks, 1st,

same

Poland, 1st;

COLOR BLINDNESS.

Dr. Spalding’s Report on the Employes
of tho Maine Central.

Dr. James A. Spalding has handed to President Jackson his report on the condition of tho
sight of the employes of the Maine Central
Railroad as far as it is affected by color blindness, and wc publish the report helotv as fol-

Portlakd, Me., Oct. 1, 1879.
tiro. K. 11. Jackson. Esn., President M. C. R. R.
Dear Sir:—In obedience to your request,
made to me in August last, I have the honor
to report that in tho intervening time 1 have
examined in Portland, and at various places
along the road, engineers, firemen, switchmen
and brakomcn to the number of sixty-eight,
for color blindness, as well as to discover the
goncral stato of the eyes and vision of all the
persons concerned.
The men were first examined separately to
see what vision each had in eacli eye. For this
purpose, Snellen’s standard type were set up at
twenty feet, and the amount of vision then denoted by a fraction; tho denominator representing the distance at which tho standard
type should be seen, the numerator tho disAfterwards each
tance at which it was seen.
Snellen's colored type,
man v. as tested with
Finally, Prof.
and mado to name, eacli color.
Holmgren s worsted test was empioyeu witn
very satisfactory results.
Eight men were found who were deficient,
from tiie European standpoint of perfect
sight in both eyes. Of these eight, three afterwards presented themselves, and are to be furnished with jiroper glasses. Tlius the vision of
both eyes will be as nearly equal as possible,
so that in case of injury to the better eye, from
cinders or blow, the other eyo may be enabled
to do good service until relief can bo gained.
This question of having botlijeyes in good order
seems to me very important in the case of railroad employes, when we consider how frequently one eye,at least,is liablo to bo interfered
with by cinders or gravel. The other fivo men
Besides testing
should bo examined further.
vision, the eyelids and their lining membranes
were also examined in each case, as well as the
field of vision.
Of color blindness but two cases were found,
one in healthy eyes, tlio other in eyes threatened with loss of sight and needing medical
treatment, when colors may bo again well perceived. This was a case of red-green blindThe other case was one of green blindness.
ness, in which green is liable to be confounded
with yellows, white, shades of gray and light
browns.
The testimony of firemen who have been on
engines with this man, at various times for
long periods, is to the effect that there lias
never been any hesitation on his part in distinsigguishing between the danger and safety their
nals, which he does by variations in
intensity of light.
If this examination lias done nothing else, it
has demonstrated the impossibility of any engine on the M. 0. It. It. falling into the hands
of both engineer and fireman who have even
tl'.e least deficiency in color—perception.
Herewith, I enclose the certificates in each
case, showing a remarkably good state of affairs
ou the road, in so far as the vision of the employes is concerned.
FORM

OF

GIRLS’ HATS.

MIDDLE STREET

STOCK OF

COME

Nobby Soft IMs a Specialty.
Our Knox

Norwegian

BIG

COUGH REMEDY

Boston Hats.
please all,
shape imaginable for
We

can

lias just been completed at the
junction of Grovo aud State streets, Augusta,
the
city
by
people, where it is proposed to have
An organa soldiers' monument erected soon.
ization lias been formed of people paying one
dollar or more, and §3,500 has so far been obtained, and §0,500 more is required, of which
it is proposed to invite the City Government to
A fine

park

Boys’
This Cough Remedy is the best known
for loss of Voice, Coughs, Colds,
Bronchitis and all troubles affecting the
Throat and Lungs.
It instantly allays irritation and removes all Huskiness and Dryness of the
throat and increases the power and flexibility of the Voice.

$1.50.

Something^

F. T. 1EAHER & CO.
Proprietors,
& Preble

Corner Congress

We have the

girl’s

Streets,

Carmen.

The Sanford Band dedicate their new bandstand to-day, and a grand time is expected.
Invitations have been given to the Great Falls
Cadet Band, the North Berwick Band, East
Rochester Band, and several others, to participate. The festivities will close with a grand
ball and supper.

Fatinitza. Opera bv Suppe
§2.00
$1.50
Shetland,
A
Opera that is decided
Splendid
tine book, with English and foreign words,
large,
cts.skein
Shrunk Saxons,50
low
and the opera in every way complete, for
“
price.
German Yarn, 37 1-2
“
cts.
oz.
20
of Alcantara.
Doctor
Zephyrs,
a

“
“

By Eichberg.§1.50

Each ounce contains 40 knots.
H. I. NELSON &

A famous opera, now brought, by the popular
price, within the reach of all. Orchestral parts

$15.

CO.’S,

Bells of Corneville.

By
Planquette, (nearly ready).§1.50

Congress Street,

443

Block.
1W

OCti

the attention of our readers this
morning to the advertisement of the Jacobs
Patent Lithogram. This new invention seems
destined to supersede all other processes for
producing fac-similes of ink writings and drawWe call

Between one hundred and two hundred
clear copies can be made from the first original
writing. Various colors of ink can be used at
one operation.
Copies can bo made on the

Published Saturday, Oct. 4th.

ings.

poorest or best quality paper, or on muslin,
linen, leather, silk, wool, Sc., and the uses to
which it can be put seem endless. After a fair
trial of one which we now have in our office

unhesitatingly testify to the nicety
its work, and the rapidity with wliiclfit can

we can

of
be

done. The manufacturers have boon fortunate
in securing as their general agents for this
state so energetic and reliablo business men as
the Messrs. Bootliby and Shaylor aro well
known to be, and we predict for the
a rapid and growing sale.

Parents,
DO YOU DESIRE TO SEE YOUR

FIGS AND THISTTES.
keenly characteristic American novel. By
bion W. Toorc.ee.
Price, Cloth, Si.
A

Also, by

the

same

, ^

cure

Dyspepsia.
dlw

BIBS

lio you hare

■

I/I

mi

UilCiV,

a

Pain S'

1«J1I1B ut Blue.

If so, your Kidneys are
diseased. Do not de-

lay,

but try at once
REMEHUNT’S
Greol
The
DY.
Kidney and Liver
Medicine. It is prepared EXPRESSLY for Diseases of the

Urinary Organs, Dropsy,
Kidneys,Bladder, Liver andDisease
of the Kidneys,
Gravel, Diabetes, Bright’s
Weakness.

to

fail.

Moorestown, Burlington Co.,N.J., Sep.18,1878.
Wm. E. Clarke,—Dear Sir: Eighteen months
ago i had Dropsy around the heart, my physicians
and friends despaired of my ever getting well. The

One of

By

Fool.

foolery

the

Painph-B B

Providence. R. I.

WM. E. CLARKE,
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
ood&wly3
ja7

Linen Collars & Cuffs

Ophthalmic Surgeon.
In closing, I would recommend that in fuof
ture, every man applying for tho position
fireman or engineer, or other position where
color
good eyesight is required as well as good
vision, be rejected, unless liis vision ill both
is
pereyes, as well as his perception of colors
fect. In this recommendation, I am borne out
of
superministers
of
the
railway
the
action
by
vision in Sweden and Norway, Denmark, Holland and Belgium, and by that of railroad
officials in Germany, Austria and I'ranee.
Tho fact that no accident has ever yet been

CHADBOURN & KENDALL,
Have just been appointed

Agents for PINE & HAMBLIN.
OF
For
and

TROY,

N.

Y.,

the sale of their Linen C«ll;:-i and Cuff*
are

now

prepared

to offer their

trade at Manufacturer*’ Price*.

goods

as

I

have,

Congress St.

DRESS GOODS!
We have

in

from latest French
nice assortment of

just received
tion

a

so

CO.’S,
443 Congress St.,
Farrington Block. lw
Oct4

H. I. NELSON &

much wit thou lackest.
Timon of Athens.

&

oc4dlt

Publishers.

OTHER STYLISH COLORS.
Also a Full Line of

A\D

SHOODAH CLOTHS,
which are so desirable, in all shades,
with Velvets, Silks stnd Novelties
for Trimmings, to match.
One Lot of

which

are

Published This Day

Dutchess, Louis Bon Be
—BY—
Jersey, Seckle, Urhaniste,
HOYT, FOGG & HONHAM,
Beurre Bose, Sheldon and
Life of William E. Harward.

choice varieties at
unheard of low prices.
other

His Life; His war experience; His travels; His litters.

& Soule,

A book about a Portland Boy, of
interest to all.
By Rev. Frank F.

d3t

oct5

One Case of All-Wool

For Sale by the Publishers.

UNDERWEAIl.

(UttV&Fgt

for

House

Sale

NINE

Finished

or

to

Let in

Rooms, cemented cellar, nice
Location high and dry.
*1. 1*EKKINS, 480 Con-

furnace and Stable.
Fine view. Apply to L.

gress Street.

Mechanic St. (las
oc4dlw

and Sebago, inquire at house.
UPPER

_oct4dtf

FISK & CO.
a

Winter

Various Shades, Stripes, Cheeks
and Colors, for

Fur Beaver Overcoat
—

FOR

WORTH AT

I

—

LEAST $10.

$9 & $10.

IC. D. B. FISK & 00.,
Congress St.

John E. Dow
Has removed liis Insurance Office to NO. 101 MID
DLE ST., in office with Warren Sparrow, Esq., where
hejwill insure his friends and the public in the lead*
lug offices of the country at current rates, and pay
his losses when they occur promptly as usual.

JOHN E. DOW.
oc3

3t *

Worsteds,
Fine Cassimeres,

$5, $6 & $7.
Guaranteed to fit perfectly.

Opening Display
Fall and Winter

HOSIERY !
Having received but

a

small portion of the above
Goods in time for our
opening of Sept. 25, we
invite all to inspect the
Assortment
Complete
which will be displayed
Friday, Oct. 3.

Owen, Moore & Co.,

good Double Breast-

ed

Fine

dGt

Deeringr.

TO _LE1\

Arc selling

DRESS PANTALOONS

Price: $l.

ocl

PleasSebago and furnace.
antly located, near City Hotel. $300.
W. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent.
oct4-lw*
ten rooms, gas,

Part of House No. 5

Suitings,

VERY FINE, AT 33 CEATS.
Ladle.’, Gena’ and Children'.

Clark, Pastor of Williston Clmrcli

A GOOD RENT

OF

very cheap.

Congress St.

PEARS.

Hodgdon

importar

MOMIE CLOTHS
Black, Wines, Garnets,
Prunes, Nov Blues,

at

HERBERT', New Y'ork.
» * T!tl. above books are
for sale b/i all Honk-sellers,
or u-ill be mailed, postpaid, on receipt of price lot the
FORDS, HOWARD

to the

ap8i tt

Fools.

—

bottle of HUNT’S REMEDY gave me great reI feel I owe my very existence to HUNT’S
REMEDY, and 1 am deeply thankful.
Abigail S. Coles.

C.D.B.Fisk&Go.

255 middle Street.

Chenille
Chenille Headings.
Buttons & Ornaments,

Seuv. Thou art not altogether a fool.
Nor thou altogether a wise man: as much

iirst
lief.

Springfield, Effingham Co.,Geo., May 17, 1879.
Wm. E. Clarke,—Dear Sir:—I prescribed HUNT’S
REMEDY in a complicated case of Dropsy which I
had been treating for eight years,and I find HUNT’S
REMEDY is the oest medicine for Dropsy and the
Kidneys 1 have ever used. Wm. H. Wilson, M.D.
■■
«■
HUNT’S REMEgens
DY lias cured hun- BUBBITIP
9
m
dreds who have been giv EM H B Rg H
en up by physicians.
V
B
1
<9 N M B
""
and
cleanses, purities
strengthens the whole
system. All who use it*gg. gaa gfc Jfl Hi All
enjoy good health. Oue||Jf jjf Bfc Jl L. B I If
trial will roiiviitio
P Ml P l| 1
you. Send for
Bb 1W B Bh mm V

eod&wtf

Trimmings.
“
Drop
Beaded Fringes.
“

A FOOT’S ERRAND.

or

been known

fit the boys, and please
their Parents.

Jet

Author,

Heady Shortly,

Retention of Urine and Female
HUNT’S REMEDY has never

Incontinence

can

Kid Gloves, Corsets, Buttons, &c.

I

picturesque, vivid, passionate story.”—Cimi.

complaint, and eruptions of every description
invariably conquered by it. Druggists sell
Bitters

We

RINESBROS.

Times.

are

Oxygenated
sep29

OVERCOATS,

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

Al-

TOINETTE: A Tale of llic South.
New Edition. Fourth Thousand. Price, Cloth, ?1_
“A

our

NOBBY SUITS,

oea

son

it.

If so, examine

ALL WOOL BASKET CLOTHS

oc4

VAltu.

Blood and Liver Syrup, a potent vegetable
detergent which eradicates all skin diseases,
leaving no vestige of them behind. White
swelling, salt rheum, tetter, abscesses, liver

Children
Nicely Clad!

A great success. This, with tliej “Doctor” and
the “Sorcerer” (§1.00) are well worth adopting by
companies who have finished Pinafore, (still selling well, for 50 cents) and who are looking out for
new and easy operas.
Remember our first class Singing School and Choir
Books, Voice of Worship and The Temple,
each §9,00 per dozen or §1.00 each. Send for copies. Also always remember the itlusicnl Record,
published weekly. It keeps you well posted as to
musical matters, gives 0 or 7 pages of music per
week and costs but §2.00 per year!

TOURGEE’S NEW WESTERN STORY,

Lithogram

Malignant and Subtle indeed is the poi
of scrofula, and terriblo are its ravages in
the system. They may, however, be permanently stayed and the destructive virus expelled from the circulation with Scovill’s

success.

a

new

Farrington

A New and Practical Invention.

Opera by Bizet.§2.00

“

“

HATTER,
iHiddle
Street,
eodtf

THE

style,

“

style Caps for

eodtf

Carmen is an opera that has gradually and sureAlthough
ly won its way to a great popularity.
the hook is large, in fact what one might call a
“four dollar book” it is got up in elegant
with music and all the words, English and foreign
for §2.00.

Best Germantown, $1.50 lb.

new

wear.

GOLD HAT.

OPERAS!

NEW

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Mr. William B. Dole of Bangor has in his
a china cup and saucer which were
brought from England over two hundred years
ago by one of liis father's ancestors, and has
been handed down to the present owner.
The Whig says that the Veazie Mills have a
claim of §100,000 against the city of Bangor,
for damages mused hv Banner buildimr the
dam. Tim case was argued Wednesday before
the county commissioners, and their decision
is awaited with considerable interest.

Street,

oc4

oc4dtf

Sale by all Druggists.

LOOK!

UESTERS.

HATTER,

SIGN OF THE

tor.

COE,

\(‘w.

Middle

237

PORTLAND, ME.
For

Caps.

MERRY,
THE

Exchange.

Gloves in endless varieties, and
low.

sep27

GIRLS’ NEW TURBAN CAPS,

cure

and

selling very

§60.

Scotch

stock comprises every

only 50c.
Boys’ Fall Hats only 30c.
Our $1.00 Hat beats tlic World.
A Good Trunk only 73c.
Traveling Bags only 73c.
Horse Blankets, Tap Robes, and

197

Gloves of ali kinds—Street, Driving, Working and Kid Gloves,
75 to

as our
a hat.

Jleu's Fall Hals

Glove Line.

The members of the Vinalhaven Baud have

Maine Central Kailroad:
This is to certify that I have this day examined
the eyes of John Smith, ami found tho vision in the
eye, perfect 20-20; left eye, good 18-20; perception of colors is good.

right

Imported Paris Hats,
Philadelphia,
New York, ami

$3.50
Fall Silk Hat in Exchange. Entire
Sew Stock. Our Special Hat.

presented their leader, Mr. O. P. Dyons, with
a splendid cornet made to order and valued at

CERTIFICATE.

Portland, Me., Oot., 1870.

SOFT,

CHEAP SOFT HATS.

____^_

Celebrated t ourord II arum*

SANK HAT as oincrs get Jjta.au

—AND—

SEE US !

for the

LOOK!

MEDIUM

Me.

We don’t propose to take a back seat for anyone
this fall, as we have the inside track on special
styles. We have in stock real

SOFT,

FINE

Street, Portland,

CLEAR
THE
TRACK.

KNOX COUNTY.

year.
Five divorces were decreed at the last term
of court.

ALLEN.

Co7,

F. 0. BAILEY &

Only $3.00

corn auc

There is only one female in the Maine Stato
Prison at the present time.
Mr. Henry Arey of Vinalhaven narrowly
escaped death while prying on a bar Monday,
He was at the extreme
at the Harbor quarry.
edge of a bluff, when the bar slipped and precipitated him a distance of 15 feet, striking
his side upon a piece of stone, breaking four
ribs and otherwise injuring him.
At a meeting of the Congregational Parish
of Rockland last Monday evening, it was
unanimously voted to requost the pastor, Rev.
J. J. Blair, to continue his services for another

W.

BROADWAY SILK HATS,

BIG

Mr. Daniel Bowley of
quite suddenly Saturday

GEESE.
same,

184

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

SWINE.

1st;

BOYS’ HATS,
CHILDS’ HATS,

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

YORK COUNTY.

Ell Morton, 1st.

W. 11. Sturgis, Bunnali,
same, Rouen Ducks, 1st.

FINE OF

i

possession

BEAKS.

Shapes.

BIG

!

There are only seventeen resident lawyers in
Houlton—a town of about five hundred voters.

give §5,000.

A. Riggs, Carrots, 1st.
W.
strout, Cucumbers, 1st.
IV. B. Merrill, Radishes, 1st.

i!

Clothier

oc4

C.

Furniture and General MerchanRegular
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
oc3dtf
solicited.
Consignments

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M.

LINE OF NEW STIFF

COMMENT IS UNNECESSARY!

New Sharon died
forenoon. He was
from
the load, and was
fell
loading
injured by the wheel.
The Lewiston Journal says: Several handsome narrow gauge passenger cars for the
Sandy River railroad jiassed up the Maine
Central Thursday. We learn there is some
embarrassment in the enterprise, growing out
of the failure to obtain the rails bargained for
last spring. An injunction has been issued to
prevent the taking up of the rails purchased
of a Massachusetts railroad, and iron has so
advanced in price that it is difficult getting
orders filled. By condition of the vote of
towns which aided the road, it must be opened
The directors
on or before November 20th.
hope to obtain iron so as to meet the conditions
of the vote.

Exchange Ml.

O. BAILEY.

Agents

HATS !

nrOVn.il
in Auburn.
The Methodist Society of Lisbon has voted
to immediately build a §2,000 church, and
through the efforts of Rev. E. S. Stackpole,
their pastor, three-fourths the needed amount
liaB been contributed.

Maleerooiu .‘1.5 ami ‘17
F.

AUCTIONEERS,

BIG

BURLEIGH,

honor of the brother of Governor-elect Davis,
who was a prisoner in Salisbury prison. The
charter of the Post is dated Sept. 17,1879,
and it numbers sixty members. The Post
Commander is O. S. Haskell, formerly Lieutenant 1st Maine Cavalry.

NEWS.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

Plum

lOO Different

Agricultural Fairs.
Freedom, Albion and Thorndike Granges, Freedom,
Oct. 4.
Richmond Farmers’ Club, Oct. 7.
Franklin, Farmington, Oct. 7-9.
Androscoggin, Lewiston, Oct. 7-9.
Madison, Blackwell Hill, Oct. 8.
Searsport Farmers and Mechanics Association,

BAIEEV & CO.,

Congress St., Just above Preble House.
<13t

liquor selling.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

First Premium—J. F. Storey, Blood; G. A. Allen,
same, Sugar.

0ct4

STO.

KIMBALL,

CARLTON
495

___d2t

oc3

sale of

These Goods will be offered at the lowest market prices, and all are
cordially invited to call and see them before purchasing elsewhere.

Gorham.
John McLellan was fined 5530 and costs before Justice Garland yesterday afternoon, for

beets.

Mangel Wurtzel;

SPECIAETY.

A

SATURDAY, Oct. 4tb, at 10 o’clock, at our
rooms, 35 Exchange St., we shall sell new
and second-hand Ch. Setts, Parlor Suits, Bed
Lounges, Carpets, Crockery, &e.. &<•. Also a large
invoice of Knives and Forks to close account.
F. O. BAIliKY A CO., Au<liou««iN.

ON

MOST COMPLETE LINE OF

GEOVES

KID

Carpets

AUCTION.

AT

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children’s Merino Underwear, Hosiery and
Gloves, Corsets, Felt Skirts, Ladies’ Cotton Underwear in Niglit Kobe*,
Chemises, Skirts and Draw’crs, Worsteds, Worsted Embroideries,Filling Silks, Shetland Wools, Germantown and Knitting Yarns. Black
Silk and Chenille Fringes, Passementeries, Marabouts, Beaded Headings and Buttons, Beautiful Laces, Neckties, Ficliues, Silk and Linen
Handkerchiefs, Ribbons, Hamburg Edgings. W hitby Jet Necklaces,
Bracelets, Ear Drops, Pins, &c.

done with the money raised by tlio Greenbackers here to pay for the services of the band at
their flag-raising.
I wish to tell him through the columns of
the
your paper that the money V'ent to pay
funeral expenses of the party.
One who knows.

A New Grand Army Post.
Department Commander Winsor B. Smith,
instituted a new Post of the Grand Army at
Pittsfield, the other night. The Post is called
Stephen Davis Post No. 11, and is named in

Furniture &

“SPECIAL offerings!
IN THE

SALES.

AUCTION

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._

entirely

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
\rnticlAQ flinTifhapiq arirl eoarlof'. ♦avaI*

F. E.
Mrs. Mitchell,
Merritt, 2d.
Mrs. It. A. Fogg, Burlap rug, lst prem; Mrs. A.
Bickford, 2d.
Mrs. Mitchell, braided rug, 1st.
Mrs. Cram, worsted rug, 1st.
Mrs. Annie Libby, quilt, lst; Mrs. Eunice Irish,

Strout,

nial of esteem and good wishes was highly
appreciated by Mr. and Mrs. Goodwin, coming
unexpectedly as it did.

lst

MISCELLANEOUS.
worked rug, lst prem; Mrs.

C. H.

School, of which school Mr. Goodwin is
teacher. The music by the Yarmouth brass
band was excellent. Mr. Goodwin responded
in a few fitting words of thanks. This testimo-

STATE

CORN AND GRAIN.
W. 13. Merrill, yellow corn, lst prem; E. Sanborn,
2d.
J. F. Storey, sweet corn, lst.
R. L. Lowell, snap corn, lst; J. G. Larrabee, 2d.
Rufus Mosher, wheat, lst; N. 13. Merrill, 2d; barley, same, lst and 2d; oats, same, 1st; peas, same,
1st; display of farm products, same, lst.

E.

Wednesday evening, were given a serenade
Thursday evening by the scholars of the High

BLACKBERRIES.

Douglass,

Intosh,

Yarmouth.
Mr. and Mrs. Goodwin, who were married

lst.

Gerry Rounds, lst.

B.

to proceed from color blindness,
proves nothing against the theoretical possibilIt only proves that
ities of its occurrence.
color blind employes on railroads are shroud
enough to judge by the brightness of a light,
whether it indicates danger or safety, but
thero may come a time, when a dense and sudden fog will reduce the intensity of a red light
to that of a green, and an accident will‘ensue,
unless either the tiremau or tho engineer be of
perfect color vision.
Very respectfully yours,
James A Spalding, M. D.

proved surely

Searsport, Oct. 10-11.
Sagadahoc, Topsham, Oct. 14-10.
\Vost Oxford, Fryeburg, Oct. 14-10.

Stephen Hinckley, Natives, lst.

graphic

nicely
McGregor acted

zl*

or

fact that fine westerly weather was prevailing
in Boston and New York, aud along tho coast?
This is not the first time that the danger signal
has been displayed under similar circumstances. Is anything imperfect in our signal service system? Very many of our citizens can
testify to the prompt and obliging manner
shown by Sergt. Boyd to any alid.all inquirers
with reference to matters in his department;
but we venture the statement that in such
cases as the above, Mr. Boyd is not in fault,

public are cordially

APPLES.

Prize—W. R. Johnson, Twenty
s
F. Storey, Mmd<®
Cressey Pound Sweets, J.
Wescott,
II. Lombard, Porters; Morse.
Biml.;
Nonesuch,
Baldwins; Reuben Lowell, Hubbardstous
C.H. Watson, King Tomkins; same,
Starey,«.
Wm. Wescott, Northern Spy; J.F.
m.
1 Greenings; 'Vm. Vescott, Tolman Sweets,
er,
Bellflow
Merrill, YYwgners: Wm. GuptiU, Yellow
N u
K. Lowell,
F. E. DeMorrltt, Gilley Flowers;
C. H. Mat
heads; F. E. DeSlerrltt, Mellon Apple;
Dr.
n™".
Mrs
sou, Red Astrachans;
L. H.
Russets; Eli Merton, Strawberry Apple;
Sweets, same,
son, Kerwleks Collin; same, Pumpkin
Fall Januetting; R. Lowell,
N. Y. Stripes,
GuptiU, lumbers; J. G. Storer,
C. II. YVatson Ramla
Alden, Golden Russets;Fall
C. G. Aldui,
Harvest;
It.
W.
Merrill,
Sweets;
Straa ieny,
Hautboys; Wm. Wescott, Autumn Ben. Da'is.
C.
Alden,
11.
Natives;
Wm.
Lombard,
°mkn s,
Second Prize—Win, Lombard King s I
Eli Morton, twenty oz; Clias. Alden
Porters,
Eli Morton, Maiden’s Blush; YVm. Merrill,
F. E. De Merritt, Baldwins; C. II. Watson, _HubertNortneru
sons; same. Mammoth Pippins; same,
Alden,
Spy; Wm. Wescott, 11. I. Greenings;J.C.G.
F.Stoiei
Till man Sweets; R. Lowell, Wagners;
Flowers,
Yellow Bellflowers; Wm. Cressey, Gilley
Wm. Wescott, Nodheads; J. F. Storey, Roxbuiy
Wm.
ltussetts; Wm. B. Merrill, Kerwieks Codlin,
Gnm'11
Cressey, Pumpkin Sweets; C. G. Alden, Golden
N.
Y.
same,
H.
C.
Stripe;
Watson,
steins;
Rtissetts; R. Lowell, Hautboys.
First

CilAB APPLES.
First Prize—L. C. Gronard, Yellow Siberian; YV.
B. Merrill, Transcendent; C. H. YVatson, Hyssop.
GRAPES.

flies.
Hezekiah Winslow is finishing a lino dwelling on Mellen street. It is wood, two stories
Franklin
and French roof, with gable ends.
Simonds has laid the foundation for a dwelling
house on India street, below the Washington

Tho

hibit was some smith work by Daniel Libby,
knife,
consisting of horse shoes, axes, drawing
for pears.
awarded
were
second
No
etc.
prizes
was
The exhibition of pickles and preserves
a list of
prizes awan t
very fine. Below is
as correct as could be gleaned:

second act Kosencranz and Guildenstern were
inseen among a large number of courtiers,
stead of afterward entering, as they usually do.
Hamlet
addressIn the third act Bamlmann’s
ed a greater part of his meaning to the listening King than is common. In tho ensuing
sceno with tho players he made Polonius,

Our Signal Station.
Mu. Editor: Flow does it happen that tho
danger signal was flying all day yesterday from
the staff on tho Custom House, notwithstanding tho weather was extremely fine and telereports last evening confirmed the

Hook and Ladder house.
Special revival services will be held at Congress street Methodist church next week. The
pastor will be assisted by Sirs. Mary J. Clark,
the Evangelist. Meetings will bo held each
afternoon at 2.30, and each evening at 7.30.

Gorham Grange Fair.
closing day of this fair was quite a sucand
coss. A largo number visited the hall
tho
many were the favorable comments upon
exhibition. Among the things most noticeable the first day was a large basket of native
The
peaclxes shown by Stephen Hinckley.
tree grow from a poach stone planted in 1874,
as
and tho fruit is as largo and handsome
exnoticeable
Another
Forster’s early peach.
The

evening a missionary meeting will be held.
Yesterday tho narrow gauge cars which have
been in tho Maine Central yard in this city,
Were shipped to the new Sandy River road,
and also a large quantity of rails. The road
will probably be running to Strong before snow

whore a

spent
be spent forever,

happy hours

expected

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

I
HEALTH LIFT
Middle
337

ROOMS,
Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
J. H. GAUBERT,
)&22

Proprietor.

505 and 507 CONGRESS ST.

_rf_

oc3

AllWoolPantaloons
ONLY

$2.30

FISK & GO’S.
Under Preble House.

PRESS.

THE

[London Society.]

A Cool Hand.
[concluded. |
“Thesecoud alternative is that you should
plead guilty under an alias,” said he, “so
that the family name mayn’t suffer; and
when you’ve served out your time, his lordship will allow you three hundred a year,
paid quarterly,

long

so

as

you’re

never

for if you are he’lllet you go
heard of
to the devil, were his lordship’s verywords.”
“Guilty to what?” asked 1.
“Come’, Mr. Brand, lam your legal adviser
as well as my lord's; you must have no secrets from me. But perhaps you mean to
which of the cases? I don’t mean Lady
Horcliester’s jewels. There would be no
fear of a hostile proscution in that quarter if
that was the only matter. But it is this new
business—that's where the trouble comes.”
“But why not plead not guilty to every-

again';

thing?”

“Think of the evidence, Mr. Brand.”
“I’d rather you’d tell me the evidence
yourself, if you please.”
“The police have been on the traces of

Lady Horcliester’s jewels for a year. They
have reason—they’re not bound to say how
You leave the
or why—to suspect you.
country suddenly; they trace you to Africa.
Can you prove that you did not leave the
country suddenly and have not been in South
Africa?”
“Faith, I can’t do that. But—”

well. With the help of the authorities at the Cape, they find you at last
farming ostriches up the country, in company with a person named Connor. You
were on the poiut of being arrested when, as
if you had some suspicion of the intentions
of the police, you suddenly went away, and
was lost until you were traced to the diamond fields, still in partnership with Connor,
whom the police at first suspected of being
your accomplice, but whom they now believe
to have been your tool—that is of course
how they put it, not I. Once more you disappeared when on the point of arrest—”
“For God’s sake, don’t tell me you’re talking of Paul Andrews!” I said, for he had
been my friend, and I’d believed in him.
“You see,” said he quietly, “what would
happen if you plead not guilty. I hadn’t
mentioned the name you went by, and you
nlurt it out m a way tnat would mane me
jury find you guilty without turning round.
Then they lost the track altogether for a
time, when they heard of you in London,
living as if the whole thing had blown over;
but meanwhile they had got their whole
case together, and were going to take you
into custody on your way home last night
from Lord Hexam's, when you almost gave
them the slip again. It is a thousand pities,
Mr. Brand, that you were taken in the act of
trying to escape from the carriage while it
was going at full speed, and that you tried
to get rid of what you had in your pockets
before you were searched officially. You
will have to be tried for stealing, not Lady
Connor’s.
Horcliester’s jewels, but Mr.
Your knowledge of his possession of it is beyond legal question, for you were in his company the very day it was found. You and
he were at the Opera on the same evening.
You have had financial dealings with his
brother-in-law, Cregan—who, between ourselves, is the most outrageous old Shyiock
that ever made a hundred pounds by lending ten. The diamond was lost, strangely
and mysteriously.
Information of the loss
was at once given to the police by Mr.
Graves, the jeweller; and four days afterwards it was found upon you. Believe me,
Mr. Brand, you must have a very strong
story indeed to account for the lawful possession of that stone—and then, how will
Lord Ilorchester himself be able to keep
back the rest of the scandal? Of what nature would your defence be?”
I was thinking of Grace and of Paul, and
I was wondering.
‘‘My defence? Pooh! I’ll call Mr. Con“He’ll make it as
nor himself,” said I.
clear as day to you. You’ll go to his lodgings in Norfolk street, Strand. And he’ll
tell you—”
What was I saying? 1 stopped short,
flushing up to my hair—the truth is, there
was such a case against me that I’d clean
forgotten for the minute whether I was myself or no.
“What will he tell me?” said the lawyer.

“Very

“I’m thinking that perhaps you won’t
find him in Norfolk street, after all,” said I.
“He was there, but he had business in Ireland—”
“So he told Graves. You see how much
better informed you are about his lodging
and his movements than even the detectives
supposed. But what would he say if he
could be found?”
“On second thoughts, I’m thinking he'd
say nothing,” said I beginning to feel Pd got
into a real mess at last, but not able to see
my way out of it without harming Grace
anvhow.

“Then he must be kept out of the way,
and you must plead guilty—if you can’t get
bail. Can you get bail?”
“Would you be one yourself?” I asked.
“That would not do at all. It is essential
that no name in the remotest way connected
with the family should appear.
Cregan,
rascal as he is, might do.”
“Heaven forbid!” said I, for he’d identify
me; and so for that matter would anybody.
So I said, “No; I can’t get bail—and I

won't either.”

“Then we must comtrive an alias for you,
“Afand you must plead guilty,’ said he.
ter all, it will be the best way—there won’t
be a bit of scandal, and you’ll getaticket-ofleave in iio time, and then you’ll have a safe
three hundred a year for the rest of your
days. May I take it as a settled thing?”
Well, it did seem hard, that just because
I’d put on a dress-coat to go to the Opera,
I should have to plead guilty to a theft, and
maybe get sent into penal servitude for live
years or more. But, once more, I put it to
every Irish or English gentleman, what else
could 1 do? Penal servitude isn’t a tiring to
be jumped at, whether one deserves it or no;
but ‘tis surely a joke to a man beside the
loss to a girl of her good name. And, try as
I would, I couldn’t manage to make myself
the brute-beast and the mean cad that I’d
have been if I’d run the least chance of having it thought that Grace had been caught
running away at night with anybody but her
All the same, I don’t pretend
own brother.
that I mightn’t have found it easier to make
a cad of myself if I hadn’t just learned that
my best friend was a blackguard, and if poor
Kate hadn’t been dead and left me all alone
in the world—or if that last look of Grace
had left me anything to look for. I couldn’t
manage to care much about myself just then,
and there was nobody else for me to care for
between the sky and the lields. I didn’t
even think when I answered him.
“Yes,” said I, ‘that’s settled, and the
So I’ll wish you goodsooner the better.
morning, Mr. Fry; and if there’s any trifling
thing I want doi.e, 1 daresay you’ll be good
enough not to mind doing it for me.’ I
held out my hand and lie took it, thief as 1
wjs; and 1 felt more grateful to him than I
had any need to be, for it’s a fact that I
hadn’t shaken a man’s hand in kindness
since I’d left Africa.
“That’s right,” said he. “You’ve saved
the Family Honour: and as to the three

hundred

a

year-”

“You shall not pay it to me!” said I, in
“I won’t touch a penny of it—if his
a rage.
lordship thinks honour’s worth two thousand pounds, I don’t think it’s to be paid for
in diamonds!” said I. You see just at that
minute Paul’s honour, blackguard as he’d
been, was my own.
Mr. Fry stared: but he didn’t say anything
more that was worth saying, and left me alone. But I’d been for a long time now,
and was likely to be for a longer; so, as I’d
had but a short night, I turned round on the
bench and went to sleep again. And what
else was there to do?
IV.

know much about the laws of
how long it’s usual to keep a
England,
prisoner before taking him before a magistrate, or whether there’s any practical difI don’t

or
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up in such matters. Nor do I
know liow long I slept on that bench, waiting for what was next to happen. 1 might
seem to be taking things easy; but I wasn’t
at all. When I woke up it seemed to be
from a bad dream, in which I was everybody
in the world but one, and that was myself,
while myself was everybody in the world
but me. I fancied the door was once, and if
I didn’t swear out loud, 1 dreamed that I
did pretty forcibly—or somebody else did, in
a way that was very much my own.
Anyway,when 1 woke up I hadn’t yet been
to Bow street, and to judge from the light, I
wasn’t likely to be there that day. It was a
bad, ugly afternoon, which seemed to have
been made expressly to lit me, and there
1
was a fog in the cell, though it was July.
was getting hungry too; and I wasn’t sorry
to hear the door open again.
“I wish it wasn’t against the rules to iiglit
“I’ll have time enough to
a pipe,” I said.
learn to do without in five years.”
However, when I looked it wasn’ a policeIt was one of the finest
man I’d spoken to.
looking fellows I’d ever set eyes or since 1
left Dubiin—as tall as myself, and though
perhaps not quite so broad as myself about
the chest and shoulders, still bigger than
I'd have been proud to try a
most men are.
fall with him, and wouldn’t have backed
myself to win or lose. But it wasn’t there
his strength seemed to be. He looked about

get mixed

one
every
years
old; and
of the fifty looked as if it had come like new
strength to him; it would have been easier
for a weak man, I should say, to meet his
arm than for a false one to meet his eyes.
And he seemed to bear himself as you’d
think a general would on a field of battle—
quite easy, but not taking things less gravely
I stood up as he came in,
than they need.
and we looked straight at one another.

fifty

“Who

are

you?”

asked he.

is Thomas Brand,” said I.
“The same who has liued in Africa under
the name of Paul Andrews?”
“The same.”
In spite of his eyes I looked into them as
much like brass as if I wasn’t telling a lie.
“And you say you are brother to the
young lady with whom you were driving to
Walthamstow? Are you aware that such an
assertion is condemning you certainly to imprisonment for theft, probably to penal ser-

“My

name

vitude?”

He said the words hardly and sternly.
“1 don’t know what right you have to
cross-examine a prisoner in private,” said I;
“but 1 do say so, if it condemned me to be
hanged,” added I, for there was no going
back now and I wasn’t going to be bullied

by any

man.

“Do you own this young Irish gentleman
for your brother, Grace?” asked he half
turning round.
My heart gave a great leap in me as I saw
that Grace was there too: but I tried to keep
myself calm, and made all the signs I could
to her to own me and stand up for her own
good name. For to have gone through all
this for nothing would have been too hard,
not to speak of the waste of it. We Connors have wasted enough without wasting

anything more.

“I thank you with all my heart, Mr. Connor,” said site, looking at me as she’d never
looked yet, and God bless her for it, and for
every look she ever gave me! “And how
shali I ever thank you enough, or get you to

forgive

me

for—”

I could hear the tears coming before they
came; but they wern’t like the last tears I'd
seen her in—tlieseg were more content and
quiet—and she tried to go on :
“For having left you last night to—”
But she couldn’t go on, after all; and oh,
if I could only have had her as near me as
last night, I think I’d have known what to
do.
“Mr. Connor,” said the gentlaman, striking in to save her from trying to speak
while she was crying, “I believe Grace; and
without the least grain of offence, I do not
believe you. What reason you have had for
trying to serve a family of whom you know
nothing is past my guessing, as much as it
is past my gratitude; but since you have
tried you will be glad to hear that thanks to
your throwing the constables off the traces,
the unfortunate young man whom you befriended has been" able to leave the country
once more—never, 1 trust, to return.
No,
Grace, never; and it is best so, and you
know it as well as I.”
Was it a trap that was being laid for

me?
“Then I
owe

assure

you,”

said

I, “that you

in

me,

iui

grauiuue

me no

x uau nui

the slightest intention cf befriending anybody at all. You say that my name’s Connor, and that I’m an Irishman, and you
have no more reason for saying either than
for being grateful. If I like the name Brand
better, I’ve a right to fake itr and if I’ve a
fancy for being in penal servitude, it’s nothing to anybody but me. Perhaps you’ll tell
me first of anything why you think my name
isn’t Thomas Brand, and why you take me

for an Irishman? It can’t be the accent, for
I’ve got no accent at all of any sort, not even
an English one.”
And that was true; for though many people say that I’ve never forgotten Dublin in
my speech, who should know better than a
Dublin man that Dublin is the only place in
the world that has the distinction of having
no accent at all?
“I will tell you,” he said, very gravely,
“why I know you are not Thomas Brand.
He would not have refused three hundred a
year with scorn. It was Mr. Frye's telling
me this that brought me here; for fear lest
some strange and terrible injustice should
be done.”
“I don't see why a man should sell his
soul for three hundred pounds,” said I, and
I didn’t see it then; though since I’ve been
older I’ve learned that it isn’t quite such an
unheard of thing.
“Anyhow, perhaps you
will let me know who it is I’m speaking
to.”
“I am the Marquis of Horchester.”
“Thank you, my lord,” 1 said, “for letting
me understand that much
anyhow. Not
that it makes things much more plain.”
foolish
“When this
child,” said he,
heard that her brother was in danger of arrest, instead of trusting to me to see him
safe from the worst, ir only for his name’s
sake, she laid an absurd plan for carrying
him off by night into hiding with some yet
sillier friends of hers at Walthamstow, as if
we lived in the Middle Ages.
Grace, it is
only due to Mr. Connor that it shouid be
explained. The coachman, whom she had
to take into her confidence, served her so
well that when he found the carriage pursued, ho—But why should I tell you any
more of this miserable story, miserable at its
best, when you must now understand it as
well as I? Grace has told me of your eagerwhen you
ness to redeem your mistake,
found you had made one—of your honorable
attempt to shield her, when nothing else
Can you forgive her
was left for you to do.
for her silence when she found that your
chivalry was giving her brother time and
misleading the officers? And what can I do
for you in return?”
What would he have said, 1 wondered, if
she hail told him all the things I’d said to
her before I found out I was making any
mistake at all? I colored up when I thought
of them; and somehow, without looking, I
knew that she was coloring too.
“She was quite right to hold her tongue,”
said I; “for (hat’s all I wanted; and if her
brother’s clear off, I’m glad of it, for lie’s a
fnlUur
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will
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—I’m glad
that,for the look it brought
me—“there’s nothing more to be done; No,
thank you, my lord. There’s nothing you
can do for me; and I don’t like sellingtliings
of that kind. But there’s one thing I’ll like
you to do; and that is, never to let that
night’s ride harm the young lady. There’s
been enough of mistakes and false pretences,
and I don’t want you to think that I’ve been
trying to get into penal servitude for your
name’s sake, my lord; for which it isn’t
likely I’d care much, seeing I don’t even
knorv it, or even for her brother’s, though,
as it turns out now', lie was once a friend of
my own. So there’s no call to talk of being
grateful. If there's the least chance of her
being the worse off for last night’s drive, I’d
like her to remember all I said to her at the
first; and that it’s truer now than it was
then; and that, now her brother’s gone,
she’ll never need to feel alone as long as I
live.” said I—for she’d told me herself of
her being a governess; and I didn’t want her
to feel even for a minute, in the middle of
her troubles, thatfthere wasn’t somebody in
the world enough in love with her to go to
the gallows for her if need be. It mayn’t
have been the most convenient time or way
of saying so, but I’d already told her I loved
her the first minute I saw her among the
ferns; and I felt that if it wasn’t Now it
ujight be Never.
“Mr. Connor,” said Lord Horchester,
“Mr. Frye told me that you are a cool hand
—and I think you a.ie. When I asked you
what I could do for you, I scarcely thought
you would have made my oiler include the
hand of my niece, Lady Grace Brand.”
I had put my foot in it at last! But I’ve
always observed that when one foot’s in, the
only way of getting it out again, is to put in
the other.
“My Lord,’ said I, “Lady Grace will tell
you herself that I thought her the governess;
and if her being any body else stands in the
wav of my doing my best to win her if she’ll
let me try, I’m sorry i uiougnt wrong. But
for the rest, I’m afiaid it wouldn’t have
made any difference to me if I had known,
for it isn't my fault if she’s the bravest and
loyalest as well as the most beautiful girl in
the world—and as I’d say that of her behind
her back, why, of course, I must say it to
her face too. I’d say it of her if only for
trying to help poor Paul in that very way—
it wasn’t a cold-hearted way, anyhow. And
so I can’t go back on my own words. I only
ask for time, my lord. And as to myself, I
make no doubt that the Brands are a tine
old Saxon family; but I’ve yet to learn that
a Connor, with the blood of kings in his
I said

veins—”
“Of course—of course,” said he, natural-

argument which indeed
“But I think it is
there was no answering.
I and Lady Grace herself whojhave need to
ask for lime if you will kindly allow us a
little. As soon as you arc released, call uply accepting

an

me, and we will consider what else there
I can do for you—whatever is to be, you
have done for us more than we can ever
on

quite repay.”

1 had not; but I’ve never been quite able
to convince them to the contrary. At that
minute I was being repaid ten thousand
times over.
“Thank you,” said Grace, putting out her
hand, “for the sake of my brother—your

friend—”
“And not the least for your own?” said
I.
But she didn’t answer me just then.
She did

afterwards, though.

She is

Lady

Grace Connor now; and I won her fairly,
though it took me some time. People may
call me an adventurer, who married for

Fkiday, Oct. 3.
Still warm with mercury dancing around
Jottings by Press Correspondents.
^tmong'the eighties.
A very pleasant social gathering was held
BATH.
at the residence of Hon. Jeremiah Diugley,
Jr.,.last evening.
In the Streets—Shipping-Personal—a Fine
Ex-Vice President Colfax, is to lecture in
Ship—On the River—A Smart Cat—Heel
this city at an early day.
The funeral service of Mrs. A. Callahan,
Taps—Sudden Death.
were held at Court street Baptist church
Friday, Oct 3.
yesterday afternoon.
week one—InNumber of deaths the
past

why.

I don’t know that my love-story has much
of a moral. But you may learn two things
from it, both worth knowing.
One is, always feel in all your pockets when you
change your clothes. The other is, when
you give an evening party be quite sure you
know who your guests are; and don’t ike
my wife’s elder, Lady Hexham, think oou’re
bound to know a man because he seems to
know you. It's easy enough for an adventurer in a dress-coat to walk in anywhere;
and if he doesn’t like me, steal your daughters or your sisters, he may steal your

physicians assure us that Dr. Bull's
Cough Syrup is a reliable and never failing
25 ceut3 a
remedy. All druggists keep it.
bottle.

palais apartments

continued.
One hundred additional lock boxes have
been placed in the postoffice.
....
A woman in an interesting condition
at the
came into town 10-day and applied
police station for help.
L. F. Stratton, sheriff of Penobscot countv, was at the DeWitt to-day.
Walker’s tailoring establishment is run-

last

ning extra help to meet orders. the Star
A large number of seats for
course have been sold lo-day.
Police station is poorly patronized.
The walls of the Bates store house are

Capt. Perkins’ now yacht steamer Valora is
being painted and repaired at Moulton's wharf.
Tramps are becoming a miserable nuisance,
Last night one of this privileged class insultod
ladies on our streets, and yesterday afternoon
school

rapidly going up.
At a meeting of the city government last
evening the following business was trannow

girls.

sacted

The Creedmorc with the Knights of Pythias
arrived homo from the moonlight excursion to
Gardiner at 4.30 a. m. They met with a pleasant reception from the Gardiner Lodge.
A Boston runner spent one hour’s time and
25 cents for the stub of a pencil which had
dropped into the river from a wharf this morn-

Petitions referred—From E. G. Eaton for
the opening of a private way from his residence to the highway; for a sewer on lower
Lincoln street and Cedar streets; for the
iayingout of a road between the Mitchell
and Cole farms from a road leading by Co!.
Shaw’s aird Stephen Davis to the old Lis-

ing.

hnn

The Winter street rehearsal takes place this
evening at the residence of the pastor, Dr.
Fiske.
The Indiaus have returned to the Woolwich
camp ground and are making birch canoes.
The raft side wheel steamer Henry Hobson is
to be changed into a propeller.
The Glide is being painted.
Seven lighters with rockweed passed up river
this morning.
Dr. Gilman's pleasure launch was put into
tho water this morning.
The Kapella towed COO logs to Wiunegance,
yesterday afternoon. Business in lumber is
good at that place.
Second Advent Convention at Damariscotta,

Jr.
Order to pay Samuel Boothby twenty-five

dollars damages, sustained by cutting down
the street, referred to a committee of conference.
Order to pay John Nelligan $25 for same

White and Jaynes are bending the rigging
for Blaisdell’s new ship.
The rigging stolen two weeks since from the
Popham Gort loft has been traced to and
found in the schooner Oregon, at Bootlibay,
and two men and two boys concerned in the
burglary have been locked up in Wiscasset jail.
Quick work. Sergeant Kelly makes short
Work of thieves.
Capt. Beard, late of the ship Southern
Rights of Richmond, recently abandoned at
wonuer wnetuer me
sea, was in town to-ciay.
Southern Eights loss was a “dispensation” for
her name?
Market sketch by SanfordPotatoes GOcts;
sirloin steak, 20cts; eggs, 20cts; eating apples,
35cts pk.; egg plants, 2Ucts; squash, Gets; corn,
12cts-15cts; sweet potatoes, 3cts. pound; black
duck, GOcts. per pair.
The “Manuel Llaguno,” the ship just
launched by Chapman & Flint, will rate A 1
in the French and American Lloyds, and will
have a 15 year class. She leaves port the first
of next week.
Henry Butler, a young ship joiner, who lived
inon Lemont street, died very suddenly of
flammation of the bowels this morning. Monday at work, Saturday dead.
Rideout & Petty are making moulds to send
to Robert Speer & Co., by which to cut timber
for a fourth schooner for B. W. & H. F.
Morse. The schooner is to be of 500 tons.
Schooner Mary J. Casner, built two years
ago in Bath, arrived today with 500 tons of
coal for the Drummonds.
Needed.—Burial permits and certificates of
death from the superintendent of burials and
attending physician. Now no burial permit is
necessary, which makes it, we should say,
more convenient for a man to die.
Drawing of seats for Pinafore takes place at
Shaw's book store at 8 a. m. Saturday.
Not only Bath people, but Bath cats are unusually intelligent. The other day a dog
chased a tabby into close quarters within the
corner of a field protected
by a tall board
fence. Quick as thought puss, knowing slio
could not double upon her pursuer, leaped
about tliroe-quarters of its height against the
boards, jumped from the fence over the befooled dog, struck all right on her feet, and
bounded away as only a cat can run. The dog,
unable to check his speed, struck in aj heap
against the fence!
More of the heated term—85° in the shade.
The boys are having their yearly craze over
postage stamps.
Repairs are being made on Harrison’s building, Front street.
The firm of Winslow & Gerry have generously made the management of the Star
Course a present of the stars which decorated
the omnibus. The ornamentation of the stars
the
was done gratis for the management by
fresco painter Guildstrup. To all the management desire to give thanks.
Conductor Woodbury, of the K. & L. E. B.,

purpose as above,
Hotel arrivals:
16; Elm, 20.
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treatment nud remedies a failure.
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Cuticura Resolvent, tlie Great Blood Purifie
and Liver Stimulant, is the most searching, cleansr
ing, and purifying agent of this century. It may
be detected in the saliva, sweat, milk, blood, and
urine in forty minutes after taking the first dose,
showing that it has entered the circulation and been
carried to every part of the system. It forever eradicates the virus of Syphilis, Scrofula, Cancer anil
Canker, those terrible blood poisons that rot out
the machinery of life, filling the body with foul
in conjunction with
corruptions. Taken
the external application of Cuticura, the Great
Skin Cure, it speedily cures Scrofulous Ulcers and
Old Sores, Salt Rheum, Psorias, Tetter, Ringworm,
Scald Head, Dandruff, and all Itching andf Scaly
Diseases of the Skin anil Scalp.

internally

ECZEMA

OnTThE SCALP,
—

Cui'Cil

iii ©is© Week.

Messrs. Weeks & Potter,—Some three or four
weeks ago I ordered a box of Cuticura for a bad
The back of one of my wife’s
case of Salt ltbeum.
hands was a running sore. In one week from the
day it arrived her hand was well and has remained
E. P. DAGGETT.
so
to to-day.
Milford, Me., June 10, 1878.
Note.—Reader, don’t you think these cures remarkable?

"up

CUTICURA

SOAP,

Iflediciual :md

The Cuticura Remedies are prepared by Weeks
& Potter, Chemists and Druggists, 380 Washington Street. Boston, ami are for sale by all Druggists.
Price of Cuticura, small boxes. 50 cents; largo
boxes, 81. Resolvent, 81 per bottle. Cuticura
Soap, 25 cents per cake; by mail, 30 cents; three
cakes, 75 cents.
Pain and Weakness cannot
w
exist where they are applied.
r-.™
VAt 7Air
'They vitalize, strengthen, and
Weak
fe
Parts; cure Chronic Ailments
****** S
and Diseases of the Liver and
Kidneys; absorb Poisons from the Blood, and thus
prevent Fever and Ague. Malarial and Contagious
Diseases; stimulate the Stomach and Digestive
Organs when placed over the pit of the stomach,
and prevent Dyspepsia, Bilious Colic, Cramps, and
Pains.
ocl
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PLASTER
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FOB WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
Females suffering from pain and weakness
will derive great comfort and strength from the
use of Benson’s Capcine Porous Plaster. Where
children are affected wiili whooping cough, ordinary coughs or colds or weak lungs, it is the
should receive.
one and only treatment they
I his article contains new medicinal elements
such as is found in no other remedy in the same
form It is far superior to common porous plasters liniments, electrical appliances and other
external remedies. It relieves pain at once,
st rengthens and cures where other plasters will
Lnmc and Weak
not even relieve.
Back. Rheumatism, Kidney disease and all loalso the best known
it
is
cal aches and pains
remedy. Ask for Benson’s Capcine Plaster and
all
take no other. Sold by
Druggists. Price 25
cents.
sepW,S&wlm

Philadelphia,

at 10

a. m.

one-half the rate of

Insurance

mad

Dre§s

Wedding

Suits

Specially.

a

mill supplies, paints and oils.
Revere Copper Co.
Agents
<t
Plymouth Cordage Co.

m.f.ganNETT & SON
IN

Gt-rooerieB,
FRUIT, SEEDS,
Tools and tVoodcu Ware,

Agricultural

Largest Stock

on

Kennebec River.

watchesTjewelry,
Solid Silver and Plated Ware,

in

&

HOWLAND

FASHIONABLE

Merchant Tailor,
has

a

large

Coatings, Suitings

I

on

or
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In the City,
makes such light, flaky hot
luxurious pastry. Can be eaten by dyswithout fear of the ills resulting from heavy
indigestible food.
for purity and wholesomeness by
the Government Chemist, Dr. Mott.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., New York.
No other

breads,

preparation

ap30

A. J. SNOW,

dly

WOLFES

Mdaiii

Miinap

IS IITATED AND

COUNTERFEITED,

and Purchasers will Have to
Caution in Purchasing.

I

seplG

or

peptics
C^'Commended

use

call tbc attention of the readbeg
cr to testimonial* in favor of the
SCHNAPPS.
I feel bound to say that I regard your SCHNAPPS
as being in every respect pre-eminently pure, and
deserving of medical patronage. At all events it is
the purest possible article of Holland gin. lieretoand as such may be safely prefore
scribed by physicians.
DAVID L. MOTT, M/D.,
Pharmaceutical Chemist, New York.
leave

I

JOHN McKEEVER.
(13m

to

unobtainable,

‘SCHNAPPS” i* a remedy in Chronic
Cartarrhal Complaint*, etc.
I take great pleasure in hearing highly creditable
testimony to its efficacy as a remedial agent in the
diseases for which you recommend it, having a
natural tendency to the mucous surfaces, with a

and

Nobby Suitings

for Fall and Winter

Overcoatings
wear.

and

Cigars, Fruit

Confectionery.

and

C

the large

STEAMERS.

BOSTON

AINU

TOBACCO,

SMITH S

H.
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1 regard it as one of
in chronic catarrhal
With much respect, your obedient serCHAS. A. LEAS, M. IX, New York.

vant,

10
33m

From the result
article one of superior quality,
erage and effectual in its medicinal qualities.
Respectfully yours,
ALEX TRIPPET, Chemist,
FRANCIS E. ENGLEHARD, M. D.
UDOLPHO

WOLFE’S SON & CO.,
18 Bearer St., New York.
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For the Life of all Flesh is the Blood
xvii. 14.

cure

by

Dr. Reed treats Patients with equal success at a
distance. Can be consulted personally or by letter.
for examination §1.

Office Hours from 9 to 11

a.m.

& 2 to 9 p.m

Office, J£4 Center 82., between Congre**
sel5d3m
Hi., Portland, He.

and Free

Let the sick and afflicted rejoice and be exceeding
glad that there is ONE that can CURE all your diseases, or greatly modify your sufferings, without
the use of POISONOUS DRUGS.

Dr. R,
The Natural

TTWILDE,
Magnetic Physician,

Located at the U. 8. Hotel, Portland, Me.,
has had unparallelled success in ALL Chronic Diseases, Weaknesses and Infirmities that human flesh
is heir to, for the last five years in Portland, as
many will testify. Go and see*for yourselves. Consultation free. Patients from out of town can be
furnished with board at reduced rates, at the Hotel.
P. O. Address, BOX 1053,
Me.
d3m*
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Wet,
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instant relief and permanent

Provisions,

Fruit,

J. W.

Game,

Etc.

FOSTER,

ICE CREASVI SALOON.
CIIOICK FRUITS AKB CANDIES.

J. F.

HAYDEN,

Moulding Sand, Pipe Clay, Etc.,
FOR

FOUIV. 11V USE.

COMMERCIAL STREET

The BARBORIAL FORCES
are now

in

operation

d3m

$100 REWARD!
return of Manilla
Rope stolen about Sept.
21st from Palmer’s Rigging Loft, and for conviction of the thieves.
For

Particulars given by

FRANK A. PALMER.

ANNIE
oc2

LOUISE CARY

Temple Quartette, Oct. ItftEe.

dtd

BUSINESS CARDS.

Macalaster, D. D. S.,

No.

~

administered
Kc*i:lcun
or-14

4 High,

corner

St.
dly

Pleasant

Porllaud, Maine

OTIIEItS.

ALL

Only Inside

the

This is

Avoiding

STEPHEN

BERRY,

Book, Card and Job Printer,
NO.

c. w.

37 PLC7I STREET.

BAILEY, M. D.,

Physical! and Surgeon,
SACCARAPPA, MAINE.
M. I)., C. W. Bray, M.
d<‘<-23
M. D.
D., J. Swan, M. D., J. II. Kimball.

References:—S. C. Gordon,

CLEANED

taken out at short notice, from $4 to $0 per
cord or $3 per load, by addressing
A. LIBBY & GO., Port and P. 0.
nov24dtf

HAKE BUSINESS CHANCE.
Enquire
A sent,

Block.

03

ot J. A.

STROET,

Exclinuge Street,

Real E.tnte
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Burlington, Vt.,
Montreal,
Ogdensburg,
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FOR CALIFORNIA
JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich

New
Australia*

island*,

Zealand

LEAVE

The new and splendid steamers sail from New
York on the ICtli, 20th and 30th of each month,
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco,
as below:
S. S. Crescent City, Oct. 10; S. S. Colon, Oct. 20;
S. S. Acapulco, Oct. 30; connecting at Panama with
steamer for San Francisco.
The Passage Rates by this line INCLUDE SLEEPING ACCOMMODATIONS, MEALS and all necessary expenses of the trip.
Through Emigrant Tickets to New Zen laud aud
Australia sold at greatly reduced rates. Circulars
giving full information regarding the climate, soil
aud products of all the above countries aud the prospects for settlers sent free.
For freight or passage rates and the fullest information, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
CL L. IS A BT I* JETT A CO.,
Iti Broad Ml., Boston.
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exchange St., Portland.
mh25dlv

P. £. I

TRIPS

PER

WEEK.

On and after Monday, Sept.
r-eavsa*
jg22d, the Steamer New York,
Capt. E. 13. Winchester and City
d Portland, Capt. S.H. Pike, will
leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every
Monday and Thursday at 0 p. m., for Eastport and
St. John.
Returning, will leave St. John and Eastport same

|Xl/r

^a^SSaBSSSai

days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentvilie, Halifax, N. S.; Sliediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Sumuierside, Charlottetown, I*. E.
I.; Fredericktown, N. 13., and all stations on the
Intercolonial Railway.
L^iP'Freight received day of sailing until 4
o'clock p.

m.

For Circulars, with maps of Routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information apply at the
Company’s Cilice, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean
Insurance Co.) or of
se20tf
A. It. STUBBS, Agent, K. K. Wharf.

PORTLAND: 8.00

a. in.

with through trains
Vermont R. R. for St. Albans, Montreal and Ogalso
densburg;
through cars on this train for gwnu*
ton via St. Jolinsbury and Vt. Div. P. & O. line.
II p. mi.—For Fabvan’s and intermediate stations
—mixed train from Upper Bartlett.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND:
10.55 n.in.—From Fabyan’s and intermediate star
tions.
G
p. m. —From Burlington, Swanton, Ogdeusburg and the West.
J. HAMILTON, Sup’t.
se27dtf
Portland, Sept. 2G, 1870.

Steamship Company.

Maine

Semi-Weekly Line to Xew York.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at G
P. M., and leave Pier 38, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t
Portland. Sept. 13, 1870.je28tf

These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, 83; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
dcelGdtf
Exchange Street.

Railroad,

EXCLUSION S.
Passenger tialns leave Portland for Boston
and intermediate stations at 2 a. m. (Night Express); 8.45 a. m. (Accommodation); 1.10 p. m.
(Express); and 6 p. m. (Accommodation).
Sunday trains leave Portland at 2.00 p. m., arriving in Boston in season for all New York and
Southern connections.
The 1.10 Express makes connections with the
Sound Steamers. The G.OO p. m. train makes connections with New York all rail.
On and after Monday, June 30th, there w'ill he a
Pullman Sleeping Car (to be run between Portland
and Boston only) for the convenience of the Portland travel, w'liich will be ready for occupancy at 11
o’clock p. m. Tickets for berths can be obtained at
the office any time during the
Through tickets to nil points Mouth and
West at lowest rates at Depot Office, Commercial
street, and at Allen’s Union Passenger Office, 28
Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Meats and
Berths sold at Ticket Olfice.
L. TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
J. HORNBY, Master Transportation.
dtf
jne28

TICKETS
ro*

ircrow ^Tork
v; a—

Eastern or Boston & Maine R. R.

day.

wAS D—

STONINGTON LINES

$4.00 2
Fall

Kail,

BOSTON AMAINE IIAILEOAD.

Providence and
wich Lines,

Nor-

MUMMER ARBANCEiriENT.
On noil after Monday. June
30, 1M79, Passenger Trains
will LEAVE
PORTLAND

Including transfers across Boston in any carriage*
stationed at the depots. Xrajns leaving Portland at
1.10 P. M. connect with Sound lines.

FOB BOMTON at 0.15, 8.45 a.
m., 1.10, 6.00 p. m., arriving at Boston at 10.45
a. in., 1.30, 5.10, 10.00 p. m.
Returning, leave
Boston at 8.30 a. in., 12.30, 3.30, G.OO p. m., arat
Portland
at
12.30, 5.00, 8.00,10.00 p. m.
riving
The G p. m. train from Boston will stop at Pine
Point to take passengers for Portland—arriving at
Portland at 10 p. m.
For Mcarborough Beach and Pine Point
at
G.15, 8.4o, 10.15 a. m., 5.30 p. m.
Ggp~The 1.10 train from Portland will not stop
at Scarborough Beach or Pine Point except to
take passengers for West of Biddeford, and the
G.OO p. m. train will not stop at these Stations
except to leave passengers from east of Port-

TO NEW YORK
VIA

ALL

across
as

ter, Haverhill,

TICKETS

Lawrence, Andover,

NEW

All

J. IIORNBY, Master Transportation E. R. K.
JAS. T. FURBER, General Sup’t B. & M. R. R.,
utf
janl8

STEADIER MIMEHAHA
leave the East side of Custom House Wharf for
Portland.
Peak's.
Trefethen's and Hofj.
0.30 A. M.
0.50 A. M.
7.10 A. M.

will

8.30

10.30
I

—

NO CHANGE OF CAUS
Portlands “Norwich Line99 Sirs.

Slate Rooms and Seats in Drawing
Room Cars secured in advance at Rollins & Adams
22 Exchange Street, and at the Depots.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
J. M. LUNT, Supt
sepGdtf

PAI>tloiwl Otlll ii/iT.'AAdfAI* I
v:vvmu
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lihvi

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
SEPT. lO, 1879.
__

Trains will

]•-’* Tr,:?5?f52SS| Ii«ave

r'■'

at
iu.

follows:
Trunk Repot,
7.150 a. in. iunl

run as

Grand

'1^ Portlaml,
-“**

9.00
11.00
2.45 P.M.
4.45
0.45

8.50
10.50
2.35
4.30
0.30

P.M.

25 cents,* One way, 15 cents;
selSdtf

Fare for round trip,
10 cents.

Children,

For Sale

12.10 p.
Leave Preble St. Station at 7.40 a. m., 12.20, 5.00
and 6.45 p. m.
7.JO A. NI. Accommodation lor Worcester, with
through car for Boston, via Nashua and Lowell.
Arrives at Rochester at 0.55 a. m., (connecting with Eastern and Boston & Maine Hailroads). At Nashua 11.47 a. m., I.owcll
12.15 p.m., ISoxion 1.15 p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p. m.. Fitchburg 1.25 p. m., and
Worcester at 2.10 p. m., connecting with
trains South and West.
12.10 P. IU. Steamboat Express for B5omtou anil Worcester
(Drawing Room Car
attached. Connects at Rochester fur Rover and Great Falls, at Fppiug for IVIuncliestcr and Concord, at Nashua for
l.owell and ISostou, at Ayer Junction
for Fitchburg and the West, via lloosac
Tuuucl I.iuc. at Worcester with Boston
& Albany Railroad for New York, at Putii a in with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express
Line” for Philadelphia, llaltiuaorc and
YVashiugtou, at New l.ouilon with Norwich Lino Steamers, and at Providence
with Providence Line of Steamers, arriving
at New York, at 0.00 a. in.
5.00 P. JR. Accommodation for Gorham.
Mixed for
6.13 P. M.—From Preble Street.
Rochester an 1 Way Stations.
leave
Rochester
at
11.05
a. in., and
Trains
0.45,
8.50 p. m., arriving in Portland at 0.35 a. m.,
1.15 and 11.00 p. in.
at 0.00
Gorham
Leave
P. M., arriving in Portland at 0.35 1*. M.
Close connections made at YY'estbrook J unction
with through trains of Me. Central R. It., and
at Grand Trunk Junction, Portland, with
through trains of Grand flunk R. It.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
‘Mins & Adams’, No. 22 ExDepot offices and at
change Street.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.
seplOdtf

Jby

Auction.

of default having been made in the
payment within the time limited by law of a
sum of money for which the stock
hereinafter
named was pledged to me as collateral security, I
shall sell to the highest bidder by public auction
through F. O. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers, at their
store, No. 37 Kxchango St., in the City of Port-

BY

;

Express Train with Drawing Room Car attached,
leaves Grand Trunk Depot at 12.10 P. M., JProble
St. Station at 12.25 P. M.

iiuu

2.15 P.M.
4.10
0.10

PLEDGED STOCK

Norwich Line Steamers.

i vi uiiuu

amt

For Hole at Office* in Depot* on ('oiunaer
cial Mtreet, and at Allen’s Union I*n$ftcnjger Oflice,
Excbnuge Ml.
PARLOR AND SLEEPING CAR ACCOMMODATIONS SECURED IN ADVANCE.

Portland & Worcester Line

Between

Points South

Principal

West,

YORK,
AND

TO

••AND—

VIA

—

carriage,

Washington, Chicago,
St. Louis, Sail Francisco,

10

$4.50

above,

Trains leave Portland, Eastern B. R. at 2.00,
8.45 a. m., 3.10, 0.00 p. m.; via Boston & Maine K.
R. at 0.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.10, 0.00 p. m., connecting
with all rail lines.

I

0N1T

Boston in

$8.00!

ana.

and Lowell at G.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.10, G.00
p. m.
For Roche*tcr, Farmington, N. II., Alton
Bay. Wolf borough at 8.45 a. m., 1.10 p. m.
For Centre Harbor at 8.45 a. m.
For i?lanche*ter and Concord (via New Market Junction) at G.15 a. in.. 1.10 p. m.; (via
Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.
The 1.10 p. m. trains connect with sound lines for
New York.
The 6 p. m. train makes connections with New
York all rail.
SUNDAY TRAINS—Leave Boston at 4.30 a.
m., arrive at Portland at 8.50 a. m. Leave Portland
at 5 p. m., arrive at Boston at 0.30 p. m.
Through Ticket* to all Point* South and
West at Towe*t rate*.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ton minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of 1TI. L. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Allen9*
Union Ticket Office, 28 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER. Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
je28

LIVES,

1MIL

Including transfer

For Old Orchard Reach, Saco acid Biddeford at G.15, 8.45, 10.15 a. m., 1.10, 5.30,
G.00 p. m.
For Kenucbuuk at G.15, 8.45 a. in., 1.10, 5.30,
G.00 p. m.
For Well*, No. Berwick, Salmon Fall*,
Great Fall*. Dover, Newmarket, Exe-

Tickets,

and

POINTS.

ARRANGEMENT.
Coanucaiing Nept. £1), 1870.

T»55s?fia5«7?5fi53—Through trains to Burlington, via
Wells River and Montpelier, connectF-if-—
on Central

Point Judith.

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads, and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co.’s, 4i)l/2 Exchange
Street.
D. S. BABCOCK,
L. W. FILK1NS,
President.
Gen. Passenger Ag’t, New York.

WESTERN

AND
FALL

leave at 12.50 and 5.05 p. m.
11.15 p. m. also has a passenat Cumberland Junccar
connecting
attached,
ger
tion with a mixed train for JLewiston, Auburn,
ville.
The 11.15 p. m.
Water
anal
Wiuthrop
is the Night Express Train with Pullman sleeping
car attached; making close connection at Bangor
for all stations on the Bangor & Piscataquis K. R.
the E. & N. A. Railway, and for Mt. John
and Halifax, Moulton, Woodstock, Mt.
Andrews, Mt. Mtephen, Fredericton, Fort
Fairfield, and Caribou.
Passenger Trains arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains from Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R..
and all intermediate stations at 12.57 and 1.00
p. m. The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath,
and Mt. Desert and Lewiston at 5.50 p. m. The
Night Pullman Express train at 1.50 a. m.

Route

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirety new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington, every Tuesday, Thursday aud Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all oilier line*. Bag-

TWO

dtf

auglS

AND

NEW YORK.
OF

Charlottetown,

warranted
and Ether

The ino**t wonderful invention of the nineteenth ceutury i**
AMES’ PATENT CLOTHES
SPRINKLER, and whould be
in every family. Send 30 cent*
by mail and a sample will be
Ncnt to any addi'CMt*.
WM. D. AMES.
29 Market Square,

VAULTS

FOR
AUE.ASl

L.IXE

FALL ARKANG KMEN'I.

to extract teeth.
8

GEORUE APPOLU.

EaNlpoi t, CalniN, Mb John, N. B., Annapolis, Windsor aud Halifax, N. ML,

238 MIDDLE ST., over II. H. Hay’*.
All operations n entistry performed at

nriees to suit th9 times and
HfZ.
^U-LLPy first-class. Nitrous Oxide Gas

WM. CRANE,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

cod&wlm

CHENEY^

DR. C. J.

Washington

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake, and
through rates given.
Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all
Points South and Southwest via Va. and Tenn. Air
Line. C. P Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street.
To all points of North and South Carolina and beyond via Atlantic Coast Line, John S. Daley, Agent,
300 Washington Street.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 211) Washington
street. Through bills of lading given by the above
named agent.
Ship via Seaboard Air Line to Raleigh, Charlotte,
Spartansburg, Greenville, Atlanta, the Carolinas
and Georgia Points.
C. P. Gaither, Agent, 240
Washington St.
Norfolk.
to
§12 OO
Passage
12 50
MSaltiiuorc.
Rosiiid Trip Ticket.20 OO
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston.
no2dtf

STAR COURSE.
Columtoian Hall,

Sale by denier** in Medicine
everywhere.

I.YNIV, JIAS8.

&

STPA HSIIIP LINE.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

PRICE 25 CENTS,

0. P.

:-tv

dtf
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The trade supplied by all the wholesale druggist and by the manufact-

seC

SPICER, Superintendent.

JOHN HOPKINS,
WM. LAWRENCE,

EUaLBY’S.

seplG

DR. M AC A L ASTER is prepared to
supply the public and trade with this
wonderful medicine, Obtunder, Medicated Cotton, and instrument to apply
the Cotton, all complete in one small

for

Denver, San Francisco,
au«l all points in the

STOXINOTOX

at

cure

TOOTHACHE!

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, St. Louis, O.aaha, Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,

Fb-oui Iloston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

H. M. SANFORD.

autl

Medicated Cotton.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

je30

Portland,

DR.

ST.,

—AND—

-liSIS

PURELY VEGETABLE MEDICINES.

Charge

EXCHANGE

W. J

Especially

of

a. m.

Passengers from Gorham

Norfolk, Baltimore

Clairvoyant Physician
invites the attention of sufferers of ALL
CHRONIC DISEASES, who have endured Pain and
Weakness for years, and have found the ORDINARY REMEDIES INEFFECTUAL, to try his system

from Lewiston and Auburn.
connect with this train at
Lewiston Junction.
12.25 p. m. from Montreal, Quebec And West.
1.05 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
5.50 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
8.35

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.

Price
CLOTHIER.

thereof.—Lev.

B7 REED,

OR. E.

7 a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
8.45 a. m. for Gorbam.
12.45 p. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
2 p.m. for Gorbam, Island Pond, Quebec, Montreal
and West.
5.10 p. m. for Auburn, Lewiston and Gorham.

COLOSTEin,
One

Place, New York, Nov. 2oth.
Udolpho Wolfe, Esq:
Dear Sir—The undersigned have carefully and
thoroughly analyzed a sample of your “AROMATIC
SCHIEDAM SCHNAPPS” selected by ourselves, and
have found the same free from all organic or inormore or less iiijurious to health.
of our examination we consider the
healthful as a bev-

On and after MONDAY, Sept. 15,
is?'», passenger trains will leave
:
-L Jl1 laIU* as

Northwest, "West and Southwest.
S. .9.

Chemical and Technical Laboratory, 18 Exchange

ganic substances

On and after Monday, Sept. 15.1879, the Steamers
JOHN BROOKS and FOREST CITY will alternately
leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, daily at 7
o’clock p. m., and INDLY WHARF, Boston, daily,
at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr., General Agent.
dtf
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MOUNTAINS,

WHITE

June 29, 1879.

To

—AT—

slight degree of stimulation.
the most important remedies
affections

1

FOE THE

1879.

SUMMER ARKAItttEMEXTS.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

OIG-A.H.S,

1

a. m.

in., 3.45 p. in.; Lewiston at 3.00
rp. m.; Portland at 2.00 p. ni.
1. WASH BERN, Jit., President.

July2d tf

Passenger Trains
The train leaving at

Eastern

GUNS, REVOLVERS AND CUTLERY,
CIGARETTES

Leave Canton at 4.30 and 9.25

Returning leave Mechanic Falls 7.05

a.

For Lewiston and Auburn.

Boston.

74

stock of

RAlli aOAD.

p. m.
For Bockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., aud for L«‘wi»lon and Farmington
via Brunswick, at 7.00 a. m. and 12.55 p. in.
For Bath at 7.00 a. in., 12.55 and 5.10 p. in.
For F’arusinuCon, Monmouth, Wiutbrop,
Readftcld, Went Waterville aud Waterville via Lewistonat 12.60 p. m.

PASSENGER OFFICES:

CALL 2

Ruinford Falls & Bucklield

eodly

fa»t aud Waterville at 12.50,
12.55, and 11.15 P. M.
For Skowhegan at 12.50, 12.55 and 11.15 p. m.
For Augusta, Hallow ell. Gardiner and
Brunswick at 7.00 a. m., 12.55, 5.10 and 11.16

Bangor.

Tickets and State rooms secured at Allen’s Union
Passenger Office, 28 Exchange St.
All communications by mail or telegraph for rooms
should be addressed to
GEO. L. DAY. Gen. Ticket Agent,
selOtf
E. CUSHLNG, General Manager.

England Agent,
Washington Street, Boston.

dim

Pn*KCUger Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Dexter, Bel-

Returning, leaves Bangor every Monday, Wednesjib
day and Friday morning at 0 o’clock, touching
above, arriving in Portland about 5 o’clock, connectfor
and
Steamer
Trains
ing with 0 p. m. Express

ARRIVALS.

E. W. THOMAS & CO.,
OYSTER SALOON,

219

L_

auil liar llarbor,) Millbridge, Jenenport
and Mackiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Monday anti Thursday Morning at 4.30 o’cl’k,
arriving in Portland same evening,connecting with
Pullman Night train for Boston. Express trains also
leave for Boston at 0.15 and 8.45 same mornings.
Commencing Sept. 10th, the Steamer CITY OF
RICHMOND, (000 tons,) Capt. Wm. E. Dennison,
will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every Monday Wednesday and Friday evening, at
lO o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat Express
Trains from Boston, for Rockland, Camden,

Grand Trunk S. R. Co. of Canada.

■LI TAILOR,

MAGNA,

oc3

—

arrival of express trains
Deer
West

as-

BEST HARNESS MAKER

Absolutely pure—made from Grape Cream of Tartar
Housekeeper’s favorite in leading cities of the world.

PORTLAND.

MONDAY, SEPT. 15,

The Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Chas. Deering, leaves Railroad
Whf., Portland, every Tuesday

and

Overcoatings.

au28

J. N.

RAILROAD.

arkanGEMENT.

Fine, Medium and Low-Priced

sortment of

STEAMERS.

Maine Central

Portland, Bangor & Macliias

CENTER STREET,
Nearly opposite Sagadahoc House,

new

RAILROADS.

Eincoluville, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy
Point, Bucksport, Wiuterport, Hampden

(13m

Station at Ninth and Green Streets affords
advantages in reaching the business and
resident portions of Philadelphia, Germantown and
suburbs in that vicinity.
The

many

fo

jal

Rockland, Castine,
I*le, Sedgwick, Hit. DESERT, (So.

°t,?,x BATH, ME.

MAIL

STREETS.,

in addiiiosi lo Third and Berks Sts

in saloons, bath and smoking rooms, barber
&c.
For rates of passage and other information, apply
to
JOHN G. dale, Agent, 31 Broadway, N. Y.
or to T. P. McGOWAN, 49*5 CougresN St.,

__**

febO

11.15 o’clock,
from Boston, for

Telegraph Building.

NINTH AND GREEN

shops,

Through Rates named and Bills of Lading iven
from any point in New England to Philadelphi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Mass
Win. P. Clyde & Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Avc., Philadelphia.

fall

Ton.

On and after October G, IStS,
trains will rim to ihc Slew Station,

and Water Lines.

HAYDEN.

Single

or

Philadelphia.

c hairs

Time, Low
Line, Quick
nrtures.
Kates, Frequent LS>
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Steamer*, nailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, H. €.. Washington, D. C., Georgetown^ D. C., Alexandria, Va., and all Rai

STEAMBOAT CO.

COAL
By Cargo

KAIL-

genii-Weekly

T. WOODWARD.

passed.
DeWitt, 25; Maiston,

BOSTON,
OLD COLONY
KOAD.

connection with

FIRST CLASS OOODS.

ALL

S.'

STEAMSHIP LINES

FROM

ROYAL

in

Most Central Location

Sinliou iu New York : Depot, C’cutrnl KzialQueenstown aud Liverpool
road of New Jersey, fool of Libcrlf
EVERY THURSDAY OR SATURDAY.
Street, Noitii River.
City of Berlin, 5491 Tons I City of Montreal 4490 Ts
City of Brussels 3775
Ask for tickets via “Bound Brook Route” only.
City of Richmond,4G07
City of Chester, 45GG
| City of New York 3500 J Tickets for sale at all Railroad and Steamboat OfI’hese magnificent steamers are among the strongH. P. BALDWIN,
est, largest and fastest on the Atlantic, and have j fices in New England.
G. P. A. C. It. R. of N. J.
every modern improvement, including hot and cold
water and electric bells in staterooms, revolving
New
New York

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,

Koebliiig’s Wire Rope in Stock.

DEALERS

UNITED STATES &

England

Swanton, Jameson & Co.
Hardware, Ship Chandlery,

BOUND BROOK ROUTE

LINE

INMAN

Philadelphia & New

LINE.

NEW

Euglaud,

COMFORT
COMBINED.
The first-class iron mail steamers of this line sail from HIxi 1 i&

Steerage:

Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Passage Eight Dollar**. Bound Trip £15,
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
£. B. SAJBPSON, Agent,
10 Loug Wharf, Boston.
de31tf

CLYDE’S

W. HAWTHORNE’S.

LEIGHTON,

For

I

rHKferosS

—AT—

DENTIST,

BENSON’S CAPCINE

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.
From Pine Street Wharf,

From
In*

SAFETY

fax every alternate Tuesday for Liverpool via St Johns,
N. F., and Queenstown From
nlteruute Wednesday.
Baltimore every
From Quebec every Saturday, to Liverpool
via of Londonderry.
Only Five days actual ocean travel via Quebec, and
but Seven via Halifax.
Cabin Passage, $70 and $80 according to location
to British
of Room: Intermediate. $40;
Ports, $23; London, $31; Hamburg, Bremen, Paris
and Scandinavian Ports, $32. Return anil Prepaid
Tickets to and from all parts of Europe at reduced
rates.
For Maps and Sailing Schedule apply to MM.
ALLEN, Jr, 23 Exchange St, Portland, Me., or
LEVE & ALDEN, Gen. Pass. Agents for New
England and Middle States. 271 Broadway, N. Y.
eodtf
ap2C

Wharfage.

.iprtlk

au28

Toilet.

Is prepared from Cuticura in a modified form, and
is positively indispensable in the treatment of Skin
and Scalp Diseases. We recommend it for the preservation of the skins of infants, for gentlemen who
shave and are troubled with tender faces, for those
who desire a clean ami wholesome Skin and Scalp,
and for all purposes of the toilet, bath and nursery.
Its delightful and refreshing fragrance equals or
surpasses the finest Parisian Soaps.

A©

ALL NEW STYLES

p-

physicians

A RUNNING SORE

Extracted

W. U.

Ilrcait aud Limbi Cured.
I can
Messrs. Weeks & Potter: Gentlemen,
not refrain from adding my debt of gratitude to you
for having placed within my; reach the wonderful
Cuticura Remedies, which have rendered unnecessary all further experiments of physicians, and in
a remarkably short space of time have rid me of a
loathsome disease. 1 dispensed with all
The
two years ago, believing they did me no good.
Cuticura has stopped this unsatisfactory expense
—even if it were necessary and I had the courage
any longer to follow their advice—and brought the
long-looked-for cure and happiness.
I have been afflicted with Eczema or Salt Rheum
on my scalp, breast, and limbs for five years, during
which time 1 have been under the treatment of physicians, or at mineral springs, or taking some kind
of
of medicine. 1 have been treated by Drs.
-, Dr.-of-, and visited sulphur springs
and taken numbers of patent medicines, all without
the faintest approach to a cure.
April 1 last, I began the use of Cuticura, which
was immediately successful in my case, entirely
curing me. 1 have not had a clean scalp for 15
years until the use of the Cuticura entirely lnaleil
it and left it clean and healthy.
The other parts of
my body were affected in a more aggravated form,
I believe myself
but are now completely healed.
completely cured. 1 shall continue the Cuticura
Resolvent as directed, for its wonderful action on
the stomach -and bowels aud cooling influence on
the blood. It will afford me pleasure, as I have
done in many cases, to urge the afflicted to use
these wonderful remedies.
STEPHEN CROWELL.
Yours, etc.,

leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

OFFICE,

I

BLOOD

rnml

Reports—Recommending the erection of
a plank side walk on Brooks street, from
Union street to Allen’s Court, accepted and
order passed; recommending payment of
damages to M. A. Daley, sustained by a defect in College street, accepted and order
passed; favorable to cutting down the grade
of the easterly section of High street; unfavorable to the sale of a portion of Main
street school house Jot to Nelson Dingley,

Saturday.

ticura

Teeth

Special

night.

frightened

NOVELTIES.

DENTIST.

Park

the United States aud

SPEED

Direct StcamsEiip Line.

X>Xl. BA JES,

evening.

are

PMIL.ADLL.Plf IA

PAGE, Jeweller.

The uuusual sickness prevalent in Aumainly due to poisonous well water.
excursion rates to the mountains

bay.
Three tramps occu;.. J

disastrous runaway

a

LATEST

LINE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
The Shortest Possible Sen Route Between

—AND—

GrlFTS.

burn is

Sailor Jack, a queer genius and mimic picks
up pennies on Bath streets.
Messrs. Footo and Ward are bringing in
quantities of black d ick and teal from the

spoons._________
The best

street last

Popham.

rank and money and all that; but I know
better, and so does she. And that’s why I’m
proud of being an adventurer; and good
reason

There was

flammation.
Moulton is putting a new lock on the receiving tomb iron door, and otherwise repairing
it at the foundry.
The Sasanoa leaves City Wharf at 2 p. m.,
Saturday, carrying the High School pupils to

on

ALLAN

NEW STORE, NEW STOCK.

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

JjBWISTON and auburn.

MAINE CITIES.

reason

land, in the State of Maine,
day of October next, at 10

on
the twenty-tirst
o’clock A. M., One
Gover Mining and Milling
Company, a corporation created by the laws of tho
State of California. Terms cash.
For further particulars apply to the subscriber.
Dated this 29th day of September, 1879.

Hundred Shares of the

!
;

By reason of default having been made in the
payment within the time limited by law,of a sum of
money for which the stock hereinafter named was
pledged to me as collateral security, I shall sell to
the highest bidder by public auction through F. O.
Bailey & Co., auctioneers, at their store, No. 37
Exchange St., in the City of Portland, in the State
of Maine, on the twenty-first day of October next,
at 10*4 o’clock A. M., three hundred and fifty
shares of the capital stock of the Gover Mining and
created by the laws
Milling Company, a
of the State of California.
Also for the some reason I shall sell to the highest;
bidder, separately from the above three hundred
and fifty shares, by public auction, through tho sameauctioneers, at the same place ami on the saioe day,
immediately after the sale of said three hundred
and fifty shares, twenty-five shares of Cue capiPj
stock of the said company. Terms cash.
For particulars
to the subscriber.
Dated this 20th day of September, A. I>. hsTO

corporation

apply

sep2l)dtd

C. C. CHAPMAN,

Pledgee’.

For Sale.
The TANNERY owned hy the late Sewaid Bucknam, together wtl th Machinery,
Stock in Yard, and Bark. js offered for
sate on favorable term.for particularn apply to Mrs. B
„cknam, Stevens
Plains, Me., or Hor l0r Bros., No. 84

High Street, Boston.,
»u85

dtf

Second Parish Bonds.
Bond* of the Suer,1U1 pr.rj,h of the City of
rpnE
J.
1 ortlanu will bo
paid o n presentation at the
National Traders
The liberty to pay these
bonds
1870. They are now
called in, anti ctr be
paid at roiy time before January 1, 1880, nitvr which lime 8he iutercel
will cen^e,
Subscribers to tlic extinguis hment of tho Parish
ilebt rna’j pay as
convenient, to Hie Cashier of said
Bank r..ho is authorized to receive the
money,
ser.iv)
13 w

commenced-'anaary

profits on 20 days. Investment of & | /k/k
if-in St. Paul, August 1— $
returns every week on Stock Options of
$20,
$50, $1 00, $500.
Official Reports ami Circul ws free. Address
T. Pottrr Wiglti X Co. Bankers,
mill ilv
35 Wall St. New York.

C-1

1 V

qjll

Proportional

Vaults Cleaned and Ashes Removed
A T from $4 to $(> per cord- or $3 per load. All
Orders promptly attomled to by calling on or
R. GiBSON.
oc2dtf
C33 Congress Street.

addressing

%

